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I. Finality – the Jurisdictional Key to Appellate Jurisdiction 

a. Alabama Code § 12-22-2: “From any final judgment of the circuit court or 

probate court, an appeal lies to the appropriate appellate court as a matter of 

right by either party, or their personal representatives, within the time and in 

the manner prescribed by the Alabama Rules of Appellate Procedure.” 

(emphasis added) 

b. The General Rule – Appellate courts lack jurisdiction to hear appeals from non-

final (interlocutory) orders 

c. Finality is a jurisdictional question – which appellate courts may examine ex mero 

motu 

d. Consent and Waiver – parties cannot overcome the finality requirement by 

waiving it or consenting to proceeding on appeal without a final judgment 

 

II. Purposes of the Finality Requirement 

a. Appropriate deference to trial courts – and develop factual and legal record 

b. Encourage efficient use of judicial resources – avoid piecemeal appellate review 

c. Prevention of delay 

d. Encouragement of settlement (and resolution of claims without need for 

appeal) 

 

III. What is a “final judgment”? 

a. Black’s Law Definition – A final order or judgment is “one which leaves nothing 

open to further dispute and which sets at rest the cause(s) of action between the 

parties. A decision or judgment which settles all rights of the parties respecting 

the subject-matter of the suit and which concludes them unless and until it is 

reversed or set aside.” 

b. Alabama Supreme Court’s Definition – A final judgment is “a terminative decision 

by a court of competent jurisdiction which demonstrates there has been a 

complete adjudication of all matters in controversy between the litigants within 
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the cognizance of the Court. That is, it must be conclusive and certain in itself.” 

Jewell v. Jackson & Whitsitt Cotton Co., 331 So.2d 623 (Ala. 1976). 

c. A Recent Alabama Appellate Decision - “For a judgment to be final, it must ‘put 

an end to the proceedings between the parties to a case and leave nothing for 

further adjudication.’” Denault v. Fed. Nat’l Mortgage Assoc., 2019 WL 1499146 

(Al. Civ. App. April 5, 2019) (citing Ex parte Wharfhouse Rest. & Oyster Bar, Inc., 

796 So.2d 316 (Ala. 2001).  

d. Multiple Claims, Multiple Parties? – “If a case involves multiple claims or multiple 

parties, an order is generally not final unless it disposes of all claims as to all 

parties.” Wright v. Harris, 2019 WL 642562 (Ala. Feb. 15, 2019) (citation 

omitted).  

e. Finality is a Question of Law – The trial court’s description of an order as a “final 

order” is not the test. Instead, courts of appeal will examine (as a matter of law) 

finality by applying the legal definition of a final order. See, e.g., Marlow v. 

Waters, 858 So.2d 980, 982 (Ala. Civ. App. 2003) (rejecting a trial court’s 

characterization of an order as “final” where there were claims remaining before 

the trial court still unresolved).  

f. Interlocutory Orders – All other non-final orders (and judgments) of the trial 

court are known in law as “interlocutory” orders. Interlocutory orders are 

generally non-appealable until they merge into the final judgment. 

 

IV. Exceptions to the Finality Requirement 

a. Rule 54(b) – Trial Court Certification of Finality  

b. Appealable Interlocutory Orders – by right (ARAP 4) 

i. Preliminary Injunctions 

ii. Certain Receivership Orders 

iii. Denials of Petition to Intervene (as of right) 

iv. Orders respecting binding arbitration agreements 

v. Certification (or refusal to certify) class action 

vi. Orders granting a new trial 

c. Appealable Interlocutory Orders – by permission (ARAP 5) 

d. Extraordinary Writs (Mandamus and Prohibition) 

 

V. Common Pitfalls (or Potholes) 

a. Dismissal without prejudice 

b. Partial summary judgment 

c. Consolidated Proceedings 

d. Property Division, Custody, and related matters 

e. Fees and Costs 

f. Contempt Proceedings 



Extraordinary Writs/Permissive Appeals 

Compliance with the Rules of Appellate Procedure 

I. Writ of Mandamus - Rule 21, Ala. R. App. P. 

A. Vehicle for seeking review of an interlocutory order. 

B. Petition shall include (1) table of authorities; (2) 
statement of facts; ( 3) statement of issues; ( 4) 
statement of why the writ should issue; and {5) appendix 
including copies of all parts of the record necessary for 
the Court's review. 

C. Common and/or fatal mistakes: (1) failure to provide 
all parts of the record essential for appellate court's 
consideration, and f2) failure to utilize proper rule, 
i.e. Rule 21 or Rule 39, when seeking review of Court of 
Civil Appeals' denial of writ of mandamus; see Ex parte 
T.M.F.; [Ms. 1180454, May 3, 2019]. 

II. Permissive Appeal - Rule 5, Ala. R. App. P. 

A. Vehicle for seeking review of an interlocutory order. 

B. Trial Court's certification shall state that, in the 
judge's opinion, (1) the interlocutory order involves a 
controlling question of law, ( 2) there is substantial 
ground for difference of opinion as to the question of 
law, (3) an immediate appeal from the order would 
materially advance the ultimate termination of the 
litigation, and (4) the appeal would avoid protracted and 
expensive litigation. 

C. Common and/or fatal mistake: failure to identify in 
the certification a controlling question of law. 

III. Petition for Writ of Certiorari - Rule 39, Ala. R. App. P. 

I 

A. Conflict and First Impression Grounds - most commonly 
cited ground for Supreme Court's review. 

B. Conflict-with-binding-precedent: common and/or fatal 
mistakes include (1) failure to get facts properly before 
the Court (Rule 39(d) (5)), and (2) failure to cite 
ground(s) as basis for review (Rule 39(a) (1) (A-E)). 

C. First Impression: fatal mistake includes the failure 
to provide a question of first impression. 



/ 

Writ of Mandamus - Rule 2l(e), Ala. R. App. P. 

Court of Appeals 

Grant or Denial 

Rehearing NOT prerequisite 
for seeking review in Supreme 

· Court 

·Review in Supreme Court 

PITFALL - BEWARE 

Rehearing NO Rehearing 

Review - file petition for Review - de novo 
writ of certiorari 

Rule 39, Ala. R. App. P. 
File same or similar 
petition in Supreme Court 

I 

Ex parte T.M.F., [Ms. 1180454, May 3, 2019], So. 3d 
(Ala. 2019). Petition for writ of certiorari dismissed. 
Petitioner sought review of the Court of Civil Appeals' order 
denying a change in venue. Because the petitioner did not file 
an application for rehearing in the Court of Civil Appeals, he 
was required to file in the Supreme Court a petition for a 
writ of mandamus seeking de novo review of the Court of Civil 
Appeals' order. 

State v. Lewis, 907 So. 2d 1020 (Ala. 2005). Petition for writ 
of mandamus denied. The State sought review of the Court of 
Criminal Appeals' order denying its petition for a writ of 
mandamus. The State filed an application for rehearing, which 
was denied. The State then filed a petition for a writ of 
mandamus in the Supreme Court. Because the State elected to 
seek a rehearing in the Court of Criminal Appeals, it was 
required to seek review of that Court's order denying its 
petition for a writ of mandamus by filing in the Supreme Court 
a petit~on for a writ of certiorari under Rule 39. 
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“Judges can be persuaded only when three conditions are met: 

(1) They must have a clear idea of what you’re asking the court to do. 

(2) They must be assured that it is within the court’s power to do it. 

(3) After hearing the reasons for doing what you are asking, and the reasons for 

doing other things or nothing at all, they must conclude that what you’re asking 

is best—both in your case and in cases that will follow.” 

--Justice Antonin Scalia and Bryan Garner, Making 

Your Case 

 
 

I. Persuasion Through Argument 

 

An Argument section is most persuasive when it has a clear structure, advances a 

consistent theme, and undermines the opponent’s counterarguments effectively. 

 

A. The Structure of a Persuasive Argument 

Giving the court “a clear idea of what you’re asking the court to do” 

 

1. Communicating Your Overall Structure Through Point Headings 

 

“Well-thought-out point headings (1) make the writing focused, (2) make 

the writing skimmable, and (3) make the advocates acutely aware of the 

architecture of their writing.” 

 
--Bryan Garner, Good Headings Show You’ve Thought Out Your 

Arguments Well in Advance, ABA Journal (2015) (emphasis 

added) 
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* 

                                                           
* Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae, McDonough v. Smith, 139 S. Ct 2149 (2019) (No. 18-485). 
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2. Structuring Individual Arguments Within Subsections of the Brief 

 

a. Remember “CRAC”? It still works. 

 

Conclusion:  Your point heading within each section of the brief. 

 

Rules:  Set up the governing law for that section and explain/illustrate 

how it operates in other cases. 

 

Avoid Case-by-Case-Itis.  

    Not: 

     In case A, … 

     In case B, … 

     In case C, … 

     Therefore, I should win. 

 

Connect the dots for your reader. Synthesize a rule from the three 

cases and use that synthesized rule to analyze your client’s facts. 

Requiring the reader to pull the relevant principles from your case 

summary is ineffective. A reader may not see the connection that 

seems obvious to you. 

 

 

Analysis:  Apply those Rules specifically by using your client’s facts. 

 

i. Don’t skimp on the analysis! 

 

Not This: 
 Courts hold children to a reasonable-child standard of care 

unless they are engaged in inherently dangerous activities, which 

require an adult standard of care instead. Robinson v. Lindsay, 

598 P.2d 392 (Wash. 1979). Because riding a bicycle is not an 

inherently dangerous activity, Danny should be held to a 

reasonable-child standard of care. 
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Instead, this: 

 
Courts hold children to a reasonable-child standard of care 

unless they are engaged in inherently dangerous activities, which 

require an adult standard of care instead. Robinson v. Lindsay, 

598 P.2d 392 (Wash. 1979). Riding a bicycle is not inherently 

dangerous because it is an activity traditionally enjoyed by 

children. Also, the average speed of a child riding a bicycle is 

less than eight miles per hour, which is not high enough to pose 

an inherent danger. Because riding a bicycle is not an inherently 

dangerous activity, Danny will likely be held to a reasonable-

child standard of care. 

ii. Compare your facts to the facts in the precedent; make 

“apples to apples” comparisons.  

 

Not:  Like Smith v. Jones, the employee in this case timely 

complained to the human resources department… 

 

Instead:  Like the bank teller in Smith v. Jones, who lodged 

a complaint within one week of the alleged harassment, the 

employee in this case… 

 

iii. Answer the reader’s “so what?” Explain how your analogies 

and distinctions should lead the court to the conclusion 

you seek. After you’ve made a comparison or distinction, 

tell why that similarity or difference leads to your legal 

conclusion.  

 

iv. Avoid “inelegant variation.” When applying rules to your 

facts, use the same legal terms—whether factors, elements, 

or concepts—that you told the reader were important in 

the Rules section. Don’t pull out a thesaurus here. 

 

Conclusion 

 Tell the court exactly what you want it to do. 
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b. Use thesis sentences to guide your reader. 

 

Effective thesis sentences: 

i. Should comprise each topic sentence in the “A” part of 

your CRAC. They are the reader’s primary guide through 

your argument. 

ii. Assert a proposition or argument that the following 

information will support.  

They are not restatements of rule material or an 

introductory statement about what “other courts” 

have done. They are the perfect place to signal how 

the legal concepts you’ve articulated in the Rules 

paragraphs above apply to your client or case. 

iii. Signal the focus of the paragraph. 

iv. Transition between paragraphs/ideas. 

 

B. Using Theme to Persuade 

 

Your theory of the case should appear consistently throughout your brief. 

Introduce the reader to it in your statement of the issues, use the factual narrative to 

establish it, orient your summary of the argument around it, and hammer it home 

once more in the conclusion. 

 

 Test your theory of the case by writing it out as a syllogism.  

 

Syllogisms contain a major premise, followed by minor premises, which lead the 

reader to a logical conclusion. An example: 

 

  Writers can always hone their craft. 

  Lawyers are professional writers. 

The lawyers here today can always continue to hone their craft. 

 

 The major premise is the rule that governs the issue before the court:  Writers 

can always hone their craft. The governing rule in a given case may come from a 

statute, the common law, or some combination of the two.  
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The minor premise states the legally significant facts of your particular case or 

issue. Here, the significant fact is about lawyers:  Lawyers are professional writers. 

 

When you can convince the reader that your major premise is the correct rule 

(and the one that actually governs this case) and that your minor premise is true, you 

will successfully lead her to apply your rule to your facts and reach your conclusion:  

The lawyers here today can always continue to hone their craft. 

  

As Justice Scalia and Bryan Garner counsel in Making Your Case, “The victor 

will be the one who convinces decision-makers that his or her syllogism is closer to 

the case’s center of gravity. What is this legal problem mostly about?” 

 

 Drafting a “Deep Issue,” or Syllogistic, Issue Statement. 

 

Syllogisms make great, if uncommon, Issue Statements or Questions Presented.  
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Note that the above example* implies that the major premise, or governing 

rule, is the Takings Clause. The issue statement begins with the minor premises, or 

legally significant facts. The writer’s goal is the same:  to lead the reader to his 

conclusion while introducing the issue.

 

How to Construct a Deep Issue Statement: 

 

1. Use separate sentences to articulate your premises. Eschew the six-line 

sentence and keep the sentences simple enough that an educated-but-

unfamiliar legal reader can follow your logic. 

2. Use no more than 75 words in all. Bryan Garner recommends using 25 

words for your major premise, 40 words for your minor premises(s), and 10 

words for your conclusion. 

3. In your minor premises, use enough detail to convey a sense of story to 

your reader. 

 

  

                                                           
* Example from Pet. for Writ of Cert., Empress Casino Joliet Corp. v. Glannoulias, 129 S. Ct. 2764 (2009) (No. 08-
945), as included in The Art of Advocacy by Noah A. Messing. 
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Practice. Using a case you currently have pending, whether in the trial or 

appellate stages, write a “Deep Issue” Statement. What is the governing rule/major 

premise? What are the legally significant facts? And what conclusion should your 

reader reach? If you can distill your overall argument to those components, you are 

more likely to communicate it effectively. If you can’t, your theory of the case bears 

some reconsideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Major Premise   +    Minor Premise      =       Conclusion 

Legal Rule                 Facts To Which                Desired  
                the Rule Applies         Outcome 

 

(25 words)               (40 words)           (10 words) 
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Tips:   

 For a syllogism to work (and thus for your argument to work), the 

premises must be true—and you must convince the court that they’re true. Framing 

your issue as a syllogism is helpful, particularly in your statement of the issues. But as 

you develop the Argument section of your brief, be mindful that you must develop 

and support each premise of that syllogism to lead the reader to your conclusion. 

o Adequately support your major premise, using binding authority 

where possible.  

o State your major premise neither too broadly, so that it’s no 

longer accurate, nor too narrowly, so that the facts of your minor 

premise no longer fit into it. 

o Show that your minor premises (1) are true, based on the record, 

and (2) are the most significant facts in your case.  

 

In addition to capturing your arguments clearly, syllogistic thinking can help 

you spot weaknesses in your opponents’ arguments. On what basis does their 

argument fail? 

 Are their premises untrue? 

 Is the major premise not really the relevant, governing rule here? Does 

your opponent conceive of that rule too broadly or narrowly? 

 Does their focus in the minor premises omit other, more-important facts 

that should change the outcome? Is your opponent really placing the 

most legally significant facts before the court? 

 

 
C. Persuading Through Counter Argument 

 

Addressing your opponent’s argument guides the court to conclude, after “hearing the 

reasons for doing what you are asking, and the reasons for doing other things or 

nothing at all, … that what you’re asking is best.” 

 

Decisions to Make in Every Brief: 

Which of my opponent’s arguments should I address? 

How can I effectively undermine it? 
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1. Which Arguments to Address 

 

a. All mandatory authority on the issue 

Is the case distinguishable, factually or legally? 

 

b. Your opponent’s primary argument(s) 

 

2. Effective Counter Arguments 

 

a. What they aren’t:   

ad hominem attacks 

 

b. Approaches: 

i. Address the argument fully, or 

ii. Address it in a dependent clause 

 

How you choose to handle the counterargument affects where you address it. 

If in a dependent clause, you’ll acknowledge the argument as you’re walking the reader 

through your own analysis. Although you’ll be momentarily undercutting your own 

point, you can quickly direct the reader to the reason that the opponent’s 

consideration doesn’t have merit. (See what I did there?) If, however, you’re 

addressing the argument fully, it may need its own paragraph. We typically 

recommend placing that paragraph after your affirmative analysis of the issue. Don’t 

lead with the opponent’s argument. 

 

When addressing the argument, handle it persuasively, not objectively. Be 

careful to avoid giving your opponent’s argument too much airtime by fully 

developing their point. Often, you can skip the explanation and refute the point 

directly. See the below examples. 
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* 

                                                           
* “Objective” examples from A Lawyer Writes by Christine Coughlin, et al. 
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II. Persuasion Through Narrative 

 

“[S]pread the word, with attribution, on the pernicious effects of ‘spin’ and 

my regular practice of having my law clerks check for it.  … [H]ave 

[students] write the most forceful 2-page argument they can on an issue.  

Then have them edit the text only to remove all of the ‘emphasis’ adjectives, 

like ‘clearly,’ ‘unquestionably,’ ‘obviously,’ etc.  I think they will be surprised 

at how much stronger the text reads…, letting the facts and the law 

speak for themselves.” 
--Judge Richard Linn, Federal Circuit Court of Appeals 

 

In other words, “Show, Don’t Tell.” Your reader is more likely to believe you if 

you show him that someone is a bad actor, a victim, or an upstanding member of the 

community than if you tell him these things. Give your reader the facts that allow him 

to draw that conclusion.  

 

A. Techniques that “Show” the Facts, Instead of “Telling” 

 

1. Context 

2. Point of View 

3. Length of Time 

4. Level of Detail 

5. Location 

6. Sentence Length 

7. Active & Passive Voice 

8. Effective Quoting 
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An excerpt from a brief* that shows the reader how sympathetic the client is: 

 
Petitioner Wilhelmina Defy was born in her house in the Fort Trumbull neighborhood of New 
London, Connecticut in 1918. Her family, the Ciavaglias, first moved to Fort Trumbull from 
Italy in the early 1880s. Mrs. Dery still lives in her home on Walbach Street, which was 
purchased by her family in 1901, as she has for her entire life. Her husband, Charles, lives 
there as well, and moved into the house when the couple married fifty-nine years ago. 
 
The Derys' son, Matthew, was born in Fort Trumbull and grew up there. He, his wife, and his 
son currently live right next door to Mr. and Mrs. Defy at 28 East Street in a home he received 
from his grandmother as a wedding present. The home has been in his family since 1903. 
Petitioner Susette Kelo, a registered nurse, lives down the block from the Derys at 8 East 
Street. She purchased the Victorian-era house in 1997 and since that time has made extensive 
improvements to it.  She loves the water view from her home, the people in the area, and the 
fact that she can get in a boat and be out in the Long Island Sound in less than ten minutes.  

 
  

                                                           
* Brief for Petitioners, Kelo v. City of New London, 545 U.S. 469 (2005) (No. 04-108) (internal citations omitted), as 
reprinted and analyzed in The Art of Advocacy by Noah A. Messing. 
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B. Persuading with Parts of Speech 

 

 
 

 To make your factual narrative more compelling, favor strong nouns and verbs 

over “telling” adverbs and adjectives. Refer to your client as a teacher, police officer, 

or child, rather than describing her as “dependable,” “upstanding,” or “young.” Tell 

the reader that “the Ferrari raced down Washington Street,” rather than saying ”the 

car drove fast.” (In that last example, you’re maximizing both a strong verb and a level 

of detail that your reader is likely to remember.) 

 

C. A Reminder about Dates 
 

1. Use them only when necessary. 
2. Place them at the beginning of the sentence. 
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III. Persuasion Through Presentation 

 

“No more than 30 percent of your time should be spent on research. 

About 40 percent of your time should be dedicated to composing. The 

remaining 30 percent of your time should be spent editing.” 
--The Lawyer’s Guide to Writing Well 

 

A. Editing Strategies 

 

1. Edit in phases. 

 

So, how should you spend that final 30%? First, edit in phases. If you try to read 

through your brief once—or even twice—in hopes of catching all types of mistakes, 

the editing process will be overwhelming and not as useful to you. Instead, break up 

the editing process so that, during each read, you’re checking one particular aspect of 

the brief.  

 

Review and polish the Argument section first because your other sections 

should preview or support that Argument section. I recommend at least three reads 

through the Argument for three separate purposes:  a structure assessment, a 

persuasion assessment, and a style/citation assessment. See the Stages of Revision 

checklist attached as Appendix A. 

 

2. Edit your structure with a “reverse outline.” 

 

When assessing the structure of your Argument, I recommend “reverse 

outlining” it. This process is reminiscent of the pre-draft outlining you likely already 

do. But the reverse outline, constructed when a draft is in the editing phase, can alert 

you to holes in your reasoning and gaps between what you intended to say and what is 

on the page.  

 

“Here’s the thing to remember when creating a reverse outline:  You 

must be faithful to what you actually wrote, not what you intended to write. 

… The whole idea is to make sure that the organization works for your 

audience, and your audience sees only what’s on the page, not what’s in 

your head.” 
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--Rachel Gurvich and Beth Wilensky, Add Reverse Outlining to Your Writing Toolbox, 

ABA for Law Students Before the Bar Blog (2017), available at 

abaforlawstudents.com/2017/09/05/add-reverse-outlining-to-your-writing-toolbox/ 

 

To reverse outline, (1) copy and paste your point headings into a new 

document, and then (2) copy and paste the first sentence of every Analysis paragraph 

(as opposed to “rule” paragraphs) into the new document under the point heading 

where they appear in the brief. Your point headings and thesis sentences, together, are 

your new outline. When you’ve moved them into a new document you will be able to 

see whether they communicate as you intended, whether you want to move certain 

theses and present them in a different order, and whether the individual paragraphs 

move effectively from one point into the next. See the Structure Assessment checklist 

attached as Appendix B. 

 

3. Editing Tips 

 

a. Edit with fresh eyes and in a different setting. 

b. Edit on hard copy. 

c. Read the draft aloud at least once (perhaps during your edit for 

persuasion?). If the sentence feels long saying it out loud, then it’s 

probably too long on the page as well. 

 

4. Ask for—and graciously receive—peer editing. 

 

B. Common Stylistic Issues 

 

Keep in mind our goal in editing for style:  clarity. To successfully persuade, we 

must give the reader a “clear idea of what [we]’re asking the court to do” and logically 

lead her through the premises to our conclusion. That quest for clarity guides our 

stylistic choices in legal writing. 

 

1. Avoid wordy sentences. 

 

We can likely agree that wordy writing undermines our clarity and therefore our 

persuasiveness. When editing for style, keep an eye out for any meandering sentences. 

As a rule, make a habit out of evaluating sentences that reach 25 words or three lines 

in length.  
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Many offenses lead to wordy writing, but some stand out as the most common 

offenders: 

 

a. Legalese 

 

Remove unnecessary words and legalese to clarify your writing and persuade 

your reader.  

 

For inspiration, consider the below order entered by Judge Steven Merryday in 

the Middle District of Florida. 
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ORDER 

On August 3, 2012, the plaintiffs moved (Doc. 22) for leave to submit a motion that exceeds the 

page limit. The motion states, “The complex factual and legal issues involved[] make it difficult to meet the 

page limitation of twenty-five [] pages.” Two hours later and without leave, the plaintiffs submit (Doc. 23) a 

twenty-nine-page motion. Based on the mistaken premise that this FLSA collective action presents atypically 

complex issues, the motion to exceed the page limit (Doc. 22) is DENIED…. 

A review of the proposed, twenty-nine-page motion’s commencement confirms that a modicum of 

informed editorial revision easily reduces the motion to twenty-five pages without a reduction in substance. 

Compare this: 

Plaintiffs, ZACHARY BELLI, BENJAMIN PETERSON, ERIC 
KINSLEY, and LARRY JOHNSON, (hereinafter referred to as 
“Plaintiffs”), individually and on behalf of all others similarly 
situated (“Class members”), by and through the undersigned 
counsel and pursuant to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, (the 
“FLSA”), 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) files this motion seeking an order 
[move] (1) [to] conditionally certifying this case as a collective 
class action; (2) [to] requir[e]ing the Defendant, HEDDEN 
ENTERPRISES, INC. d/b/a INFINITY TECHNOLOGY 
SOLUTIONS (hereinafter “Defendant”), to produce and disclose 
all of the names[,] and last known addresses[,] and telephone 
numbers of the [each] potential C[c]lass M[m]embers so that 
notice may be implemented; and (3) [to] authoriz[e]ing notice by 
U.S. First Class mail to all [of this action to each] similarly 
situated persons employed by Defendant within the past three (3) 
years[.] to inform them of the pendency of this suit and to inform 
them of their right to opt-in to this lawsuit. In support of this 
Motion, Plaintiffs sets forth the following facts and provides this 
Court with a Memorandum of Law in support of the Motion, and 
asserts as follows: 

 
To this: 

 
Plaintiffs move (1) to conditionally certify a collective action; (2) to 
require the Defendant to produce the name, address, and 
telephone number of each potential class member; and (3) to 
authorize notice of this action to each similarly situated person 
employed by Defendant within three years. 
 

Concentrating on eliminating redundancy, verbosity, and legalism (see, e.g., BRYAN GARNER, 

THE ELEMENTS OF LEGAL STYLE (2d ed. 2002)), the plaintiffs may submit a twenty-five-page 

motion on or before August 15, 2012. 
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b. Unnecessary prepositional phrases 

 

Prepositional phrases are the glue that hold some sentences together. Like in 

elementary school, though, the glue can seep between our fingers and cover the whole 

page. If you have a wordy sentence, look for prepositional phrases and decide whether 

they’re necessary. 

 
You can often remove a prepositional phrase by making a noun possessive. 

  The article by the professor covered emerging issues in tax law. 

  The professor’s article covered emerging issues in tax law. 

You can sometimes remove a prepositional phrase (or three, in the below example) 

entirely. You won’t miss it, and your sentence will be stronger for it. 

She was eighteen years old at the time of her receipt of the car. 

She was eighteen years old when she received the car. 

 

Tips:   

 You never need “in order” before “to.”  

 You almost never need “or not” after “whether.” 

 “Due to the fact that” can always be “because.” 

 “In regards to” is neither grammatically correct (it’s “regard”) nor 

superior to “about.” 

 

c. Nominalizations 

 

Nominalizations are verbs masquerading as (wordy) noun phrases.  

 
For example, you can turn some nouns that end in –ion into action verbs. 

“Experienced separation” becomes separated. “Was in violation of” becomes 

violated.  So you revise to say, 

Sharing this information was in violation of violated her right to be secure from 

unreasonable publicity… 

Also consider replacing phrases with nouns that end in –ment, -ence, -ance, -edge, 

and –ity with action verbs. 

 “took his retirement” becomes retired 
 “provide assistance to” becomes assist 
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   “provides clarity to” becomes clarifies 
   “gained knowledge” to knew or learned 

 

d. Passive voice 

 

The passive voice removes the actor from the action. That strategy can be 

useful when you want to obscure the actor, such as your client. But, often, writers slip 

into the passive voice unintentionally. Like a virus, it infects the draft, and soon an 

entire section is sick with passive verbs and unnecessarily wordy phrases. Unless you 

have a strategic reason to prefer the passive voice, convert those passive phrases to 

active verbs by following these steps: 

 
Spot passive voice: A sentence contains passive voice whenever you see the be-

verb in any of its forms (is, was, were, will be, am, are, etc.) combined with a past 

participle.  

Examples:  is considered, will be held, was kicked, are thought, were told 

Or, if it helps you remember, you can spot the passive voice by adding the 

phrase “by zombies” to any verb in the sentence. If “by zombies” fits after 

the verb, you have passive voice. Take it out. 

Examples:  is considered (by zombies), was kicked (by zombies), were told (by zombies) 

Remove passive voice:  After you spot the passive voice, you can fix it by identifying 

who performed the act in the sentence and moving the actor into the subject of the 

sentence. 

For example, if the sentence is “The children were told to do their 

homework,” you should recognize the be-verb and past participle 

combination (or realize it would work to say they “were told by zombies”) 

and ask yourself who did the telling. Then put the actor as the subject of the 

sentence. The new sentence could say, “The parents told the children to do 

their homework.”   

3. Make smart word choices. 

 

a. Avoid all but the most commonly known acronyms. If your 

reader has to pause to interpret your acronym, your sentence 

automatically loses persuasive punch. 
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“The use of obscure acronyms, sometimes those made up for a 

particular case, is an aggravating development of the last twenty 

years. Even with a glossary, a judge finds himself or herself 

constantly looking back to recall what an acronym means. Perhaps 

not surprisingly, we never see that in a brief filed by well-skilled 

appellate specialists. It has been almost a marker, dividing the better 

lawyers from the rest.” 

Del. Riverkeeper Network v. FERC, 753 F.3d 1304, 1321 (D.C. Cir. 2014) 

(Silberman, J., concurring). 

 

b. Avoid overstatement, such as the word “clearly.” 

 

 
 

c. Avoid the “naked ‘this.’” A sentence that begins with “this” likely 

stems from the preceding sentence. But the reader needs to know 

what aspect of the previous sentence is relevant to this new one. 

Although the connection may seem clear to you, the reader often 

wonders “this what?”  

 

Note:  A “this” or “that” followed by a noun is often an effective 

bridge between your thoughts, and these types of transitions can 

help guide your reader as discussed below. It’s only when the 

“this” is naked that it obscures your writing. 
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d. Modify precisely. The most common misplaced modifier in law 

students’ writing is probably the word “only.” Ask yourself which 

word in the sentence “only” should modify (“only what?”), and 

place the modifier as close to that word as possible. 

 
He purchased only two tickets to the Egg Bowl. 

  Not:  He only purchased two tickets to the Egg Bowl. 

Our hopelessly optimistic Ole Miss fan cares that there are “only 

two” tickets. He’s not worried that he “only purchased” them. 

Consider the different meanings of these sentences: 

  Employees may only eat in the break room. 

  Employees may eat only in the break room. 

  Only employees may eat in the break room. 

 

e. Use transitions effectively. 

 

Effective transitions connect the dots for your reader. Rather than having to 

piece together how the current sentence fits with the prior ideas, a reader can rely on 

transitional words or phrases to carry her along logically. Because you’ve made the 

reader’s job easier, her mind is free to absorb your (brilliant!) ideas. 

 

Where to Transition: 

 

 Between sentences 

 At the beginning of a new paragraph 

 At the beginning of a new argument or subsection 

 

How to Transition: 

 

 Bridge phrases 

A writer bridges sentences when he takes a word or phrase from 

one sentence and carries it into the next. These bridges (see what I 

did there?) are often effective in rule paragraphs where you are 

connecting legal concepts for your reader, unpacking broader 

concepts into more specific components.  
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 Transition words or phrases 

Of course, the more common type of transition is a word or 

phrase—often placed at the beginning of the sentence—that 

communicates the relationship between the new sentence and the 

prior one.  

 

These transitions are useful tools, but beware the imprecise 

transition. An imprecise transition communicates an illogical 

relationship between your sentences and can cause your reader 

more work instead of lightening her load.  

 

For example, be careful not to say “thus” when you mean 

“also.” “Thus” connotes a conclusion that results from the 

prior sentence(s). “Also” introduces a new, additional point 

to what has come before. 

 

 

 
The above table* provides some options for transitioning between sentences or 

paragraphs. Because we value concision, many readers prefer succinct transitions like 

“also” and “thus” over “moreover” and “as a result.” 

                                                           
* Joan M. Rocklin, et. al, An Advocate Persuades 202 (Carolina Academic Press 2016). 
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The table, however, omits a very useful transition word:  Although the table 

helpfully includes “but,” it omits “and.” (And if you’re thinking that you can’t start a 

sentence with “and,” this sentences proves otherwise!) 

 

f. Vary your sentence structure. 

 

If all of your sentences are long and meandering, you are taxing (and boring) 

your reader. If they’re all short and punchy, you can sound abrupt. If they all start 

with a dependent clause—as these three sentences do—the flow gets monotonous.  

 

Each of these sentence choices has merit. A long sentence can connect two 

ideas effectively. It can also bury a less-than-favorable fact. A short sentence snaps 

your reader to attention and emphasizes your point. And dependent clauses often 

make great bridges or transitions between ideas. The key is weaving all of these 

sentence structures together to avoid boring your reader into complacency, while also 

making smart choices about the purpose of particular sentence structures. If a point 

hurts your argument, you likely don’t want to use a short, punchy sentence; that 

sentence structure would call attention to the point. 

 

Sometimes, you decide to repeat the structure a few time in a row to create a 

cadence and link the ideas in the sentences. That type of rhetorical decision can be 

very effective; just make sure that you’re making that call on purpose and for good 

reason. 
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APPENDIX A 

Stages of Revision 
 

Argument 

1. Structure Assessment (see reverse outlining handout) 

 Point and subpoint headings 

 Thesis Sentences and Paragraph Organization 

2. Persuasion Assessment 

 Persuasive Rules 

 Syllogistic Arguments 

 Clear Application of the Rules 

3. Style and Citation Assessment 

 Unwieldy sentences:  Too many ideas per sentence? Too many 

words? 

 Personal repeat offenses/your own find-and-replace cheat sheets 

 Bluebook check  

 

Statement of the Case  

1. All legally significant facts (those in your Argument section) included in 

SOC? 

2. Effective use of persuasive tools?  

3. Check citations to the record  

 

Other Parts of the Brief 

1. Check your local rules and any standing order for compliance. 
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APPENDIX B 
Reverse Outlining 

1. Copy and paste your point headings into a new document. 
2. Copy and paste the first sentence of every Application paragraph into the new 

document. Paste them in the order they appear in your brief and under the point 
heading where they appear. The headings and thesis sentences, together, form an 
outline of your arguments. 

3. Complete the below assessment. 
 

Structure Assessment 

1. The Argument Section as a Whole:  Do my point headings and subheadings 
communicate the architecture of my argument? 
 

▫ Do my point headings contain a procedural phrase and legal basis? 

▫ Do my subheadings unpack my point headings, using echoing language? 
 

2. Cohesive Subsections:  Are my paragraphs organized effectively within each 
subpoint? 
 

▫ Does this thesis sentence belong under this point heading/subheading? 

▫ Do the ideas in these thesis sentences fit together to outline my argument in 
this section? 

▫ Are the concepts covered in these paragraphs in an order that makes sense? 
 

3. Application Paragraphs:  Are my individual paragraphs effective? 
 

▫ Do I have a persuasive thesis sentence at the beginning of each Application 
paragraph, or is it something else (i.e., a restated rule, dictionary definition, 
quote of the statutory language)? 

The Fix:  Either add a thesis sentence to the existing paragraph or 

modify the existing thesis sentence to make it persuasive/conclusive. 

▫ Does the information in this paragraph actually support the proposition in the 
thesis statement? 
 

 Do I make more than one point in this paragraph, so that the thesis 
statement doesn’t cover all of it? 

The Fix:  Split the paragraph into two, each with its own thesis 

and its own evidence supporting that thesis. 
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TWENTY PAGES AND TWENTY MINUTES-
EFFECTIVE ADVOCACY ON APPEAL

by

John C. Godbold*

T HIS Article is about effective appellate advocacy in the federal courts,
particularly the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. My comments are

from the side of the bench that reads what advocates write and listens to what
they say, so I include in my discussion of appellate advocacy both brief
writing and oral argument. The comments are solely mine. I cannot even say
that all my colleagues of the Fifth Circuit agree with them. I have not asked.

I have discussed this subject with the practicing bar in speeches and
seminars. An article reducing those informal dialogues to writing may appear
simplistic, but I prefer the risk of oversimplification rather than even a
whisper of unnecessary complexity. Communication in simple, understand-
able terms is a central theme for me.

The subject of effective appellate advocacy has been thoroughly worked
over' but it always deserves renewed discussion. New lawyers enter the
practice. Times change. Courts are continually re-examining their procedures
and habits with cold and critical eyes. Judges are less and less willing to accept
an answer that we do something, and do it in a particular way, because that is
what the institution has always done. Courts are more often asking them-
selves: "Why do we do this at all?" "Why do we do it in this way?" "Can we
do it better, and can we do it more easily?"

Appellate practice is also changing. Bench and bar are learning to get to the
bare bones of disputes with less concern for the fat. The discursive or
repetitious brief and the hyperbolic argument are no longer welcome. There is
an overall air of "no nonsense." At the same time, the conception of the
typical appellate advocate as a wily veteran of many cases and master of
rules, tactics, and wit, is changing. Our judicial system is becoming more
sophisticated. Appointment of counsel as a matter of right in indigent criminal
appeals is bringing to the appellate courtroom lawyers who otherwise might
not be there.2 I do not imply that today's advocates are less effective than
their predecessors. Many are superb. But all need all the help they can get.

An even more immediate reason requires the written brief to have max-
imum effectiveness. A written brief may be the only shot that counsel gets at
the appellate court. The Fifth Circuit, for example, has moved reluctantly to
deciding without oral argument appeals which are frivolous or simple or in
which the court concludes oral argument will not be helpful. Approximately
half of the Fifth Circuit's cases are placed on the summary calendar and

* B.S., Auburn University; J.D., Harvard University. Circuit Judge, United States Court
of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

I. Two texts which have been helpful to me are: E. RE, BRIEF WRITING AND ORAL
ARGUMENT (4th ed. 1974); F. WIENER, BRIEFING AND ARGUING FEDERAL APPEALS (1967).

2. More than half of the lawyers who enter appearances before the Fifth Circuit are
appearing for the first time.
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decided on the briefs and record.3 Other courts are moving in the same
direction with procedures such as affirmance by a simple order and without
argument. Consequently the advocate must use to his full potential the tools
available to him.4

I. THE APPEAL PROCESS

Presentation of an appellate case involves an assembly at a formal meeting
place 5 under the rules of a highly structured system. Gathered together are

- the lawyers (and the parties, if they want to come),
- the records and evidentiary materials of the case,
- advance written statements of the positions of the parties (the briefs),

and
- a body of official deciders (the judges),

for the purpose of having a short, reasoned discussion about the case.
Following the assembly, a decision is reached by the official deciders with
perhaps a written statement explaining how it was reached.

Counsel's role in this assembly is communication and persuasion, first by
the briefs and then by the oral argument. When the meeting occurs the judges
ordinarily will have done their homework ahead of time and will be suffi-
ciently acquainted with the matters under discussion that they can understand
what is said and perhaps participate in the dialogue. Counsel's participation is
specifically defined and rigidly constricted. His skills of communication and
persuasion must be brought to bear in a few pages and a few minutes. After
this encounter, his role is at an end except for the remote possibilities of
rehearing and certiorari.

There are two steps in counsel's task. He hopes ultimately to convince the
court that what he advances is correct. To do this he must impress his will
upon the judges so that they will find acceptable what he urges. He cannot win
until he moves off dead center the deciders who read what he has written and
who listen to what he says. But there is a preliminary step. Before counsel can
convince he must inform. He must cause the court to understand him. The
process of linguistic communication has been described in this way:

3. According to the Fifth Circuit's statistical projections made in May 1976, if the court had
not set up the summary calendar it would have had on that date a backlog of approximately 4,770
cases, nearly all civil. Approximately 47% of our cases are designated "preference" cases by
statute or rule, so, even with the summary calendar, the court is falling behind with hearings of
"nonpreference" cases. In June 1976 the court had approximately 520 cases ready for oral
argument. Some will be displaced by preference cases. Of these cases then ready, some are not
expected to be heard until 1978, if then.

'he court projected that, even though it continues the summary calendar, the last of appeals
filed in 1977 will not be decided until 1981, and the last of those filed in 1978 will not be decided
until 1983. Chief Judge John R. Brown, The State of the Judiciary in the Fifth Circuit (May 24,
1976).

4. A portion of this Article goes beyond the strict confines of advocacy and touches, but
only touches, on mechanics of the appeal. The definitive guide on this subject is the Fifth
Circuit's Internal Operating Procedures Manual published in June 1976 [hereinafter referred to as
Manual]. This highly useful handbook describes the structure of the court and admission to
practice. It outlines the filing of an appeal and the mechanics of perfecting and filing the record.
For the period after the appeal is docketed by the court, it deals with motion practice, briefs,
records and appendices, and operation of the summary calendar. It describes the calendaring of
cases for oral argument and the conduct of arguments. For the post-argument period, it covers
issuance of opinions and petitions for rehearing or rehearing en banc. Lawyers admitted to
practice in the Fifth Circuit can secure copies of the Manual from the clerk free of charge.

5. For discussion purposes I assume there will be oral argument.

[Vol. 30
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[T]he gulf that often separates sender and receiver [of communications],
spanned at best by a bridge of signs and symbols, is sought to be
narrowed yet further so that ultimately the intended communication may
have the same meaning, or approximately the same meaning, for those on
the left bank as those on the right.6

It is not enough that counsel understands perfectly what he is saying in his
written and spoken words. All is in vain unless the court understands. In his
heart, if not in his consciousness, counsel knows this. But in a significant
percentage of cases the advocate is so intent upon the ultimate aim of
persuasion that he overleaps the threshold step of making clear to the court
what he complains of, how it came about, what he wants the court to do about
it, and why.

A. The Decision To Appeal

Whether an appeal should be taken is an unexplored frontier of litigation.
Texts abound on how to prepare and try a case and how to handle an appeal.
No text that I have seen devotes more than passing interest to whether a party
dissatisfied with the result of trial should appeal. There is similarly a stark
contrast between counsel's approach to the question of whether to go to trial
and his approach to whether to appeal. The able lawyer will appraise with
microscopic care his chances of winning at trial. He will exhaust the full
spectrum of available options to avoid a trial which in his judgment he cannot
win. But having been through trial of a case-good or bad-and having lost,
the same able counsel will appeal without a precise appraisal of his case.
Rather than employ the kind of professional scrutiny that he would put into a
decision on whether to go to trial, he will react to the nerve-ends of disap-
pointment and defiance. Ironically, trial losses are seldom recorded in the
reporter systems, but the annals do report lost appeals, and the losing
lawyer's name is forever inscribed in the annals for all to see.

Considered purely on a statistical basis, the chances of success on appeal
are not good. In the 1975-76 court year of the Fifth Circuit the rates of reversal
for various types of cases ran as follows:

Criminal 10.8%
U.S. civil 18.6%
Private civil 22.5%
Administrative appeals 9.1%
All cases 16.8% 7

I make an educated guess that of the more than 3,000 appeals per year in the
Fifth Circuit, less than ten cases per year are reversed on insufficiency of the
evidence to support a jury verdict. Yet in many appeals this point is the only
significant issue raised. When the court refuses to give a requested jury
instruction and has given an instruction to the same effect but in different
language, the chances of reversal are virtually nil. Similarly, reversals are rare
in the federal system for erroneous rulings on admissibility of evidence.

6. M. MEHLER, EFFECTIVE LEGAL COMMUNICATION 3 (1975).
7. ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS, 1976 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE

DIRECTOR, table B-I.

1976]
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Petitions for rehearings en banc are even less successful. In the 1975-76
court year 309 petitions for rehearing en banc were filed in the Fifth Circuit.
Many, if not most, of these were wastes of time, money, and the effort of
lawyers and judges. Each petition had to be considered by all active judges on
the court. Only sixteen petitions were granted, five percent of those
requested and one-half of one percent of the appeals. The standards for
granting en banc rehearings are:

[A hearing or rehearing en banc] is not favored and ordinarily will not be
ordered except (I) when consideration by the full court is necessary to
secure or maintain uniformity of its decisions, or (2) when the proceeding
involves a question of exceptional importance. 8

Thus, en banc consideration is not justified merely because a judge, a number
of judges, or even a majority of the judges, simply disagree with the decision.
The judge must conclude that the case either presents questions of "excep-
tional importance" or requires the full court to consider the case in the
interest of uniformity of its decisions. Conflict with another circuit is not a
sufficient ground if the case is not of "exceptional importance." Moreover,
judges are experienced at recognizing efforts to inflate pedestrian cases to a
larger status deserving of en banc consideration. 9

The question of how long an appeal will take is another factor in the
decision whether to appeal. Median time for decision of either criminal cases
or civil cases on the summary calendar is sixty-two days from the filing of the
reply brief. Counsel can request summary calendar disposition, but judges
decide ultimately whether the case is disposed of in that manner or set for
argument. Each case not decided on the summary calendar is calendared for
oral argument. The median time for calendaring criminal cases is approxi-

8. FED. R. App. P. 35(a).
9. In 1976 the Fifth Circuit amended its local rules by adding the following provision to its

local rule 12:
Where the petitioner for rehearing en banc is represented by counsel, the

petition shall contain on the first page of the petition one or both of the following
statements of counsel as applicable:

REQUIRED STATEMENT FOR REHEARING EN BANC

I express a belief, based on a reasoned and studied professional judgment,
that the panel decision is contrary to the following decision(s) of the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit [or the Supreme Court of the
United States], and that consideration by the full court is necessary to secure
and maintain uniformity of decisions in this court: [citing specifically the case
or cases].

I express a belief, based on a reasoned and studied professional judgment,
that this appeal involves one or more questions of exceptional importance: [set
forth each question in one sentence].

Attorney of record for
Counsel are reminded that en banc consideration of a case is an extraordinary

measure, and that in every case the duty of counsel is fully discharged without
filing a suggestion for rehearing en banc unless the case meets the rigid standards
of Rule 35(a) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure.

5TH CIR. R. 12.
This rule serves several purposes. It acquaints counsel with the standards for granting en banc

rehearing. It brings counsel nose-to-nose with an appraisal of his chances and with awareness of
his professional responsibility. It ameliorates to a degree the fear of the attorney in a criminal case
that he will be charged with ineffective assistance of counsel if he does not seek rehearing en banc
even though the case does not possibly qualify for it.

[Vol. 30
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mately four months after the last brief is filed, and for non-preference civil
cases approximately fourteen months after the last brief.

Once a case has been argued and submitted, the median decision time for
crimlinal cases is fifty-two days. Civil cases will usually take a little longer.
Decision time in any case, civil or criminal, is almost never more than a year.
In fact, less than one-half of one percent of the cases remain undecided for as
much as a year after submission, excluding cases that go en banc and cases in
which decision is withheld pending action by the Supreme Court or the court
en banc in another case.

Some appeals are clearly delay devices intended to keep the civil judgment
debtor in possession of his money or to keep the criminal defendant out of jail
a little longer. Whether the criminal appellant is permitted to stay out on bail
pending appeal depends primarily upon the district court's application of the
Bail Reform Act.' 0 If the district court denies bail pending appeal, the
defendant can seek review of the denial in the court of appeals, but the battle
will be uphill. Once a conviction is affirmed the court of appeals does not stay
its mandate pending petition for certiorari except in extraordinary cases. For
the civil appellant with a money judgment against him, however, a meritless
appeal can be a boondoggle. He is exposed to no loss other than interest and
his expenses on appeal, and, if market conditions are right, he may earn as
much on his money as the loss to which he is exposed."

B. The Appealable Order

Counsel cannot start on the appellate route until he has two tickets, a notice
of appeal and a final judgment or "appealable order" from which the appeal is
taken. The substantive law of appealability is beyond the scope of this
Article, but generally one can only appeal (1) from a final judgment in the
case, (2) from a judgment entered under rule 54(b) that is final as to less than
all issues or less than all parties (which requires an express determination by
the district court), or (3) under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b), which requires both
express findings by the district court and leave of the court of appeals.

Dismissal for want of an appealable order occurs more frequently than one
would expect. One of the parties may raise the point, but, if not, the court of
appeals is compelled to take notice of its lack of jurisdiction. In the last ten
days I have had before me three cases, one set for oral argument and two
potential summary calendar cases, in which appeals were improvidently
taken. One of them contains an interesting dialogue between counsel discuss-
ing the fact that they desire a trial court ruling on point A from which the loser
can appeal, while reserving all rights to later litigate point B after the appeal is
decided. Even though the judge reminded them of the final judgment rule, the
judgment later prepared by counsel and signed by the judge was not final as to
all issues, no 54(b) determination was made, nor was § 1292(b) complied with.

10. 18 U.S.C. §§ 3141-56 (1970 & Supp. V, 1975).
I1. Possibly the federal system should consider whether it would benefit from statutory

provisions like those in some states, giving the appellate court power to add a monetary penalty
where a money judgment is appealed from, superseded and affirmed. SeeALA. CODE tit. 7, § 814
(1958) (mandatory 10% penalty).
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C. The Record on Appeal

Most counsel routinely, and frequently without thought, designate in
advance under Fed. R. App. P. 30(a) the portions of the record to be
reproduced as an appendix. This decision is often a convenient nondecision to
reproduce the entire record. A splendid appellate tool, the deferred appendix
as provided by Fed. R. App. P. 30(c), was long ignored by practitioners, but it
is coming into more use as its potentialities are appreciated. On request the
clerk's office of the court of appeals will provide counsel with a procedural
manual describing the use of the deferred appendix.

It is only after writing his brief that the appellate lawyer knows the precise
contours of what he needs to include in the appendix. Under the deferred
appendix system he uses the original record in writing his brief, then he
designates the appendix. This permits him to designate at a time when he can,
with confidence, specify what is really needed and omit everything else. 12 The
advocate's communication with the court is consequently less cluttered, less
expensive, and performed with less effort. Moreover, counsel is more likely
to concentrate on selecting the critical issues. If he has designated the
appendix in advance under rule 30(a) and has reproduced more material than
he needs, he tends to labor under the self-induced pressure to address every
point that the appendix reveals regardless of its importance to the real issues
in the case.

The bar has scarcely scratched the surface of the usefulness of another
procedure, the appeal on an agreed statement, which is authorized by Fed. R.
App. P. 10(d):

Agreed Statement as the Record on Appeal. In lieu of the record on
appeal as defined in subdivision (a) of this rule, the parties may prepare
and sign a statement of the case showing how the issues presented by the
appeal arose and were decided in the district court and setting forth only
so many of the facts averred and proved or sought to be proved as are
essential to a decision of the issues presented. If the statement conforms
to the truth, it, together with such additions as the court may consider
necessary fully to present the issues raised by the appeal, shall be
approved by the district court and shall then be certified to the court of
appeals as the record on appeal and transmitted thereto by the clerk of
the district court within the time provided by Rule 11. Copies of the
agreed statement may be filed as the appendix required by Rule 30.11

This procedure is most effective where the relevant facts are simple and the
issue precise. For example, I recall an appeal in which the sole issue was
admissibility of a document under a business records statute. Everything that
the appellate court needed to know could have been stated in a one-page
agreed statement and in five-page briefs. But the case was freighted with the
full panoply of an appeal, printed appendix (including a full trial transcript),
and briefs stating all the facts. Counsel did not attempt to misdirect the court.
They just wheeled up the heavy artillery, needlessly, simply because that was
the familiar way to do it.

12. References in briefs to the record and appendix are a little trouble, but worth it.
13. FED. R. APP. P. 10(d). Unfortunately, the Manual does not refer to this procedure.
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Counsel need not avoid the appeal on an agreed statement for fear of
omitting some fact the court considers vital for decision. The court has the
power to refer to the original record.

II. TRIPS DOWN A SIDE TRACK

At this point I detour from the main route to talk about some preliminary
matters.

The manner and necessity of preparing for an appeal while in the trial court
can be stated succinctly: get in your objection to the admission of evidence,14
make your objections to jury instructions, and do it before the jury retires.15

Where there is prejudicial argument, make your objection, ask for a correc-
tive instruction, and move for a mistrial.

When an objection is not made, the appellate standard of review shifts from
"error" to "plain error," a more stringent standard. Also, the appellant who
does not object must overcome the added reluctance of appellate judges to
hold that a trial ruling or incident is reversible error where the trial judge was
given no opportunity to correct it when it occurred. Finally, with the increas-
ing demands on judicial resources, trial and appellate, the objection is
becoming more important than ever, not merely because it serves as the
formal recording of a predicate for a later appeal, which is the way most
attorneys tend to view it, but because it is the trigger device for the immediate
correction of trial error at the time it occurs.

The pressure for trial of criminal cases is intensive, especially since the
adoption of the Speedy Trial Act. 6 At the same time access to the district
courts for civil trials is increasingly difficult. (In early 1976 one young,
vigorous and energetic district judge in this circuit had not heard a civil case
for a year and a half.) At the appellate level, the Fifth Circuit operates under a
self-imposed system for expediting criminal appeals.17 The percentage of
criminal cases has continued to increase until today almost half of the court's
docket consists of criminal and other "preference" cases. 18 Consequently, as
the waiting lines for access to federal trial and appellate courts grow longer,
judges will inevitably increase their insistence that trial counsel who gets his
turn at bat carry his share of responsibility for an error-free trial. Other
litigants are entitled to their turns, too. Burying a land mine at trial and
exploding it on appeal will get less and less sympathy.

III. PRESENTATION OF A CASE IN AN APPELLATE COURT

A. The Court's Interest in Effective Advocacy

The appellate judge shares with counsel a common interest in the advo-
cate's effective performance of his double-barrelled task of informing and
persuading. The judge wants counsel to get the maximum mileage from the

14. FED. R. Civ. P. 46.
15. FED. R. Civ. P. 51.
16. 18 U.S.C. §§ 3161-74 (Supp. V, 1975).
17. Fifth Circuit Plan for Expediting Criminal Appeals, app. to local rules; Manual 5.
18. See note 3 supra and accompanying text. Some of the court's oral argument calendars

(i.e., 20 cases set for hearing in one week before one panel) during 1976 will be composed entirely
of criminal cases.
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few pages and few minutes allotted to him. True, cases are won on the facts
and the law, not on the eminence, polished writing, oratory, or personality of
counsel. Counsel can, and often does, lose with a good performance and win
with a poor one. The court gives no medals for good briefs and arguments, and
it seldom exacts a penalty for a poor performance. But identifying and
treating the facts and the appropriate law are often matters of reasonable
differences of opinion, particularly at the appellate level. Also, the court's
interest is not limited to identified facts but extends to inferences drawn from
those facts.

Judges need all the help they can get in identifying and understanding the
issues, legal and factual, and reaching the right answer. They are neither
all-wise nor all-seeing. Whether in his library or on the bench, the judge is
trying with every ounce of his capacity to traverse the path from issue to
answer. Every intellectual pore is open to receive help and guidance from
what the lawyers say and write. That guidance is most telling when there is a
minimum of artificial obstacles and irrelevant diversions that impede com-
munication. 19 Unfortunately, lawyers erect in their own paths obstacles that
impede the processes of informing and persuading the court and obstruct the
judge's progress from issue to answer.

Courtroom lawyers as a breed are endowed with at least a bit more ego than
the average person. Few are shrinking violets. Under an adversary system in
which someone must win and someone lose the loser is tempted to use the
appellate court as a forum to soothe his bruised self-esteem, and the winner is
equally tempted to seek additional elevation of his already triumphant ego.
Each attorney wants the approval of the appellate body for his position. The
loser at trial hopes for the additional balm of being told that the trial court was
wrong, wrong, wrong, and the winner wishes for confirmation of a "just"
decision. Ego building and esteem-repairing are unobjectionable unless they
interfere with the essential functions of communication and persuasion.
Sometimes they do interfere. Issues are advanced and statements made that
predictably will not affect the disposition of the case.

The lawyer is filled with his case, proud if he won, unhappy if he lost. It
makes him feel better to share his experiences with the court. Like a
participant in a divorce case, he wants to tell everything that has ever
happened to him, particularly if it is unpleasant. I have a file of examples of
poor appellate advocacy to which I will refer throughout this Article. One of
the exhibits in it is a fifty-eight-page brief, of which nineteen pages, one-third
of the brief, are devoted to complaints about rulings and events before trial
and at trial, followed by a statement that none of these matters is claimed to be
reversible error. The crucial question in the case, the clearly predictable basis
for appellate decision, is given three pages of superficial and incomplete
discussion. Counsel squandered his time and his client's money to compose
and print a litany of bruises to his emotions. The court lost the benefit of the
guidance and assistance it wanted, needed, and should have been given on
those wasted pages.

19. Additionally, of course, every judge has a collateral intere3t, a sense of pleasure and
pride, in seeing the advocate's job well done.
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B. Selecting and Stating the Issues

Each year I tell my law clerks that the most valuable by-product of clerking
is grasping the fact that the dispositive issues in appeals are highly predict-
able. As Justice Robert H. Jackson wrote:

One of the first tests of a discriminating advocate is to select the
question, or questions, that he will present orally. Legal contentions, like
the currency, depreciate through over-issue. The mind of an appellate
judge is habitually receptive to the suggestion that a lower court commit-
ted an error. But receptiveness declines as the number of assigned errors
increases. Multiplicity hints at lack of confidence in any one. Of course, I
have not forgotten the reluctance with which a lawyer abandons even the
weakest point lest it prove alluring to the same kind of judge. But
experience on the bench convinces me that multiplying assignments of
error will dilute and weaken a good case and will not save a bad one. 20

Thus, counsel must select with dispassionate and detached mind the issues
that common sense and experience tell him are likely to be dispositive. He
must reject other issues or give them short treatment. For oral argument
counsel may have to be even more selective than in writing his brief. There is
simply no way to present eight or ten issues in twenty or thirty minutes.

The great advocate John W. Davis made this same point although in
different terms. He spoke of the "cardinal rule" that one must, in imagina-
tion, change places with the court.

Yet those judges who sit in solemn array before you, whatever their
merit, know nothing whatever of the controversy that brings you to
them, and are not stimulated to interest in it by any feeling of friendship
or dislike to anyone concerned. They are not moved as perhaps an
advocate may be by any hope of reward or fear of punishment. They are
simply being called upon for action in this appointed sphere. They are
anxiously waiting to be supplied with what Mr. Justice Holmes called the
'implements of decision.' These by your presence you profess yourself
ready to furnish. If the places were reversed and you sat where they do,
think what it is you would want first to know about the case. How and in
what order would you want the story told? How would you want the
skein unraveled? What would make easier your approach to the true
solution? These are questions the advocate must unsparingly put to
himself. This is what I mean by changing places with the court. I

I recall an especially effective presentation by a young lawyer, formerly a
law clerk for another circuit judge, who walked to the podium of our court and
said: "My name is So & So, from Houston, Texas. The issue in this case is
whether Chambers v. Maroney is retroactive." He had laid all else aside and
gone for the jugular. In two sentences he had identified himself, precisely
targeted the dispositive issue on which discussion would be centered and the
case decided, and had attracted the interest and attention of the court. The
room came alive. Everyone was mentally on the edge of his chair. In seconds
counsel had riveted the attention of all participants onto the question that all
concerned knew was critical.

. 20. Jackson, Advocacy Before the Supreme Court: Suggestions for Effective Case Presenta-
tions, in ADVOCACY AND THE KING'S ENGLISH 193 (G. Rossman ed. 1960).

21. Davis, The Argument of an Appeal, in ADVOCACY AND THE KING'S ENGLISH 216 (G.
Rossman ed. 1960).
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In contrast, I have in my files the briefs in a civil case in which there are
either five or six issues depending upon how one wishes to slice them. The
appellant's brief states them as twenty-two issues. 22 The appellee restates and
regroups them into sixteen issues. The reply brief disagrees with appellee's
restatement and contains a partial third regrouping. In appellee's brief each
restated point begins with a statement about like this: "This point covers
appellant's points 2, 5, and first half of 7, and the second half of 14." To make
our way through this maze my clerk and I prepared a mammoth chart with
lines, arrows, and boxes, making the necessary consolidations and separa-
tions and rationally redefining the issues. It looks like the organizational chart
for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. In the box where each
issue is described is a notation like this: "Read pp. 4-6, 14-17 and 42-44, Brief
I; pp. 19-22 and 31-35 of Brief II; pp. 2-3 and 10 of Brief III." Counsel in this
case were not engaged in communication but in saying things that were not
communicated. The communicatee had to devise his own communications
system in order to understand what the two communicators were trying to tell
him.

Argumentative statement, and restatement, of issues is a specialty of
attorneys from one state (which will remain not nameless but unnamed). In a
case, where the issue could be described as "contributory negligence" or
"was the plaintiff guilty of contributory negligence?," the statement and
restatement may come out as follows. Defendant: "The plaintiff was guilty of
the grossest kind of contributory negligence in veering over the center line of
Highway 82 and into the path of defendant's truck." Plaintiff: "The plaintiff
was not guilty of contributory negligence and did not drive over the center line
of Highway 82 but in fact drove his car with the utmost due care." Or, the
statement-restatement could run this way. Defendant: "The plaintiff was
guilty of contributory negligence." Plaintiff: "The plaintiff was not guilty of
contributory negligence." No one gains any advantage, tactical, persuasive,
or otherwise, from these semantical ploys.23 I assume that the statement-
restatement procedure, properly utilized, affords counsel the opportunity to
correct incorrectly stated issues. But, at least as applied in the federal system
(where the rules do not even provide for it), it is a compulsive play upon
words, a charade without utility.

C. The Standard of Review
The standard of review is the appellate judge's "measuring stick." Early in

the appeal counsel must familiarize himself with the appropriate standard of
appellate review for each issue. He cannot adequately prepare his case
without that knowledge. For example, for a ruling of law he must inquire:
"Was the court wrong or right?" For a finding of fact: "Was the court plainly
erroneous under rule 52(a)?" For review of an order denying a motion for a
new trial: "Did the court exceed its broad range of discretion?" For review of

22. There is no case in which 22 issues should be raised on appeal.
23. F. WIENER, supra note 1, at 67, recommends argumentative headings in briefs. They do

nothing for me. Rather I resist the notion that I can be affected to any meaningful degree by the
semantics of a heading. Argumentative headings generate counter-arguments, and then the judge
must settle this side controversy in his own mind in order to identify the real controversy.
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an administrative order: "Is there substantial evidence on the record as a
whole?" Whether there was sufficient evidence to submit the case to the jury:
"Boeing v. Shipman." 24 Unless counsel is familiar with the standard of
review for each issue, he may find himself trying to run for a touchdown when
basketball rules are in effect.

Early in his presentation counsel should state to the court the standard of
review which he considers applicable. It is seldom necessary to do any more
than identify the standard without further quotation or argument. The court is
familiar with rule 52(a), plain error, abuse of discretion, Boeing v. Shipman,
and Universal Camera.25

D. Tell It Short and Plain

Communicate with the court, by pen and by voice, in terms as simple and as
easily understood as the subject matter permits. Each year I tell my clerks a
story told of General Stonewall Jackson. Pressed for an explanation why he
kept on his staff a not too bright officer, he replied: "When I have written a
field order, I have him read it. If he can understand it, anybody can
understand it." Write and talk that way to judges. Some are brilliant, some are
bright, some pedestrian. All want to understand, and understanding is the
condition precedent to persuasion.

Every lawyer can profit from Professor William Strunk, Jr.'s timeless little
book The Elements of Style.2 6 Priceless fundamentals of writing are crammed
into its few pages. If I were still in the practice I would get a copy for the desk
of each lawyer in the firm. E.B. White, himself a craftsman with words,
studied college English under Professor Strunk. In the introduction to the
1972 edition White referred to Strunk's "attempt to cut the vast tangle of
English rhetoric down to size." Then he said:

In its original form, it [the book] was a forty-three page summation of the
case for cleanliness, accuracy, and brevity in the use of English. Today,
fifty-two years later, its vigor is unimpaired, and for sheer pith I think it
probably sets a record that is not likely to be broken. 27

Several of Strunk's principles of composition are especially pertinent to
brief writing:

II. Put statements in positive form.
Make definite assertions. Avoid tame, colorless, hesitating, noncom-

mittal language ...

12. Use definite, specific, concrete language.

If those who have studied the art of writing are in accord on any one
point, it is on this: the surest way to arouse and hold the attention of the
reader is by being specific, definite, and concrete. The greatest writers-
Homer, Dante, Shakespeare-are effective largely because they deal in

24. Boeing Co. v. Shipman, 411 F.2d 365 (5th Cir. 1969) (en banc).
25. Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474 (1951).
26. W. STRUNK & E. WHITE, THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE (2d ed. 1972). Inevitably someone will

test what I say by Professor Strunk's principles and find examples in which I am wanting. The
best I hope for is an acceptable batting average.

27. Id. at vii.
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particulars and report the details that matter. Their words call up
pictures.

13. Omit needless words.
Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no unnecessary

words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for the same reason that a
drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary
parts. This requires not that the writer make all his sentences short, or
that he avoid all detail and treat his subjects only in outline, but that every
word tell. 28

E.B. White comments on Professor Strunk's paragraph 13 about omitting
needless words:

There you have a short, valuable essay on the nature and beauty of
brevity-sixty-three words that could change the world. Having recov-
ered from his adventure in prolixity (sixty-three words were a lot of
words in the tight world of William Strunk, Jr.), the professor proceeds to
give a few quick lessons in pruning. The student learns to cut the
deadwood from 'this is a subject that,' reducing it to 'this subject,' a
saving of three words. He learns to trim 'used for fuel purposes' down to
'used for fuel.' He learns that he is being a chatterbox when he says 'the
question as to whether' and that he should just say 'whether'-a saving
of four words out of a possible five.29

White's own chapter, added to Professor Strunk's little book, contains other
gems of its own:

6. Do not overwrite.
Rich, ornate prose is hard to digest, generally unwholesome, and

sometimes nauseating. If the sickly-sweet word, the overblown phrase
are a writer's natural form of expression, as is sometimes the case, he will
have to compensate for it by a show of vigor, and by writing something as
meritorious as the Song of Songs, which is Solomon's.

7. Do not overstate.
When you overstate, the reader will be instantly on guard, and every-

thing that has preceded your overstatement as well as everything that
follows it will be suspect in his mind, because he has lost confidence in
your judgment or your poise. Overstatement is one of the common
faults. A single overstatement, wherever or however it occurs,
diminishes the whole, and a single carefree superlative has the power to
destroy, for the reader, the object of the writer's enthusiasm.

14. Avoid fancy words.
Avoid the elaborate, the pretentious, the coy, and the cute. Do not be

tempted by a twenty-dollar word when there is a ten-center handy, ready
and able. Anglo-Saxon is a livelier tongue than Latin, so use Anglo-
Saxon words.3 °

To the suggestions of Strunk and White, I add my own:

(a) A simple declarative sentence can't be beat.
(b) The active voice is more forcible, direct, and vigorous than the

passive.

28. Id. at 14, 15, 17.
29. Id. at x.
30. Id. at 65, 69.
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And, for terse clarity, who could improve on the schoolboy's essay on
Elijah?

There was a man named Elijah. He had some bears and lived in a cave.
Some boys tormented him. He said, 'If you keep on throwing stones at
me, I'll turn the bears on you, and they will eat you up.' And they did, and
he did, and the bears did. 31

Rudolf Flesch's book The Art of Plain Talk32 is also a strong plea for
understandable writing and word usage. Flesch points out the following
language that "is hard even on lawyers":

Sick leave shall be granted to employees when they are incapacitated
for the performance of their duties by sickness, injury, or pregnancy and
confinement, or for medical, dental, or optical examination or treatment,
or when a member of the immediate family of the employee is affected
with a contagious disease and requires the care and attendance of the
employee, or when, through exposure to contagious disease, the pres-
ence of the employee at his post of duty would jeopardize the health of
others.3"

He suggests this formulation instead:

Employees shall be granted sick leave for these four reasons:
(1) They cannot work because of sickness, injury, or pregnancy and

confinement;
(2) They need medical, dental or optical treatment;
(3) A member of their immediate family is affected with a contagious

disease and needs their care and attendance;
(4) Their presence at their post of duty would jeopardize the health of

others through exposure to contagious disease.3 4

His restatement is not substantively perfect, but unquestionably it is more
quickly and more easily understood.

Compare these two statements of an issue:

(1) The plaintiff was not contributorily negligent when, as plaintiff was
on his way to church, defendant's 6-ton Mack truck thundered
through the red light and upon plaintiff's Pinto automobile at the
intersection of 8th and North streets in Savannah, Georgia, on
February 2, 1974.

(2) The trial judge was plainly erroneous in entering a finding of fact
that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence.

There is everything wrong with (1). Whether the truck ran the light and struck
plaintiff's automobile, or plaintiff ran the light and drove in front of the truck,
was a disputed question of fact on which the entire contributory negligence
question turned. The references to defendant's six-ton truck, to plaintiff's
Pinto automobile, and to plaintiff's being on the way to church, were
sophomoric appeals to prejudice and sympathy. These matters had already
been set out in the statement of the facts and none had any relevance to the
contributory negligence issue. There was only one accident, so the names of

31. F. COOPER, EFFECTIVE LEGAL WRITING 18 (1953).
32. R. FLESCH, THE ART OF PLAIN TALK (1946).
33. Id. at 36.
34. Id. at 36-37.
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the city and of the streets and the date were of no significance except to
designate the state in a diversity case.

The greatest fault, however, in the first statement is that the reader cannot
discern the message that the writer is attempting to communicate. Does he
mean that the trial judge found contributory negligence and that this finding
was plainly erroneous? Or, does he mean that there was a jury finding of
contributory negligence not supported by sufficient evidence? Or, does he
mean that there was no evidence of contributory negligence, so that as a
matter of law plaintiff was not guilty of it? Or, is he attempting to say that
there was some evidence of contributory negligence but not enough to submit
to a jury? Compare example (2) where in a short and simple statement the
court is told everything it needs to know without more.

Like other professionals, lawyers either love, or fall into, professional
jargon. Some words of the profession carry their own credentials and are
invaluable: "proximate cause," "self-incrimination," and "impeachment."
Other jargon adds nothing, and at times even obscures meaning. In the "no
value" category is the following example from my file:

Without waiving any point heretofore made but expressly relying upon
each and all of them, separately, severally and collectively, and without
reflecting upon the able judge below, The Honorable

, United States District Judge for the
District of , who ordinarily is fair, able

and well informed but nevertheless is subject to normal human error, I
am constrained to say, respectfully but firmly, that the District Judge
committed error to the substantial prejudice of the plaintiff when he
declined to accept the argument made in Part IV of plaintiff's trial brief
relating to par. 7 of the complaint and instead accepted the contrary
argument of the defendant and ruled accordingly.

This is irrelevant nonsense, except for the concluding effort to describe the
error, and that effort conceals rather than describes the point. Only when the
reader reaches into the body of the succeeding argument is he able to piece
together the writer's contention. The author of this fog of words is an
intelligent man. If asked on the street how to get to the nearest gasoline station
he would say: "Turn right at the second stop light, go four blocks and you'll
see it on your left." But put a pencil in his hand and place him in his law
library, and he lapses into the noncommunicative patois of his profession.3 5

Some writers describe issues in a form similar to the jurisdictional state-
ment required by the Supreme Court. The jurisdictional statement serves an
important function, but it is a poor device for transferring information from
writer to reader. The writer who uses this format tries to crowd everything
into one sentence. He strings out clauses independent and dependent, mod-
ifiers, qualifications, parenthetical phrases, and exceptions to the exception,
all punctuated with citations. Here is a result:

35. In Strictly Speaking Edwin Newman describes a statement by White House press
secretary Ron Zeigler explaining a request for a four-day extension to produce records that had
been subpoenaed. The extension was needed, the press secretary said, so that attorney James St.
Clair could "evaluate and make a judgment in terms of a response." Newman comments: "We
are all of us ready to man the barricades for the right to evaluate and make a judgment in terms of a
response, but Ziegler could have said that St. Clair wanted more time to think about it." E.
NEWMAN, STRICTLY SPEAKING 13 (1975).
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In an action brought by the last assignee and holder of a negotiable
promissory note transferred to him by an assignor in good faith and upon
valuable consideration but after maturity, can the maker of the note who
is sued establish a setoff or counterclaim, whether matured or not, if
mature when pleaded, which setoff or counterclaim existed in favor of
the maker against the assignor of the party suing, before notice to the
maker of the assignment?3 6

This is a fit example for The New Yorker's "The Legal Mind at Work."
My file contains another striking example of how not to say it short and

plain. In a complex case the writer used the maximum allowable number of
pages in his brief after being denied permission to file an over-length brief.37

One of the major parties was United States Fidelity & Guaranty Company,
known to everyone who has done much trial practice, and surely to the
briefwriter, as "USF&G." In every instance from the beginning of the brief
to the end, more than 200 times, USF&G is referred to as "defendant-
appellant United States Fidelity & Guaranty Company, a Maryland Corpora-
tion. " Similarly, in every instance the trial judge who conducted the bench
trial is described not as "the judge," "the court," "the trial judge," "Judge
Roe," or even "he," but as "Honorable Richard R. Roe, United States
District Judge for the __ District of __ ." This is an example:

The Honorable Richard R. Roe, United States District Judge for the
__ District of -, erred when he overruled, denied and failed to
grant the objection of defendant-appellant United States Fidelity &
Guaranty Company, a Maryland Corporation, to the admission into
evidence of this exhibit, which exhibit was irrelevant, incompetent,
immaterial, prejudicial and shed no light on any of the issues in the case.

Motivated by frustration and curiosity, I made a word count on the excess
baggage consisting of only the descriptions of USF&G and of the trial judge.
This verbiage used up sixteen pages of the brief, pages precious to both the
writer and to the court.38

The indiscriminate use of dates is a Linus blanket for the writer, but cruel
and unusual punishment for the reader. I quote from a brief:

The grand jury returned the indictment March 2, 1974. Defendant was
arraigned March 17, 1974. He was tried beginning August 7, 1974. The
jurors began deliberating August 9, 1974, in the late afternoon, and
returned a verdict at midday August 10, 1974, after deliberating for six
hours. The motion for new trial was filed August 18, 1974, argued
September 10, 1974, after one continuance and denied by an order
entered September 15, 1974. Defendant timely appealed September 20,
1974.

36. Quoted in F. COOPER, supra note 31, at 23.
37. The Fifth Circuit rarely grants leave to file an over-length brief. Numerous requests for

leave are made because the writer has erred in his estimate, and when his brief has been printed he
first discovers that it is over-long. The court may give him relief for a mistake of a page or two. If
the excess is more than minimal, it is likely that the brief will have to be pruned down and
reprinted.

38. Following is the work of another writer who was, I assume, trained in the same school of
composition. "Defendant-appellant William R. Smith, Jr., says in his brief that as the officers
approached the car defendant-appellant William R. Smith, Jr., was not under the wheel, but
defendant-appellant William R. Smith, Jr., overlooks the testimony of the officers that defend-
ant-appellant William R. Smith, Jr., was under the wheel."
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I read those dates and events assuming that the information was given for
some purpose, and attempted to file in my mind each date and event for future
recall. Like a person watching a striptease, I assumed that when all the layers
had been successively removed I would see something, but there was nothing
to see. There was no issue of timeliness or delay in the case. No date, in fact
no word or figure of this entire recital, served any useful function. It filled
priceless space and it diverted the reader from genuine objectives.

There is a corollary to the principle of "tell it short and plain." It is "tell it
once--or twice at most." Erosion by repetition is a poor way to convince.
Most judges will catch the point the first time it is developed. Almost all will
understand when it is run by the second time. Also, please, "tell it early." The
court blesses the lawyer who steps to the podium and, ZAP, like an arrow to
the center.of the target, strikes to the heart of the controversy.

The Fifth Circuit, of necessity, now schedules the majority of its oral
argument cases for twenty minutes to the side. I have a word of encourage-
ment to the lawyers who think twenty minutes is too short. The advocate with
the maximum time of thirty minutes tends to use it uneconomically. He is
likely to be less direct in getting to the point and to dwell too long on
nonessentials. Counsel with twenty minutes knows that he is stripped to the
bare bones and has no throwaway time. Properly used, a twenty-minute
presentation will be as helpful to the court as a less taut thirty-minute
argument.

Every appellate court understands the use of an alternative argument and
knows that by suggesting an alternative the advocate does not waive his initial
contention. "Even if" or "alternatively" will sufficiently introduce an
alternative argument. The phraseology "Without waiving anything hereto-
fore said to the contrary but specifically insisting thereon" is a trite formalism
which almost implies that the court has neither good sense nor good faith.

When you have finished writing a brief look it over with an editor's eye and
as dispassionately as you can. It should be clean and clear, as taut as a violin
string and as terse as a rifle shot. It should contain not an ounce of fat or an
excess word. There should be a minimum of repetition and no incorrect,
unclear, or misleading statements.

A good place to end a discussion of short and plain writing is to refer to
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. It is immortal, and it is ten sentences long.

E. Tell It Accurately

Every appellate advocate must state facts and law candidly and accurately.
This is an uncompromising absolute. "The mark of really able advocacy is the
ability to set forth the facts most favorably within the limits of utter and
unswerving accuracy." ' 39 Every sentence must shine with the whole truth.
Even when it has been misled the court may find the correct path, but the
attorney who is inaccurate or less than candid interferes with the objective of
persuasion. He comes to the court saying "please believe me and be per-
suaded." If it is revealed that what he says or writes cannot be believed, he

39. F. WIENER, supra note I, at 49.
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forfeits the confidence which he seeks to create. The court's distrust of him
may taint his next appeal as well.

Telling the facts accurately does not mean just those facts favorable to your
side. It does not mean inferences stated as though they were facts. In an
appeal in which everything turned on whether the accused was inside a car or
standing outside the car when he was arrested, the defendant's statement of
the facts in his brief said, without qualification or reference to pages of the
record, that he was inside the car. The government's brief, with equal
assurance and without reference to what defendant had asserted, baldly
stated that defendant was outside the car. This sent me to the record to read
the testimony of all the persons at the scene. I discovered, as you might
expect, that some witnesses said defendant was inside the car, others said he
was outside. Both counsel had misled the court. Neither told us that the
evidence was in conflict and that the issue was whether permissible infer-
ences had been drawn from the conflicting testimony. This is poor advocacy.

The statement of facts is not the place for argument or editorializing. This
belongs in the body of the brief. Also, the statement of facts frequently
reflects the ability of counsel. Under Fed. R. App. P. 28(b) the appellee need
not state any facts in his brief except to the extent that he is dissatisfied with
appellant's statement. It represents high standards of professionalism on the
part of both lawyers when the appellee can say, "appellee is satisfied with
appellant's statement," or, "appellee is satisfied with appellant's statement
except for the following additional fact (setting it out)." 40

F. Tell It Courteously and in Moderation

Both brief and argument should reflect dignity and professional compe-
tence of the spokesman and respect for the courts, trial and appellate.
Improper tone is a self-created impediment. The court is made uncomfortable
by the lawyer who recklessly tosses out accusations that his adversary is
misleading the court or misstating the facts or is guilty of improper conduct.
Reflections on the adversary throw a shadow on the spokesman's own
standards and on the strength of his presentation. No one expects a good
lawyer to roll over and play dead. But firmness, and preservation of one's
own points and rights, seldom necessitate strident accusations or even
discourtesy.

Appropriate moderation in approach keeps the court comfortable and is
also persuasive. I say "appropriate" because a case may call for forceful
hard-hitting statements. But not every mosquito has to be killed with a
sledgehammer. Appellate judges, except brand new ones, have already
heard, and rejected, more ad hominem arguments than counsel can think up.
A judge who has normal sensibilities and loves the law will react on his own to
events that call for outrage. He may not respond favorably to urging that he
should be disturbed or outraged.

40. In almost all instances Fifth Circuit judges have read the briefs before oral argument, are
familiar with the issues, and are at least generally familiar with the facts. The presiding judge may
note this familiarity when the docket for the day begins, but, noted or not, counsel can rely upon
it.
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G. What Cases To Cite

On federal question matters the Fifth Circuit is interested first in the
Supreme Court decisions on the point and second in its own decisions. If the
Fifth Circuit decisions are adverse, and not distinguishable, counsel is faced
with the practice of the circuit that one panel will not overrule the decision of
another. He can, however, try to persuade the panel to which his case falls
(summary calendar or oral argument) to request that the question be heard by
the court en banc. Or, he can await an adverse decision from the panel and
then petition for rehearing en banc.4'

Decisions of other circuits have third priority. But if the matter is settled in
the Fifth Circuit, the panel is not free to adopt a different rule followed by
another circuit. To do so would violate the policy that one panel not overrule
another. The fourth and final preference is for the decisions of district courts,
particularly those in the Fifth Circuit.

In diversity cases the court is interested first in the decisions of the state
whose law governs and any decisions of the Fifth Circuit and of the federal
district courts in that state concerning the state's law on the point. If no such
cases exist, then the general law should be supplied. The court is always
interested in law review discussions of whether the issue is based upon a
federal question or diversity. A law review piece may have persuasive effect,
and, in any event, the analysis and collection of authorities will assist the
court.

H. Questions from the Bench

The panels of the Fifth Circuit ask questions, lots of questions, for several
reasons. The most likely reason is that the judge wants to know the answer to
his particular question. The argument is the place where the court can learn
what it does not know. Other possible reasons are: (I) The question is
designed to clarify or advance the argument, to get the speaker down to the
brass tacks he is not getting to on his own. (2) The questioner is seeking to
enliven a dull monologue and stay awake. (3) The question is intended to
advance the questioner's own point of view. (At times this is done by the
judge's challenging counsel who has a view different from his own, at other
times by the judge's serving up "home-run balls" to the counsel with whom
the judge agrees. I suppose this is a valid practice but it is overdone.) (4) The
judge is engaged in ego play of his own, demonstrating how much he knows
about the case and how well he understands it. But at least this may advance
the argument and even assist his colleagues.

In an assemblage where the purpose is to inform and persuade, it is like
manna from heaven for the potential persuadee to say to the persuader:
"Here is what troubles me about the subject on which you are trying to
convince me." This opening into the mind of the listener is the most valuable
piece of information the persuader can get. Most advocates understand this

41. Counsel can ask in the beginning that the case be heard by the court en banc rather than
assigned to a panel for hearing. It is very, very extraordinary for such a petition to be granted. At
times, however, the court on its own motion directs that a case be heard en banc along with
another case that is being reheard en banc, because the cases have common issues.
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principle and welcome questions from the bench and know how to capitalize
on them. Other counsel feel that the advocate is responsible for his own case
and should be permitted to present it in his own way. These attorneys resent
questions as intrusions into a carefully prepared and organized presentation.
But the court has its own responsibility to reach the correct decision, and only
the judge knows what problems still trouble him.

This subject of questioning from the bench came up for discussion in a
seminar at the 1975 Fifth Circuit Judicial Conference at Orlando. It surfaced
again in some of the state round-tables at the 1976 Judicial Conference in
Houston. I was surprised at the number of experienced advocates who
believe that they are over-questioned. Perhaps questioning is overdone in the
Fifth Circuit. I am certain that often the judge asks for help too soon. Judges
enjoy lively dialogue, but they too can, and do, impede the communicative
process. The solution lies, I believe, in moderation on both sides of the bench.
Counsel can recognize and accept the value of questions to the court and to
them. The court can exercise restraint through fewer and better thought-out
questions, and it can be a little slower on the trigger. 42

IV. THE END RESULT

In concluding the written words in his brief, and finally his spoken words at
the podium, the advocate will endeavor to leave some parting impression
fixed in the minds of the judges who have read and listened. There is no better
impression to leave than this composite: "I understood what he said. He did
not say too much. I have confidence in what he said. I am persuaded by it and
am compelled to rule with him."

42. When the Fifth Circuit sits en banc there are so many judges that unlimited questioning
from the bench will cause the argument to break down. Thus the court en banc now has a
self-imposed practice that counsel is not subject to questioning during the first half of his opening
argument.
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YOUR APPELLATE BRIEF: AN OBSTACLE COURSE FOR THE COURT 
OR A CLEAR PATHWAY TO YOUR CONCLUSION 

The secret ambition of every brief should be to spare the judge the necessity of engaging in any work, mental or physical.”1 
  
Given the number and length of briefs filed in the Alabama Supreme Court every year, an Alabama Supreme Court Justice is 
tasked with the equivalent of reading The Bible and War and Peace 20 times annually.2 The justice not only must read all 
those pages, but he or she will have to analyze them and consider the merits of the arguments. Moreover, the justice will have 
to make decisions about what he or she reads, and then explain his or her decision in writing. And, of course, we want the 
justice to do it quickly, please. 
  
What can attorneys do to help the justices trudge through briefs and make decisions more easily? In short, the best brief will 
go a long way to do the judge’s work for him or her. If you have written a truly effective brief, the court’s opinion will look 
much like your brief. Your brief should lay the groundwork for the judge, or at least make his or her job as easy as possible. 
  
To lay this foundation, you should first consider the role of Alabama Supreme Court justices. They are busy. They may be 
“impatient and unforgiving” but they want to reach the right result for the right reason.3 As lawyers, and particularly as 
judges, they are skeptical. They know that your job is to persuade them to decide in your client’s favor. They are wary of that 
when they read your brief. 
  
You should also consider that the judges have staff who also read your briefs and discuss them with the judges. The staff may 
be people who have worked for the judges for years, but just as likely, they may be recent law graduates, probably from the 
top tier of their law school classes. They were probably on law review, they know the Bluebook rules, they know how to 
properly use a semicolon and they are excellent researchers. 
  
Your brief should provide these skeptics-the busy judges, staff attorneys and law clerks-with a clear path to the conclusion 
you want them to reach. When these decision-makers read, they question what they are reading, and they are troubled if you 
fail to provide the answers to their questions. They are annoyed and distracted by poor grammar and citation errors and 
particularly by any misrepresentation of law or fact-whether it is inadvertent or intentional. Instead of creating these *346 
obstacles, you should strive to lead the judges to your conclusion on a clear, unobstructed pathway. Set forth below is a list of 
obstacles that judges say4 they often encounter when reading appellate briefs, as well as some advice about how to remove 
those obstacles from your briefs. 
  

Obstacle 1: A “Fat” Brief 
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One federal appellate judge has said that the best way to tell the court that you have a “rotten case” is to write a “fat brief.”5 
He says: “When judges see a lot of words they immediately think: LOSER, LOSER. You might as well write it in big bold 
letters on the cover of your brief.”6 Another judge has said that “[t]he more paper you throw at us, the meaner we get, the 
more irritated and hostile we feel about verbosity, peripheral arguments and long footnotes.”7 
  
In writing an appellate brief, less is more. Maybe your client will be impressed that you wrote a really long brief, but it does 
not impress the court. Irritating the judge does not serve your client well. 
  
In contrast to a “fat” brief that irritates, a brief that is concise and to the point will be read with full attention.8 Of course, it 
takes more time and effort to write a short, concise, tightly organized, well-focused brief than it does to write a long, 
rambling, disorganized brief full of long block quotes,9 but it is time well spent for your client and for your own reputation. 
Judges “associate the brevity of the brief with the quality of the lawyer.”10 Tightly organized, concise briefs are written by 
good lawyers. Poor lawyers, on the other hand, write lengthy, verbose briefs.11 
  
One way to shorten your brief is to include only winning arguments. A winning argument is a simple one. In contrast, 
“convoluted arguments are sleeping pills on paper.”12 A good brief should include persuasive arguments and only persuasive 
arguments. Forcing a judge to trudge through unpersuasive arguments causes you to lose credibility and the judge to lose 
interest. A sure-fire way to lose is to “bury your winning argument among nine or ten losers.”13 When surrounded by less 
persuasive arguments, strong arguments lose their edge and persuasive force. 
  
An issue that was not properly preserved for appellate review is not a winning issue. Furthermore, when a lawyer raises an 
issue that was not properly preserved, he loses credibility with the judge. The judge is then less likely to trust that lawyer’s 
analysis when the judge considers issues that are properly reviewable on appeal. Consider the preservation question when 
deciding which issues to raise. Arguments on issues that were not preserved are a waste of space in your brief and a waste of 
the court’s time. 
  
In addition to eliminating losing arguments, trim back your statement of the case and statement of the facts. The court needs 
to know only the procedural background and facts that are relevant to the issues on appeal. Facts that are not legally 
significant-in your view or your opponent’s view14-need not be included. Revise the statement of the case and statement of 
the facts at late stages of drafting the argument to shorten your brief. 
  
You should also cut out long paragraphs, long sentences and long words.15 The judges are busy. They “simply don’t have 
time to ferret out one bright idea buried in too long a sentence.”16 Your brief should be clear, concise and direct; simplicity is 
a key to each of those-from the choice of issues to the choice of individual words. 
  

Obstacle 2: Disregarding The Standard of Review 

When choosing the issues to appeal, perhaps you should abandon those with an unfavorable standard of review and choose 
instead those with a more favorable standard.17 For example, if an issue is subject to the ore tenus standard of review, it may 
not be worth adding extra weight to your brief.18 
  
The standard of review may not be the same for each issue you present. If you present three issues, outline the standard of 
review for each issue. Do not overlook the standard as you proceed through your argument. In other words, do not argue as if 
you and your opposing counsel are on a level playing field if you are not. If the standard of review is in your favor, weave 
that into your argument. If the standard of review is not favorable to you, explain why it is not fatal to your argument. 
  

Obstacle 3: A Disorganized Brief 

A disorganized brief is a burden to read. In contrast, a readable brief-that is, a helpful one-leads the reader by the hand,19 
guiding him every step of the way, until the conclusion is reached. Chief justice Rehnquist once said, “The brief writer must 
immerse himself in this chaos of detail and bring order to it by organizing-and I cannot stress that term enough-by 
organizing, organizing, and organizing, so that the brief is a coherent presentation of the arguments in favor of the writer’s 
client.”20 Below are three recommendations for organizing your brief: 
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(1) use concise argumentative headings; 
  
(2) use effective paragraphing; and (3) use transitions. A fourth organizational tool is the one just demonstrated: begin each 
section with an introductory paragraph setting out what you will explain.21 
  
First, use concise, persuasive headings. In an organized brief, the headings and subheadings reflect a logical structure of the 
argument.22 If the judge were to read only your headings and subheadings, he should be able to see what you are asking for, 
as well as the logical structure of your argument.23 Headings and subheadings should state legal positions in sentence form, 
instead of merely labeling the topic of the section. Good headings “explain where the brief is going and provide signposts 
along the way.”24 Each heading should “bring you closer to the finish line.”25 For the headings to be effective, *347 they 
should be clear and concise. Take time to revise them after completing the body of the argument. 
  
Second, write effective paragraphs. The first sentence of a paragraph should tell the reader what will be discussed in the body 
of the paragraph. Discuss only one point per paragraph. Test yourself: If your paragraph is longer than a page, it is probably 
too long. You are probably covering more than one point in a paragraph if it is longer than a page. Consider where you need a 
break inside the paragraph. 
  
Third, use transitions to guide your reader. Transitions such as moreover, however, furthermore, in addition, and on the other 
hand make your reader’s job easier. They guide your reader through your thought process26 and lead him or her to the 
conclusion you want him to reach. 
  

Obstacle 4: One Sidedness 

Judges must approach your case objectively. They must objectively evaluate the law and the facts. Thus, to lead your reader 
down your path to your conclusion, you must also objectively look at the law and facts. 
  
You must acknowledge and rebut adverse authority and unfavorable facts. Doing so accomplishes two things. First, you will 
strengthen the substance of your argument. By addressing adverse authority and bad facts, you have the opportunity to 
present them in the most favorable light and explain why they are not damaging to your case.27 Second, you will enhance 
your credibility before the court.28 Even if the disclosure of potentially adverse authority is arguably not required by ethical 
rules,29 you should, nevertheless, disclose it to the court. If your goal is to make the judge’s job easier,30 and if you want to 
maintain credibility, then you must acknowledge adverse authority and unfavorable facts. Otherwise, you make the judges 
job more difficult and, ultimately, you will weaken your case. 
  

Obstacle 5: Failure to Show Your Work 

As the brief writer, you have put a lot of thought into your brief. You know your clients facts. You have researched the 
pertinent law. You have thought about how that law applies to your clients facts, which cases are favorable to you, which 
cases are not and why. As you decided which facts and which authority to present to the court, you probably went through the 
mental process of legal analysis. 
  
Some lawyers, however, tend to leave critical legal analysis out of their briefs. Instead, they simply state the law, the facts 
and the conclusions they want the court to reach. They force the judge to do the difficult legal analysis, without the benefit of 
the lawyer’s guidance. 
  
An effective brief writer must show his work to the judge. He must do more than simply state the law, state his client’s facts 
and then state the conclusion he wants. He must apply the law to his clients facts and he must show the legal analysis. 
  
You must show the court the governing rule of law in the jurisdiction. This is more than simply plucking holdings from one 
or two favorable cases. Instead, you must synthesize the law from all relevant governing authority, reconciling them with one 
another31 and discerning the reasoning and rationale behind them. After explaining to the court the synthesized rule of law 
and the rationale behind it, you then can apply the rule of law to your client’s case, showing the judge how plugging your 
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client’s facts into the rule of law compels a conclusion in your client’s favor. 
  
You must also analogize and distinguish from precedent. Show the court exactly how your case, in legally significant ways, 
is like precedent cases that have ruled the way you want the court to rule. If there are also differences between your case and 
the precedent cases, do not ignore them. Show the court that those differences are not legally significant. In addition, 
distinguish your case from cases on point that appear to conflict with your position. You can bet that your opponent will cite 
them, or that the judge’s law clerk will find them, and you need to explain them. 
  
The factual similarities and differences between your case and the precedent cases are meaningless, however, unless you 
explain why they are important in light of the synthesized rule of law and its rationale. Thus, perhaps most importantly, you 
must show the court that the conclusion you are advocating is consistent with the rationale underlying the rule of law and the 
holdings in the binding precedent. Appellate judges are concerned with more than just your case. They are concerned with the 
state of the law. Show them that ruling in your client’s favor is in harmony with or advances the purposes of the law. 
  

*348 Obstacle 6: Assuming Summary of the Argument 

As the brief writer, you probably will write the summary of the argument last, but a judge may read it first--before he reads 
the argument.32 Thus, the challenge for you as the writer is to write the summary so that it is clear and understandable to a 
judge who has not yet read your argument section. One trick is to set aside your brief for a few days, and write your summary 
after you have not looked at your argument for a while. You are less likely to write it in a way that assumes familiarity with 
the argument section.33 
  

Obstacle 7: Thoughtless Block Quotes 

Should you or should you not include block quotes in your brief? One federal appellate judge says that he never reads them, 
assuming they say nothing important: 

“Whenever I see a block quote I figure the lawyer had to go to the bathroom and forgot to turn off the 
merge/store function on his computer. Let’s face it, if the block quote really had something useful in it, the 
lawyer would have given me a pithy paraphrase.”34 

  
  
Another judge has said that quoting is a “lazy way of writing a brief.”35 Justice Scalia and Bryan Garner interpret a block 
quote to mean that the brief writer didn’t bother to do any independent legal analysis.36 
  
Some judges and staff attorneys, however, take the opposite viewpoint. One judge indicated that he is actually “suspicious” 
when a brief writer does not include quotations: perhaps the case doesn’t really stand for the writer’s stated proposition. 
Block quotes could make the job easier of the judge, staff attorney and law clerk. By placing the relevant language of the 
authority in your brief, you allow the reader to see for himself what the case says without his having to pull the case, which 
might interrupt his journey down your pathway. 
  
So, the brief writer has a dilemma: do you write the brief for the judge who views block quotations as a lazy way of writing a 
brief or for the judge who appreciates block quotes? You can accommodate both. First, include meaningful block quotes, but 
introduce them with language that “sets up” for the reader the point of the block quote.37 That approach will satisfy the judge 
who appreciates block quotes, and the judge who skips the quote will not miss your point. Second, in any block quote, draw 
attention to the most significant phrases by underlining or otherwise emphasizing them.38 Third, for a quotation that isn’t long 
enough to block quote,39 incorporate it into your own written text. Or, fourth, include shorter quotations inside parentheticals 
following the citations that support your proposition.40 
  
If you use them to reinforce your written analysis, block quotations can be useful in equipping the judge to write the opinion. 
Block quotations cannot be used, however, as a substitute for analysis. You must do the hard work of showing the judge how 
the quoted passage applies to your case. 
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Obstacle 8: A Non-Conforming (Ugly) Brief 

Just as no one likes a fat brief, no one likes an ugly brief, either. Will the judge begin reading your brief with the impression 
that you know what you are doing or that you do not? Non-conforming font, spacing or cover pages indicate that you have 
never seen, much less written, a good appellate brief. The judge will wonder: if you can’t follow the rules of the court, can 
you be trusted to properly analyze the law and apply it to your client’s facts? 
  
Follow the rules of the court on format, font size and page limitation. They are not arbitrary. The court can more effectively 
decide cases if briefs are in the correct format. Failure to follow the rules will annoy and irritate the judges. Worse, your 
credibility may be destroyed. While our Alabama judges are often too kind to speak harshly about attorneys who ignore the 
rules, Judge Kozinski has gone so far as to say the following about an attorney who will play games with fonts and margins 
to circumvent the court’s rules: 

“It tells the judges that the lawyer is the type of sleazeball who is willing to cheat on a small procedural rule and 
therefore probably will lie about the record or forget to cite controlling authority.”41 

  
  
Don’t be that guy! 
  

Obstacle 9: Grammar And Punctuation Errors 

As one judge cautioned, “We judges tend to become suspect of any argument advanced by an advocate who produced shoddy 
work .... I have little trust in an advocate who files a document that contains misspellings [or] poor grammar ....”42 The 
readers of your appellate brief are writers and also editors; on a daily basis, they write, critique and edit the work of others. 
The process of reading a brief that is replete with grammatical and punctuation errors is bumpy and frustrating for them. Such 
readers have to resist the temptation to mark these errors.43 Even if they do resist, your distracting errors have slowed down 
their work. Worse still, judges may focus on the errors and miss completely the persuasiveness of your argument. 
  
It is difficult to proofread your own work. Research shows that when reading a product that you wrote, your brain will 
subconsciously read in missing words.44 *349 To avoid this phenomenon, reach the final draft stage of your brief in time to 
put it down for a day or two before you proofread. To catch your errors, you might read your brief out loud45 or read it from 
last sentence to first sentence so that you won’t subconsciously read in missing words. 
  

Obstacle 10: Citation Problems 

“Citation form is like the handshake of a secret society: it conveys important information while simultaneously announcing 
membership.”46 If your citation is incorrect, it is an admission that “you really don’t belong here.”47 
  
Take time to proofread your citations. I suggest a proofreading “session” dedicated to only citation. Cite every assertion of 
authority. If a proposition of law is well settled, cite one case. There is no need to string cite five cases that state the same 
point of law on which all will agree. Use pinpoint cites-that is, include the precise page number in the record or the case on 
which the material you are citing appears. The judges and their law clerks will read the cases. You will make their jobs easier 
if you show them exactly where your supporting point appears in a lengthy case. 
  

Conclusion 

Obstacles that frustrate the judge or that make his or her job more difficult undermine the goal of the appellate brief. To 
provide the judge a clear pathway to the legally correct conclusion, your brief must be well-organized, clear and concise. It 
should project to the judge that you are credible, objective and conscientious. Clearing your brief of the obstacles discussed 
above is a step the right direction. 
  

Footnotes 
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32 
 

Scalia and Garner, supra note 3, at 97 (stating that some judges consider the summary to be “indispensable-indeed the most 
important part of the brief”). 
 

33 
 

See Beazley, infra note 44. 
 

34 
 

Kozinski, supra note 5, at 327. 
 

35 
 

Judge Daniel Friedman, Winning on Appeal, 9 LmG. 15, 17 [spring 1983] (quoted by Gruberman, supra note 25, at 277). Judge 
Friedman was a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 
 

36 
 

Scalia & Garner, supra note 3, at 128 [“You want the court to develop confidence in your reasoning-not in your ability to gopher 
up supporting quotations.”] [emphasis added]. 
 

37 
 

See example at the beginning of Obstacle 7. 
 

38 
 

Indicate that you have added the emphasis, pursuant to BLUEBOOK Rule 5.2. See example at infra note 36. 
 

39 
 

BLUEBOOK Rule 5.1 calls for block quotation only if the quotation is 50 or more words in length. 
 

40 
 

See example at infra note 36. 
 

41 
 

Kozinski, supra note 5, at 327. 
 

42 
 

Robbins, supra note 21, at 278. 
 

43 
 

Some judges go so far as to redline the lawyers’ work. See, e.g., Sean T. Carnathan, Judge Denies Motion and Redlines Mistakes, 
LITIGATION NEWS [Nov. 19, 2009] (available at http:// 
apps.americanbar.org/litigation/litigationnews/top_stories/pres-nell-redlined-motion.html). 
 

44 
 

Mary Beth Beazley, The Self-Graded Draft: Teaching Students to Revise Using Guided Self-Critique, 3 LEGAL WRITING: J. 
LEGAL WRITING INST. 175, 1B1 (1997) (“The short-term memory then ‘tells’ the brain the complete message, and the writers 
presume that the words they wrote contained the message.”). 
 

45 
 

A useful tool can be found at Readplease.com. You can paste your text into a window and have it read aloud to you by the voice of 
your choice. 
 

46 
 

Dwyer, et al., supra note 23, at 428. 
 

47 
 

Id. As Justice Scalia and Bryan Garner remind, it is also critical that you use proper signals. See Scalia & Garner, supra note 3, at 
123. The absence of a signal indicates that the authority cited directly supports your proposition. BLUEBOOK Rule 1.2. If it 
doesn’t, you’ve misled the court. 
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HOW TO LITIGATE SUCCESSFULLY IN THE UNITED STATES COURT 
OF APPEALS FOR THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT1 

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT JUDGE 

The principal purpose of this article is to offer some practical advice on how to be successful when prosecuting an appeal in 
the Eleventh Circuit. At the same time, I hope that some of the advice offered will be helpful to law students who are 
constantly trying to improve their speech and writing skills. 
  
Since my appointment to the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit on October 1, 1990, many changes have 
occurred in the manner in which the court conducts its business. These changes have frequently caused problems for the 
practitioner who litigates in the Eleventh Circuit. Most of the changes that the court has adopted are a direct result of the 
court’s increased caseload. Court filings escalated in the last few years from 4,371 in 1990 to 6,110 in 1997. Yet, the number 
of active judges on the court remained constant at twelve. 
  
Assume that you represent a party in a lawsuit pending in federal district court. Ultimately, the case is resolved adversely to 
your client. You discuss with your client the option of whether to appeal to the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals. Appeals 
are time-consuming and costly, and no certain guarantee of getting a favorable decision for your client from the appellate 
court exists. Nonetheless, you and your client make the decision to take the case to the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals. 
How do you proceed? What is required? What can you expect? 
  
When I was a young lawyer attending a CLE seminar in Montgomery, which I like to think was not too many years ago, I 
heard my mentor and colleague, Judge John C. Godbold, lecture on appellate advocacy. One of the statements that he made 
left a profound impression on me. Advising his listeners on how *2 to proceed when they had a question about what to do in 
perfecting an appeal, he said, “READ THE RULES!” The foremost advice that I can offer is be sure you read Federal Rules 
of Appellate Procedure 28,2 29,3 and 32,4 and Eleventh Circuit Rules 28-15 and 28-26 before you begin writing an appellate 
brief for submission to the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals. Having said that, let us consider what I think is the single most 
important factor in appealing your client’s case: the writing of the appellate brief. 
  
In 1990, the Eleventh Circuit disposed of approximately 48% of all appeals without oral argument.7 According to the latest 
statistics, that figure has now increased to 67.5% and has been as high as 72.9%.8 These percentages are significant. They 
demonstrate that appealing a case to the Eleventh Circuit does not mean that the lawyer will automatically be able to argue 
his or her case orally before the court. Therefore, in my view, the brief is the single most important aspect of appellate 
advocacy. 
  
Before discussing brief writing in some detail, I think that a quick explanation of how cases in the Eleventh Circuit are *3 
screened and disposed of without oral argument is important.9 Non-argument cases, which we judges refer to as “screeners,” 
are cases that three judges decide without hearing oral argument from the parties’ lawyers.10 Screeners are the bread and 
butter of the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals. Both active and senior circuit judges sit on screening panels.11 
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Once an appeal has been perfected and all briefs and the record have been filed,12 the case is sent to an initiating judge of a 
three-judge panel.13 The initiating judge’s responsibility is to review the case and either draft an opinion or classify the case 
for oral argument.14 In order for a case to be disposed of without *4 oral argument, all of the judges on the screening panel 
must agree to the proposed opinion that the initiating judge drafted, unless the parties expressed a desire not to have oral 
argument.15 Any judge on the panel possesses the power to reject the proposed opinion and classify the case for oral 
argument.16 After the classification of a case for oral argument, the initial judge’s proposed opinion goes with the screening 
package to an oral argument panel.17 Most screener opinions are unpublished despite the ability of the authoring judge to 
require publication if he or she chooses to do so. 
  
Screening is important, not only because it is the method by which the vast majority of appeals in the Eleventh Circuit are 
disposed, but also because screening is the way in which the oral argument calendars are filled during the year.18 As screeners 
are classified for oral argument and returned to the clerk, those cases are placed on oral argument calendars.19 Because the 
Eleventh Circuit disposes of more than two out of three cases without oral argument, one can easily see why the brief 
becomes so critical. 
  
Before you begin to write a brief, I offer several suggestions. First, organize your thoughts and think about what you want to 
say to the court. Define the issues in your mind, and as you think about what the issues are, reduce your ideas to writing. A 
definition of the issues is important because the formulation of issues determines which facts are material and what legal 
principles govern. If you represent the appellant, you must review the record for possible grounds of error. If there is a 
transcript of an evidentiary hearing or trial, you need to read it in its entirety. 
  
No one right way of writing a brief exists. Anyone undertaking to announce authoritative rules of good writing invites debate 
and comparison. In a leading text on good writing, the authors acknowledged that “[s]tyle rules . . . are, of course, somewhat 
a matter of individual preference, and even the established *5 rules of grammar are open to challenge.”20 An exclusive style 
of writing does not exist. However, good writing can be distinguished from poor writing, and I can assure you that appellate 
judges appreciate the former. A few characteristics of bad writing are worth discussing. 
  
Most lawyers write too much. More often than not, they try to convey too much information and cover too many issues.21 
Lawyers fail to separate the material from the immaterial. When writing a brief, a lawyer should say no more and no less than 
he or she needs to say. A brief should express ideas accurately, briefly, and as clearly as possible, leaving little room for 
inappropriate interpretation. Precision is the main concern of good writing. Many legal writers lack the ability to write 
simple, straightforward prose. In order to write with clarity and precision, the writer must know precisely what he or she 
wants to say and must say that and nothing else. Frequently, lawyers have a tendency to over-generalize. When lawyers are 
not sure of a legal principle or how to state it precisely, they decide to cover up by using vague expressions. 
  
Of course, painstaking and thoughtful editing is essential for precise writing. This means going over the brief, sentence by 
sentence, and eliminating the surplusage. A sound brief is the reflection of a logical process of reasoning from premises 
through principles to conclusions. Good organization will be like a road map to the judges, enabling them to follow from the 
beginning to the end without getting lost. Unfortunately, many lawyers engage in poor organization before beginning to 
write. 
  
I, along with many other appellate judges in the United States, often refer to the ABC’s of legal writing.22 
  
A. Is the Writing Accurate? In other words, is the writing correct and free from error? Lawyers should never disagree with 
what the record states. The record either says something or not. Lawyers should be familiar with the record and should never 
misrepresent it to the court. The brief should be straightforward and honest. Amazingly, many lawyers make jury arguments 
in their briefs, in an effort to try their case before the appellate court, rather than legal arguments. A lawyer should not 
embellish and exaggerate in the Eleventh Circuit. 
  
B. Is the Writing Brief? “Concise” is defined as “marked by *6 brevity of expression or statement: free from all elaboration 
and superfluous detail.”23 Similarly, “precise” means “sharply defined or stated.”24 The terms “concise” and “precise” are 
critical to the writing of a good appellate brief. An attorney should express only what is essential in the fewest number of 
words. “A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for the same reason that a 
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drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary parts.”25 
  
Many lawyers believe that every brief must use the entire allotment of pages; some believe this to be true even in simple 
one-issue cases that only require 15 to 20 pages at most. Astonishingly, a small percentage of lawyers file motions to exceed 
the page limitations, which are almost always denied.26 
  
Although not one excess word should be used, the writer should not make the brief so short as to be incomplete and 
inadequate. Lawyers need to explain their reasons sufficiently so that the court can follow what they are trying to say. A brief 
that omits steps and reasoning essential to understanding will fail to serve its purpose. 
  
The lawyer needs to re-read and edit the brief thoroughly to determine whether the brief is repetitious. The brief needs to be 
pared down by reciting only essential facts, necessary cases, and significant dates. A lawyer should omit dates unless they are 
material and relevant to the issue in the case. One should cite only cases from the United States Supreme Court and the 
Eleventh Circuit, unless no authority from either of those courts exists, and then one may refer to cases in other circuits. A 
lawyer should not be a slave to the Bluebook27 and should shorten citations when possible. One should also use arabic 
numbers for numbers greater than nine. Footnotes should be used sparingly because many times they are unnecessary, detract 
from the brief, and make it more difficult to read and understand. A prudent attorney can save many pages of text simply by 
following these rules. 
  
C. Is the Writing Clear? Nothing is worse than reading an *7 appellate brief and wondering what in the world the lawyer is 
writing about. Some appellate briefs that I have read made me wonder if the opposing lawyers were writing about the same 
case. Sometimes the briefs literally seem to pass in the night. Remember, the brief is to help the court, not confuse it. Writing 
succinctly forces the lawyer to think with precision by focusing on what he or she is trying to say. 
  
Surprisingly, many appellate briefs that we see in the Eleventh Circuit, even from good lawyers, contain bad grammar. 
Obviously, incorrect spelling and punctuation destroy clarity and distort the intended meaning. 
  
Before discussing oral argument and changes that have occurred in oral advocacy over the past eight years, I want to 
emphasize again that the brief is the single most important aspect of appellate advocacy. Indeed, I suspect that in the future, 
as the court’s caseload continues to climb, more and more cases will be decided without oral argument. Consequently, the 
brief will be even more significant. 
  
In the past eight years, we have seen a fundamental change in the dimensions of appellate advocacy in the Eleventh Circuit. 
One dimension, time for oral appellate arguments, has become increasingly shorter. In our circuit, screening panels of judges 
presently class oral argument cases as a class III or IV.28 The only difference between a class III case and a class IV case is 
the time allotted for oral argument. When I first joined my colleagues on the court, we allotted twenty minutes per side for a 
class III case. Presently, counsel for each side is allotted fifteen minutes to argue a class III case and thirty minutes to argue a 
class IV case. The pressures of time have also changed two other dimensions: formality and the nature of the participation by 
the bench. Because time for argument has been so sharply reduced, the judges on the panel cannot expect to learn everything 
they need to know by sitting back and listening to counsel merely narrate the case. If the judges are bothered about 
something, they bring up the matter before the allotted time expires. Thus, an advocate cannot safely expect to be able to 
complete a nicely prepared set of formal remarks. 
  
Since my appointment to the federal bench, I have had the pleasure and honor of judging many moot court competitions in 
various law schools in the United States. In my view, many of the law schools fall far short of addressing the contemporary 
*8 conditions of presenting a case to a federal appellate court. From personal experience, the fact that law students on moot 
court teams are often simply expected to narrate the facts and then speak for a rather lengthy period of time on a pre-assigned 
and pre-announced set of issues astounds me. This emphasis on mere narration is unlike anything I have seen while deciding 
real disputes in the Eleventh Circuit. 
  
I have participated on some panels where the lawyers, after introducing themselves, are questioned and never get to present 
any of their prepared remarks. Because of the reduction in time, the appellate bench in our circuit does not passively listen; 
they do actively question the lawyers. The judges do not ask questions to intimidate counsel but do so in an effort to get to 
the heart of the case before time expires. If a case is important enough to be scheduled for oral argument, something about 
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that case was either troubling to the screening panel, or so complex that the screening panel believes oral argument will be 
helpful to the court.29 Therefore, rather than becoming exasperated with the active questioning from the bench, attorneys 
should be grateful for an additional opportunity to advocate a client’s position. 
  
Before arguing a case, counsel should recognize that the judges have read the briefs and the record excerpts and are generally 
familiar with the issues in the case.30 However, counsel should not anticipate that the judges know everything about the case 
because in most cases the judges do not have an opportunity to read the complete record. 
  
My personal view of oral argument is that, in certain types of cases, it is a waste of time. For example, the court does an 
excellent job of screening out the easier cases, but every now and then one slips through the cracks. Oral argument can, 
however, make the difference in a close case. Since I have served on the court, oral argument has changed my initial view of 
how an appeal should be decided in no more than ten percent of the cases. 
  
Some of my colleagues disagree with me about the importance of oral argument. I confess that I have seen cases where a 
good oral argument compensated for a poor brief and saved the day for that particular lawyer’s position. I have also seen 
effective oral argument preserve a victory in a deserving case. 
  
The following are 16 simple suggestions that should help a *9 lawyer achieve success in orally arguing a case: 

(1) Be courteous and polite. 

  

(2) Get right to the issues. 

  

(3) Don’t dwell on the facts. 

  

(4) Answer the judges’ questions directly and precisely. 

  

(5) Learn to overcome fear. 

  

(6) Cite to Supreme Court authority and Eleventh Circuit authority. 

  

(7) Check slip opinions the day before oral argument to see whether recent law impacts your case. 

  

(8) Keep in mind that the brief is critical. 

  

(9) Know the standards of review. 

  

(10) If you represent the appellee, track the argument of the appellant. 
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(11) Know the record.31 
  

(12) Don’t make a jury argument. 

  

(13) If you represent the appellee and the district judge committed error, you will do better to admit it and argue 
that it was harmless. 

  

(14) When concluding your argument, tell the court what you want. 

  

(15) Educate and teach the court. 

  

(16) PREPARE! 

  
  
In this article, I have attempted to point out several significant changes that have taken place in the Eleventh Circuit Court of 
Appeals in this decade. I suspect that, with the increase in caseload and the present debate raging in this country on whether a 
cap should be put on the number of Article III judges in the United States, courts will continue to create innovative ways to 
deal with the myriad of problems facing federal appellate courts.32 Indeed, as this article is being written there is a 
comprehensive study in progress to consider a complete restructuring of the federal appellate courts in the United States.33 
*10 Congress mandated this study approximately one year ago and, as of this writing, no recommendations had been made.34 
Only time will tell where all of this may lead. 
  
The suggestions in this article are the result of my fifteen years of experience on the federal bench. I hope that they will be 
helpful not only to the federal practitioner, but also to law students who someday will appear before federal appellate courts. 
  

Footnotes 
 
1 
 

Judge Dubina initially gave this article as a lecture at a Civil Rights and Government Employment Claims Seminar in 
Montgomery, Alabama, on June 9, 1998. 
 

2 
 

Fed. R. App. P. 28. Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 28 sets forth the requirements for a federal appellate brief. Id. Sections 
(a), (b), and (c) list the requirements for the content of the appellant’s brief, the appellee’s brief, and any reply brief. See id. 
Sections (d) through (f) discuss the appropriate procedures for various references contained in briefs, and section (g) sets forth the 
limitation on the length of briefs. See id. Although Rule 28 does provide some limitations and guidelines for appellate briefs, a 
prudent attorney should also consult Eleventh Circuit Rules 28-1 and 28-2, as well as pertinent Eleventh Circuit Internal Operating 
Procedures for additional requirements and restraints on brief content and length. Violation of any of the format rules will result in 
the rejection of the brief. See 11TH CIR. R. 28 I.O.P. (1) (authorizing and instructing the clerk to “reject [any] such documents 
which do not comply with FRAP and circuit rules”). 
 

3 
 

Fed. R. App. P. 29. Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 29 enunciates the requirements for an amicus curiae brief. Id. An attorney 
who files an amicus curiae brief in the Eleventh Circuit should also refer to Eleventh Circuit Rules 29-1 and 29-2 for local rules 
regarding amicus curiae briefs. Failure to comply with the relevant rules may result in the rejection of the brief submitted. See 
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11TH CIR. R. 29 I.O.P. (stating that “[t]he clerk has authority to refuse the submission of any amicus brief which does not comply 
with FRAP or circuit rules”). 
 

4 
 

Fed. R. App. P. 32. Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 32 discusses the appropriate form of briefs, appendices, and other papers 
filed in the appellate courts. Id. A careful attorney will consult not only Rule 32, but also the Eleventh Circuit Rules and 
corresponding I.O.P.s. See, e.g., 11th Cir. R. 32-1 (form of papers); 11th Cir. R. 32-2 (pro se papers); 11th Cir. R. 32-3 (brief 
covers); 11th Cir. R. 32-4 (form of briefs). 
 

5 
 

11th Cir. R. 28-1 (listing the limitations on the lengths of briefs). 
 

6 
 

11th Cir. R. 28-2 (setting forth brief content requirements). 
 

7 
 

See Eleventh Circuit Monthly Statistical Report, October 1990. 
 

8 
 

See Eleventh Circuit Monthly Statistical Report, July 1998. 
 

9 
 

Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 34 allows the circuits to limit oral arguments pursuant to a local rule if a unanimous 
three-judge panel opines that oral argument is not needed. Fed. R. App. P. 34; see also 11th Cir. R. 34-3 (authorizing the 
three-judge panel to send a case to the non-argument calendar if: “(1) the appeal is frivolous, or (2) the dispositive issue or set of 
issues has been recently authoritatively determined, or (3) the facts and legal arguments are adequately presented in the briefs and 
record and the decisional process will not be significantly aided by oral argument”). 
 

10 
 

See 11th Cir. R. 34-3(e) (authorizing a three-judge panel to serve as a screening panel). Eleventh Circuit Rule 34-3(a) indicates that 
the screening process was established to increase efficiency in the disposition of cases and to increase cost efficiency. 11th Cir. R. 
34-3(a). The I.O.P. to Eleventh Circuit Rule 34 explains the screening process as follows: 
Screening and Non-Argument Calendar. When the last brief is filed a case is sent to the office of staff attorney for pre-screening 
classification. If the staff attorney is of the opinion that the appeal of a party does not warrant oral argument, a brief memorandum 
is prepared and the case is returned to the clerk for routing to one of the court’s active judges, selected in rotation. In cases 
involving multiple parties, the staff attorney may recommend that appeals of fewer than all parties be decided without oral 
argument but that the appeals of the remaining parties be scheduled for oral argument. If the judge to whom an appeal is directed 
for such consideration agrees that the appeal of a party does not warrant oral argument, that judge forwards the briefs, together 
with a proposed opinion, to the two other judges on the screening panel. If a party requests oral argument, all panel judges must 
concur not only that the appeal of that party does not warrant oral argument, but also in the panel opinion as a proper disposition 
without any special concurrence or dissent. If a party does not request oral argument, all panel judges must concur that the appeal 
of that party does not warrant oral argument. 
11th Cir. R. 34 I.O.P. (1). 
 

11 
 

See 11th Cir. R. 34-3(f). 
 

12 
 

See Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure 10 and 11 for the requirements of the content and modifications of the record on appeal, 
the transcript of the proceedings, and the duties of all parties involved in the preparation and distribution of the record. See also 
11th Cir. R. 10-1 (setting forth additional duties of the appellant and appellee in ordering the transcript); 11th Cir. R. 11-2 to-3 
(discussing the duties of the clerk in the certification, preparation, and transmission of the record and accompanying exhibits). 
 

13 
 

See 11th Cir. R. 34 I.O.P. (1). 
 

14 
 

See id. 
 

15 See 11th Cir. R. 34-3(3) (stating that a decision without oral argument “must be unanimous, and no dissenting or special 
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 concurring opinion may be filed”). 
 

16 
 

See id. (“If at any time before decision a judge on the non-argument panel concludes that oral argument is desired, that appeal will 
be transferred to the oral argument calendar.”). 
 

17 
 

See generally 11th Cir. R. 34-3. 
 

18 
 

See 11th Cir. R. 34-4 (describing the oral argument calendar). 
 

19 
 

See id.; see also 11th Cir. R. 34 I.O.P. (1) (“If a determination is made that oral argument should be heard, the appeal is placed on 
the next appropriate calendar, consistent with the court’s calendaring priorities.”). 
 

20 
 

E.B. White, Introduction to WILLIAM STRUNK, JR., THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE xi, xv (3d ed. 1979). 
 

21 
 

See John C. Godbold, Twenty Pages and Twenty Minutes--Effective Advocacy on Appeal, 30 Sw. L.J. 801, 807-810 (1976). 
 

22 
 

See Judicial Opinion Writing Manual, A.B.A. (1991). 
 

23 
 

WEBSTER’s NINTH NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY 272 (9th ed. 1983). 
 

24 
 

Id. at 926. 
 

25 
 

William Strunk, Jr., The Elements of Style 23 (3d ed. 1979). 
 

26 
 

Eleventh Circuit Rule 28-1 requires that motions seeking to exceed the page limitations on briefs be filed at least seven days before 
the due date. 11th Cir. R. 28-1. However, Rule 28-1 also explicitly states that “[t]he court looks with disfavor upon motions to 
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School of Law, moderated by Ned Miltenberg**** of the National Legal 
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American Institute of Appellate Practice 

New Orleans, October 9, 2014 

————————————————————————————— 

 Three members of the panel (Ms. Race and Messrs. Wirtes and 

Miltenberg) practice appellate law. The fourth panel member (Professor 

Vidmar) teaches and works for lawyers on appeals and in other cases. 

In truth and titles notwithstanding, each is really a firefighter, not a 

brain surgeon, a firefighter called upon to extinguish blazes after they 

have erupted and—increasingly and more effectively—to work with 

trial lawyers before a case goes to a jury or a complaint or answer even 

is filed, to prevent fires from breaking out.  

 Collectively, the panel members will reveal the great secret of 

appellate law: there are no secrets. To the extent they have been 

successful, it is because they have mastered the discipline shared by all 

great trial lawyers: intense focus on what they do best and 10,000 hours 

of practice and repetition.  

 Individually, each panel member will discuss the unique aspects 

of their practices and explain why it often makes economic sense to  

retain appellate counsel or, at minimum, to consult with an appellate 

coach or other specialized counsel, especially in high-stakes cases or 

when confronted with novel or complex issues. 
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————————————————————————————— 

 

INTRODUCTION, by Ned Miltenberg 

 My sons played baseball and football. 

 When they started out in grade school they played every position. 

Just like everyone else. No one specialized. Some specialization came in 

middle school. Some baseball players focused on pitching; some football 

players gravitated to the line. By the time they reached college, players 

became even more specialized, pitching in relief, only, or playing 

defensive tackle, only. 

 In law and in life, as in sports, we’ve come to specialize. John 

Adams’ father was a very small and highly independent farmer. Abe 

Lincoln’s father was the same. If something needed to be done on the 

farm, from clearing land and fixing plows to splitting logs to birthing 

calves, they did it by themselves. 

 As lawyers, Adams and Lincoln followed their fathers’ model of 

independence and self-sufficiency. They handled all types of cases, from 

torts to contracts to trusts and estates. No case was too big, too novel, 

or complex to handle alone and they handled their cases from pre-trial 

consultation, through jury selection and trial, to appeals in their 

colony’s (or state’s) highest court. And they largely handled them alone. 

 Agriculture and industry changed, dramatically, in the 19th and 

20th centuries. Specialization increased efficiency and productivity, 

especially when harnessed in centralized assembly lines such as Henry 

Ford’s River Rouge Complex outside Detroit, where Ford employees not 

only assembled cars but molted the steel for their frames and glass for 

their windows (and even milled paper for glove-box instruction 

manuals).  

 Law firms largely followed suit. Where Lincoln practiced in a 

two-man firm, his son helped found a firm than was 100 times as large 

before it was swallowed by still larger fish 25 years ago. Today, some 

LCA members practice in firms that have dozens of offices in a score of 

nations. Many of these firms are a thousand times larger than Lincoln 

& Herndon, if not bigger still. And these lawyers are highly specialized. 

 One aspect of legal practice has remained largely unchanged for 

more than two centuries, however: most lawyers—whether in big firms 

or small and regardless of whether they specialize in torts, or tax law or 

mergers and acquisitions or constitutional law—still handle their own 
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appeals. And they rarely, if ever, consult with specialists in a field 

before filing suit, answering a complaint, picking a jury, heading to 

arbitration, or going to trial.  

 These lawyers—most lawyers—are proud of their abilities and 

don’t think they need to consult with appellate lawyers or any other 

kind of specialist. The panel before you agrees with Proverbs (16:18) 

that “pride goeth before the fall.”  

 We think these lawyers could do better for their clients, their 

firms, and themselves if they retained appellate counsel or, at 

minimum, consulted with an appellate coach or other specialized 

counsel, especially in high-stakes cases or when confronted with novel 

or complex issues. 

————————————————————————————— 

 *  David G. Wirtes, Jr., practices law with Cunningham 

Bounds of Mobile, Alabama, where he handles the firm’s appeals and, 

equally important, works behind the scenes overseeing legal research 

and the firm’s motion practice in state and federal courts. Dave also is 

one of the Co-Founders of the LCA’s American Institute of Appellate 

Practice (AIAP) and is one of the ten people in the country certified by 

the AIAP as an “appellate specialist.” Dave will explain the model he 

has developed, and that his highly successful plaintiffs’ personal injury 

firm follows, in working on cases from soup-to-nuts, i.e., from pre-trial 

tackling of legal issues, motion practice, and handling all aspects of 

appeals in the federal and state courts. He has handled hundreds of 

state and federal appellate matters and countless trial motions, 

arguments, and briefs. Over the past 25 years he also has worked on 

many amicus curiae matters for both the American Association for 

Justice (AAJ, formerly ATLA) and the Alabama Association for Justice. 

 ** Deborah Johnson Race is a partner at Ireland, Carroll 

& Kelley, P.C., of Tyler, Texas. She has been board certified in Civil 

Appellate Law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization since 1989 

and devotes her practice to appeals and trial litigation support in the 

Texas Supreme Court, other Texas trial and appellate courts, the U.S. 

Courts of Appeals for the Fifth and Federal Circuits, and the U.S. 

Supreme Court. She is a member of the Texas State Board of 

Disciplinary Appeal, a Life Fellow of the Texas Bar Foundation, and a 

Co-Founder of the AIAP. She provides advice and assistance with the 

analysis of legal issues at any stage of trial—including those handled 

by lawyers outside her firm—in a wide variety of appeals for clients 
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ranging from large corporations to individuals, including in cases not 

tried by her firm. She will provide an outside appellate lawyer’s view on 

the issues Mr. Wirtes has addressed. 

 *** Professor Neil Vidmar is the Russell M. Robinson II 

Professor of Law, Duke Law School, the Research Director, Center for 

Criminal Justice and Ethical Responsibility at Duke Law, and 

Professor of Psychology at Duke University. He also is an Affiliated 

Scholar of the National Legal Scholars Law Firm, P.C. Professor 

Vidmar’s scholarly research involves the empirical study of law across a 

broad spectrum of topics in civil and criminal law. A social psychologist 

by training, he is one of the world’s preeminent expert on jury behavior 

and outcomes and has extensively studied medical malpractice 

litigation, punitive damages, dispute resolution, and the social 

psychology of retribution and revenge. He is the author (or co-author) of 

four books and more than 130 articles in law reviews and social science 

journals, has testified before the U.S. Senate, and has drafted amicus 

briefs to the U.S. Supreme Court, the Canadian Supreme Court, and a 

number of state supreme courts.  

 **** Ned Miltenberg is the Co-Managing Partner of the 

National Legal Scholars Law Firm, P.C. of Washington, DC, where he 

has practiced constitutional, appellate, and other law he barely 

understands before federal and state courts (including roughly a dozen 

before the U.S. Supreme Court) for thirty years. The NLSLF is a 

nationwide firm composed of 24 of America’s leading law professors and 

other non-partner Affiliated Scholars, who teach more than 100 

subjects, practice in nearly every court, and write the article and 

treatises courts cite in their opinions. It provides help at any stage of 

litigation: from pre-filing case strategy, discovery, expert opinion 

testimony, and dispositive trial motions, to post-trial matters and 

appeals, such as cert petitions and merits and amicus briefs to, and 

arguments in the U.S. Supreme Court. 
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 Imagine that you are a football player. An MVP quarterback, 

one of the best of all time. You pick your hero: Peyton Manning, Tom 

Brady, Joe Montana, Warren Moon. Johnny Unitas. Playing in your 

first Super Bowl. A unique situation. In a game with very stakes.  

                                                 
1 I owe many thanks, for their great coaching and invaluable comments, to 

Erwin Chemerinsky; Charles M. Cork, III; Jody Hoffman; Peter Hardin-Levine; 

Jonathan S. Massey; Stuart Ollanik; Deborah Race; Anthony Z. (“Tony”) Roisman; 

Stephen A. Saltzburg; Brent M. Rosenthal; Jan O. Vargo; John F. Vargo; Neil 

Vidmar; Robert F. Williams; Michaelle B. (“Micki”) Wilson; David G. Wirtes, Jr.; 

and Yale Kamisar. I could not get by without a lot of help from many friends. 

2 Ned Miltenberg — Cornell University, B.A. (1973); University of Michigan 

Law School, J.D. (1984) — is the Co-Managing Partner of the National Legal 

Scholars Law Firm, P.C. (“NLSLF”) of Washington DC, where he has been 

practicing for thirty years and has worked on more than a dozen cases in the 

Supreme Court of the United States. The NLSLF is a nationwide law firm 

composed of 24 law professors and other non-partner affiliated scholars, who teach 

more than 100 subjects and write the treatises and articles that courts cite in their 

opinions. The NLSLF provides assistance at any stage of litigation: from pre-filing 

case strategy, pre-trial discovery, pre-trial motions, the admissibility of expert 

opinion testimony, jury selection, and dispositive trial motions, to post-trial motions 

and appeals in all federal and state courts (including cert petitions, merits briefs, 

and amicus briefs to—and oral arguments in—the Supreme Court of the United 

States. He is an LCA Fellow and has been certified as an Appellate Specialist by 

the American Institute of Appellate Practice (“AIAP”).  
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 How do you prepare before the game when the defense you’re 

playing is one of the best of all time? You pick your favorite: the ’85 

Bears; ’76 Steelers; 2000 Ravens, ’13 Seahawks; ’66 Packers.  

 What do you do at halftime when they’ve stifled your offense 

and you’re only 7 for 20 (and only 88 yards), and have thrown two 

interceptions, one a “pick 6”?  

 And what do you if you’re up by 24 points at the half but learn 

that—contrary to all of the NFL’s exquisitely devised and rigorously 

enforced rules—that your opponent is bringing in half-a-dozen Hall-

of-Fame wringers to play D in the second half? You pick ‘em: 

Lawrence Taylor: Dick Butkus; “Mean Joe” Greene; Reggie White; 

Ronnie Lott; Richard Sherman; Deacon Jones; Jack Ham.  

 While you’re indulging in this fantasy, consider another one. 

 Imagine you’re a doctor, a medical doctor. Competent. 

Respected. Successful. Although you took courses in medical school in 

everything from genetics and psychology to hematology and general 

surgery, you haven’t practiced in those fields since your residency. 

You now specialize as an orthopedist. 

 One day you get a headache. You first try over-the-counter 

drugs, then prescribe stronger medicine for yourself. Nothing works. 

You consult a neurologist, who schedules an MRI and asks a 

radiologist to help interpret the results. 

 The bad news is you have a tumor; the good news is it’s 

operable. Now you face a choice: (1) turn your fate over to the best 

neurosurgeon you can find; (2) put your life in the hands of another 

orthopedist from your own office (perhaps the new medical school 

grad, who has few patients of his own); or (3) start reading books on 

do-it-yourself brain surgery. What should you do? 

 Finally, ponder a third scenario—one much closer to the reality 

most of us face at least once or twice a year. 

 Imagine that you’re the good doctor’s twin. Another doctor, but 

this time a Juris Doctor. Competent. Respected. Successful. Although 
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you took courses in law school in everything from property and 

contracts to taxes and appellate advocacy, you haven’t kept up in 

those areas since you took the bar exam. Instead, like your twin, 

you’re a specialist; the difference is you’re a legal specialist—a trial 

lawyer. 

 Like your twin, you’ve also got a headache. Yours, however, is 

a massive legal headache. You recently won substantial damages for 

three of your clients following a long trial against a Fortune 500 

company. The defendant has now appealed, asserting that the 

judgment should be reversed because the trial court erroneously 

refused to 

 ●  dismiss your clients’ claims as preempted 

by federal law; 

 ●  dismiss those claims as res judicata under 

the terms of a recently entered class action 

settlement; 

 ●  bar your “junk scientists” from testifying; 

 ●  uphold a state “tort reform” statute that 

capped damages; and 

 ●  reduce the jury’s “grossly excessive and 

therefore unconstitutional” award of punitive 

damages. 

 You’ve just received the defendant’s opening brief. Thick. 

Polished. Scholarly. Although the names of the defendant’s trial 

lawyers remain prominent on the brief’s cover, rumor has it that the 

defendant hired one appellate specialist to write the brief and may 

even have another waiting in the wings just to handle the oral 

argument. 

 You have a full trial calendar and relatively scant appellate 

experience. Your dilemma is the same as your twin’s: (1) turn your 

fate over to the best appellate specialist you can find; (2) put your 

case in the hands of another lawyer from your firm (perhaps that new 
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grad, who has few clients of his own); or (3) start reading tomes on do-

it-yourself appellate advocacy.  

 What should you do? For busy lawyers with minimal appellate 

experience and little time to master that trade, the answer would 

seem to be the same “no-brainer” that it was for the good orthopedist: 

You should turn your case over to—or, at least, consult with—the 

best specialist you can find. 

 Paradoxically, though, many trial lawyers are loathe to pursue 

this course—regardless of whether the legal issues on appeal are 

simple and routine or novel and complex, whether the financial 

stakes are low or high, whether the case was won or lost at trial, or 

whether the case is on an interlocutory appeal to an intermediate 

state or federal appellate court or being argued in the Supreme Court 

of the United States. 

 The thesis of this article is that just as it is wise for an 

MVP quarterback to consult with coaches before a game and 

at halftime, to switch game-plans to match what your 

opponent is doing, and even to bring in wringers if that’s 

what the other side is doing, it is wise for a lawyer to retain—

or, at minimum, consult with—an appellate specialist or a 

specialist in one of the substantive areas at issue on appeal is 

generally a smart and cost-effective thing to do, unless the 

only issues on appeal are garden-variety ones, such as 

whether the trial court properly applied settled precedent to 

the facts. It is especially astute to work with a substantive or 

appellate specialist when the financial stakes are high or 

when the appeal (or case) involves multiple questions, 

matters of first impression, questions on which courts in the 

state, circuit, or nation are divided, or complex issues on such 

as questions regarding constitutional law, jurisdiction, 

admissibility of expert evidence, or statutory interpretation. 

In a nutshell, when brain surgery is called for, it is in 

everyone’s but your opponent’s best interests to forgo do-it-

yourself surgery. 
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Anything You Can Do, They Might Do Better or More Efficiently 

 Although some trial lawyers might doubt that a specialist can 

write a better brief, deliver a more skillful oral argument, and, most 

important, produce better overall results on appeal, there is good 

reason to believe specialists can do so, or at least can produce equally 

good work more efficiently and more cost- effectively. Although this 

phenomenon is not limited to appeals, the most complete and most 

compelling evidence—including data on the comparative success rates 

of specialists and non-specialists on appeal and accounts of what your 

adversaries and competitors are doing, as well as testimony by judges 

who have sat on trial and appellate benches—comes from appellate 

cases and shows that these appellate specialists can do all three. 

 Scholars have concluded that “the outcome of cases” on appeal 

often is “directly related” to the appellate experience of the lawyers 

writing the brief and handling the oral argument, with veteran 

specialists increasing the odds of winning an appeal by 40% to 160%, 

depending on the court and the specialist.3 Even more compelling is 

the documented track record of appellate specialists in courts, such as 

the U.S. Supreme Court, where appellate review is granted as a 

matter of grace and not of right. For example, appellate specialists 

can dramatically boost the odds of convincing the Supreme Court to 

grant certiorari: from an intimidating 1 in 100 to an inviting 1 in 7.4  

                                                 
3 Kevin T. McGuire, THE SUPREME COURT BAR: LEGAL ELITES IN THE 

WASHINGTON COMMUNITY 192 (1993). See Joseph W. Swanson, Experience 

Matters: The Rise of the Supreme Court Bar and Its Effect on Certiorari, 9 J. APP. 

PRAC. PROCESS 175 (2007). 

4 McGuire, THE SUPREME COURT BAR, Table 8.2, at 184. See Thomas G. 

Hungar and Nikesh Jindal, Observations on the Rise of the Appellate Litigator, 29 

REV. LITIG. 511, 514-16 (2010). State supreme courts are only slightly more 

willing to grant discretionary petitions for review, with most state high courts 

allowing discretionary appeals of less than 10 per cent of all petitions. Hon. 

Ruggero J. Aldisert, WINNING ON APPEAL 13 (2d ed. 2003). 
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 Even more convincing than dry statistics about what courts 

have done, i.e., data about comparative success rates, are data about 

what other lawyers—both your adversaries and your competitors—

are doing. Thus, “the evidence clearly establishes” that specialization 

in the law, especially “appellate specialization in the private bar, is on 

the rise.”5 Corporate defendants are hiring specialists, particularly 

appellate specialists, with ever-increasing frequency because they’ve 

become convinced that doing so pays off. For example, at the same 

time that most corporations are bringing more legal work in house 

and many corporate law firms are downsizing, appellate practices at 

corporate law firms are expanding and “appellate boutique firms are 

growing in size and number.”6 As a result, even twenty years ago, 

“there are new attorneys in one-third of the appeals,” even in civil 

cases.7 That trend has only increased in the last two decades. 

 In fact, legal practice, in general, “is becoming increasingly 

specialized, and the trend in appellate litigation is no exception, 

although it appears to be a more recent occurrence than the growth of 

substantive specialization.”8 The venerable economic doctrine of 

comparative advantage explains why it makes sense for people to pick 

plumbers over all-around handymen and to choose neurosurgeons 

over general practitioners: practice makes perfect9 and specialists 

                                                 
5 Hungar & Jindal, The Appellate Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 517. 

6 Robert Hinerfeld, Appellate Advocacy, L.A. LAWYER, Aug./Sept. 29, 35 (1990).  

7 Richardson R. Lynn, APPELLATE LITIGATION 83 (2d ed. 1993).  

8 Id. at 511 (citing Richard J. Lazarus, Advocacy Matters Before and Within the 

Supreme Court: Transforming the Court by Transforming the Bar, 96 GEO. L.J. 

1487, 1497-1501 (2008)). 

9 As Justice Scalia noted, lawyers who practice appellate work “‘with great 

frequency . . . are obviously going to be better’” than those who do not. Richard 

Brust, A Voice for the Write: Tips on Making Your Case from a Supremely Reliable 

Source, 94 A.B.A.J. 36, 39 (2008) (quoting Justice Scalia). See generally Antonin 

Scalia and Bryan A. Garner, MAKING YOUR CASE: THE ART OF PERSUADING 

JUDGES (2008). 
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almost always do a better job, at comparatively less cost in the long 

run than jacks-of-all trades.10  

 Appellate law has developed as a distinct specialty in the last 

40 years, largely because of the “dramatic [changes] in the way 

appeals [have come to be] briefed, argued, and decided” during this 

period.11 These changes are primarily the product of the vast 

expansion of the caseloads borne by—and the pressures imposed on—

appellate judges. 

                                                 
10 See David Ricardo, ON THE PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY AND 

TAXATION 136 (3d ed. 1817). See also William J. Baumol and Alan S. Binder, 

ECONOMICS: PRINCIPLES AND POLICY, 50 (2009); Arthur O’Sullivan and 

Steven M. Sheffrin, ECONOMICS: PRINCIPLES IN ACTION (2003). Hence, 

Corporations out-source many jobs these days, electing to stick to what they do 

best, and leaving ancillary jobs, whether shipping their products or reading X-rays 

to firms across the country or across the globe. Thus, nowadays, few manufacturers 

retain their own freight and trucking departments (leaving deliveries to FedEx, 

UPS, or even more specialized carriers). Hospitals have X-rays read by radiologists 

in Ireland—and lawyers have trial transcriptions done in India—because they are 

always much cheaper and because they often are perceived as being just as good. 

And computer firms have their products designed in Silicon Valley, fabricated in 

China, and serviced by call centers in India. See Hungar, The Rise of the Appellate 

Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 517 (“As corporate in-house counsel staffs increased in 

size and sophistication, they presumably began to handle matters internally that 

did not require a significant amount of specialized expertise. Concurrent with 

assuming greater responsibility for the routine legal matters, however, corporate 

in-house counsel no doubt also recognized that there were certain areas of the law, 

such as appellate litigation (particularly in complex cases or those of special 

importance to the company), that were most appropriately handled by experienced 

advocates in those fields. Rather than rely on a single major law firm to handle the 

full panoply of legal issues, in-house legal staff increasingly began to allocate legal 

work to particular lawyers and law firms based on their perceived expertise in the 

specific area at issue. Perhaps in light of the federal government’s own successful 

reliance on appellate litigators for over a century, these companies—with their 

more sophisticated in-house counsel—came to realize that having specialists with 

skill sets and experience tailored to successful appellate litigation was a smart 

business decision that would benefit the company (and also serve to minimize the 

potential for post hoc finger-pointing in the event a significant appeal was handled 

unsuccessfully by inexperienced counsel who had been selected by an in-house 

lawyer).”). 

11 Lynn, APPELLATE LITIGATION at 83. 
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 Although the “litigation explosion” is largely myth, not reality 

(at least as far as personal injury tort cases are concerned), the 

reality is that over the last three decades federal and state appellate 

courts have been inundated by an “avalanche of appeals” in criminal 

and in non-tort civil cases, with the average caseload per judge 

doubling nearly every decade.12 

 As a result, “in order to reduce their workload,” appellate 

judges frequently take every opportunity—and often command their 

clerks to research every device—to dismiss appeals without reaching 

the merits.13 For example, “judges and their staffs comb briefs and 

appellate records to find a basis . . . to decline decision due to 

procedural default or to shunt the case onto a summary track to a 

decision rendered without oral argument. . . .”14 

 Moreover, the urgency spawned by increased caseloads, 

combined with “the increasing complexity of cases, . . . has removed 

much of the contemplative nature of appellate judging,”15 and has 

caused courts to place restrictions on the oral presentation of appeals. 

Rules limiting argument to 15 or 20 minutes are common, and many 

appeals are now decided with no oral argument at all. Whereas a 

“trial lawyer may take days or even weeks to persuade a trial judge or 

jury,” a lawyer arguing an appeal “has time dribbled out to the 

minute,” with much of the time allotted to argument expended 

“answering questions from members of the bench.”16 So, “the burden 

                                                 
12 Aldisert, WINNING ON APPEAL at 3. See Robert J. Stern, APPELLATE 

PRACTICE 20-21 (2d ed. 1989). 

13 Michael E. Tigar and Jane B. Tigar, FEDERAL APPEALS: JURISDICTION 

AND PRACTICE 3 (3d ed.1999 & 2010-11 Supp.). 

14 Id. See Ursala Bentele, APPELLATE ADVOCACY: PRINCIPLES AND 

PRACTICE 1 (4th ed. 2004). 

15 Lynn, APPELLATE LITIGATION at 6. 

16 Ruggero J. Aldisert, WINNING ON APPEAL 4-5 (2d ed. 2003). See Tigar & 

Tigar, FEDERAL APPEALS at 18. 
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of persuading the court rests more heavily on the brief than it ever 

has.”17 

 Plaintiffs’ lawyers are especially affected by—and increasingly 

targets of—these developments. “Tort reformers” and savvy defense 

counsel persistently blame the “litigation explosion” on “greedy” 

plaintiffs and their “unscrupulous” lawyers and take advantage of the 

pressures of increased caseloads to urge appellate courts to dismiss 

appeals on a number of grounds, including that the court lacks 

jurisdiction or that the state tort common law claims are preempted. 

From the perspective of corporate tort defendants, the supposedly 

rising tide of tort, securities, employment rights, and civil “damage 

awards and liability risks has . . . provid[ed] an even greater incentive 

for private clients to have highly skilled advocates handle significant 

appellate matters.”18 

 For example, twenty-five years ago a leading member of the 

International Association of Defense Counsel advised that 

“preemption should be raised as soon and as often as possible. . . . 

Defendants should argue that both punitive and compensatory 

damages under any theory of liability . . . are preempted by the 

applicable federal regulations or statutes.”19 Corporate defendants 

have followed this advice with a vengeance. 

 In brief, plaintiffs’ lawyers should strongly consider retaining 

substantive and appellate specialists if only because your adversaries 

are doing so, i.e., because corporations and their in-house counsel 

“have increasingly made the business decision that the expense of 

hiring specialized appellate litigators is worthwhile given the 

increased burdens and risks of modern civil litigation,”20 and because 

                                                 
17 Randall T. Bell, To Write a Brief in APPELLATE ADVOCACY SOURCE 

BOOK 3 (Paul Mark Sandler, ed. 1980). 

18 Hungar & Jindal, The Appellate Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 512. See id. at 

525-29. 

19 Charles F. Preuss, Federal Preemption of State Tort Actions: When and How, 

57 DEF. COUNSEL J. 434, 444 (1990). 

20 Hungar & Jindal, The Appellate Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 525. 
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plaintiffs‘ lawyers cannot afford to be out-gunned. Put differently, 

plaintiffs‘ lawyers are in the midst of an arms race and corporate 

defendants are staffing up with more specialized and more effective 

weapons.  

 Some plaintiffs’ firms already are following the same trend—

albeit much more slowly. Thus, a number of plaintiffs’ firms around 

the country have noticed that their adversaries are on to a good thing 

and have decided to emulate them, although on a reduced scale.21 

 Some smaller firms have designated a member to handle all 

appeals, while a few larger firms have inaugurated entire appellate 

departments, staffed by full-time specialists. Yet other plaintiffs’ 

firms, both large and small, regularly retain or consult with free-

lance specialists or moonlighting law professors on an as-needed 

basis. Indeed, a number of firms have found it makes sense to consult 

with appellate specialists before and during trials. These specialists 

provide strategic advice about the case, ghostwrite or edit briefs, and 

offer guidance on how best to pre serve the record and guard against 

reversible error. 

 A Cost-Effective Investment 

 Appellate specialists have been flourishing precisely because 

they are better at meeting the increasing demands—and altogether 

different criteria—of appellate courts. As one experienced federal 

appellate judge has stressed, “[a]ppellate advocacy is specialized 

work. It draws upon talents and skills that are far different from 

                                                 
21 Id. at 524-25 (“And it is not just corporate legal departments that have 

recognized an increasing need for specialized appellate representation. As appellate 

representation has evolved as a specialty practice area, even general litigators find 

that it is good practice to enlist experienced appellate specialists, or at the very 

least experienced appellate co-counsel, when a case is appealed (if not before). 

There is an increasingly widespread recognition on the bar, including among trial 

lawyers, that the skills required to be an effective appellate advocate are 

meaningfully different from those required for other types of litigation.” (Footnotes 

omitted)). 
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those utilized in other facets of practicing law.”22 Another federal 

judge echoes those views: “‘The skills needed for effective appellate 

advocacy are not always found—indeed, perhaps, are rarely found—

in good trial lawyers.’”23 

 Indeed, the general market forces discussed cannot explain 

“the rise of appellate litigation as a specialized practice in the absence 

of meaningful and particularized skills possessed by appellate 

specialists that increase the prospects for success on appeal.”24 

Instead, retaining an appellate specialist is economically sound 

because appellate advocacy is a different beast than trial court 

advocacy and because appellate lawyers use a significant different set 

of skills than trial lawyers do.25 They also are versed in the different 

procedures used on appeal compared with trial court procedure. 

 The reason why appellate specialists are more adept at these 

tasks—and are better at winning cases on appeal—is not because 

they are innately better lawyers.26 Far from it. Rather, they obtain 

better results in their trade for the same reason and in the same way 

that trial specialists are better at their craft: these lawyers practice 

their skills over and over and over again. “Repetition and experience 

are great teachers. A lawyer who concentrates on handling appellate 

                                                 
22 Aldisert, WINNING ON APPEAL at 3. See Hungar & Jindal, The Appellate 

Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 517, 531.  

23 Hungar & Jindal, The Appellate Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 517 (quoting 

Hon. Laurence H. Silberman, Plain Talk on Appellate Advocacy, 20 LITIG. 3, 3 

(1994)). 

24 Id. at 529-30. 

25 Id. at 530 (citing Hon. Ruggero J. Aldisert, Nat’l Inst. for Trial Advoc., 

Winning On Appeal: Better Briefs and Oral Argument § 1.1, at 3 (1996); D. Franklin 

Arey, III, Competent Appellate Advocacy and Continuing Legal Education: Fitting 

the Means to the End, 2 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS 27, 29 (2000) (citing 

Silberman, Plain Talk, 20 LITIG. 3 (1994))). 

26 Id. at 517 (“Being a good trial lawyer does not mean that you are also a 

qualified appellate advocate.”). 
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cases simply knows the waters in which he or she is about to sail and 

can chart the most direct course.”27 

 Good trial lawyers are adept at ferreting out information 

through discovery, examining witnesses, and making spontaneous 

tactical decisions in court. Good trial lawyers also are uniquely skilled 

at discovering and presenting “the best possible factual record, a goal 

that requires skill and experience in effectively managing document 

discovery, issuing and responding to written interrogatories, 

conducting and defending against depositions, questioning and cross-

examining witnesses, and formulating and presenting attractive 

factual themes that will persuade the finder of fact.”28  

 By contrast, when a case in on appeal the focus shifts from 

developing facts to weeding through the trial court record “to glean 

the factual predicates most favorable to his or her legal arguments,” 

framing these in the context of the applicable standard[s] of review,”29 

researching legal principles, considering subtle distinctions and 

trends within the relevant body of law, understanding the underlying 

policy considerations and doctrinal factors that motivate judges, and 

then distilling each of these into a concise, persuasively written brief.  

 Unlike trial court briefs that lay out existing law but 

frequently take a back seat to the compelling oral arguments to judge 

and jury, the appellate brief is the cornerstone of a successful appeal. 

Appellate brief writing requires not a mere rehash of the arguments 

made at trial, but clearly crystallized legal arguments that precisely 

advocate the client‘s position and interests.30 Sifting the wheat from 

the chaff, both in terms of examining the factual record and studying 

every relevant aspect of the law to write a persuasive brief requires 

                                                 
27 Eric J. Magnuson, Achieving Efficiencies in Appellate Cases, in ABA: 

APPELLATE PRACTICE FOR THE LITIGATOR 1, 12 (1994). 

28 Id. (citing Paul Bergman, TRIAL ADVOCACY IN A NUTSHELL 3-4 (3d ed. 

1997)). 

29 Id. (citation omitted). 

30 Id. at 534. 
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infinite pains and large blocks of undistracted time, luxuries busy 

trial lawyers rarely have. 

 Although many trial lawyers readily concede that appellate 

specialists are more conversant with appellate rules and procedures, 

they nevertheless maintain that that advantage is offset by the trial 

lawyers’ trump card—their mastery of the case. Thus, they believe 

that “the facts are everything” in a lawsuit and that, no one knows (or 

can hope to learn) the facts as well as they do. 

 Significantly, however, this “strength” is almost universally 

regarded by appellate judges as a trial lawyer’s greatest weakness.31 

As one former state supreme court justice has complained (in 

remarks often echoed by other judges), “All too often, attorneys who 

are not regular customers in the appellate courts treat their appeals 

as nothing but” an opportunity to reargue the facts and to explain 

why the trial court simply failed to appreciate the equities of the 

case.32 

 Accordingly, although trial lawyers may suppose that they 

have an edge over appellate lawyers because they’ve “lived with a 

case” for months, the irony is they may have lived with the case too 

closely and for too long.33 Familiarity with a case prepared and tried 

months ago can be more foe than friend, as it can make it difficult to 

distinguish exactly what evidence actually made it into the official 

record.34 Furthermore, being too close to the trees can cause you to 

lose sight of the forest, blinding you to the real strengths and true 

weaknesses of your appeal. 

 By contrast, what looks like an appellate specialist’s fatal 

weakness—the fact that the specialist sees the case and the issues 

“cold”—almost always turns out to be a blessing in disguise. This is so 

                                                 
31 Aldisert, WINNING ON APPEAL at 5. 

32 Arthur J. England, Appellate Specialization, in ABA: APPELLATE 

PRACTICE FOR THE LITIGATOR, at 7.  

33 Lynn, APPELLATE LITIGATION at 59. 

34 Herbert M. Levy, HOW TO HANDLE AN APPEAL 18 (1990). 
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because the appellate specialist “‘views [the case and the issues] 

precisely as does the appellate court, through the little square 

window of the [official] record . . . .’”35 Moreover, because appellate 

specialists make their bread and butter by monitoring the way 

different appellate courts (and even different appellate judges) treat 

unfolding jurisprudential trends, they are far more able to grasp 

which issues will be most enticing, which arguments will be most 

persuasive (and which ones to avoid), and which facts will be most 

likely to win a reversal or gain an affirmance from the court.36 Thus, 

                                                 
35 Stern, APPELLATE PRACTICE at 71 (citation omitted). 

36 See Dennis J.C. Owens, New Counsel on Appeal, in ABA PRACTICE 

MANUAL 61 (1992). “The appellate litigator must exercise judgment in 

determining which issues to raise on appeal based on a careful review of the trial 

court record and thorough research and analysis of the relevant precedents. It may 

very well be that issues that were the subject of extensive scrutiny at the trial level 

do not present the best opportunity for success at the appellate level, and 

arguments that were raised and thus preserved for appeal, but were not the 

primary focus of the litigation below, may be more compelling on appeal. Appellate 

litigators do not have the luxury of treating all arguments equally and must give 

some short shrift or toss them aside entirely in order to focus their own and the 

appellate court‘s attention on the arguments that stand the best chance of 

prevailing. Those judgments in turn are often dependent on the appellate litigator‘s 

experience with and understanding of the role played by appellate review, including 

but not limited to the applicable standards of review.” Hungar & Jindal, The 

Appellate Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 532-33 (footnotes omitted). Knowing what 

facts to downplay, what issues to abandon, and what arguments to minimize or 

ignore altogether is a vitally important skill, the exercise of which that requires 

considerable courage and discipline. “Both the appellant who seeks to overturn an 

adverse decision, and the appellee who seeks to sustain it, must resist the 

temptation to replay the trial.” .” Tigar & Tigar, FEDERAL APPEALS at 17. 

Appellate lawyers therefore must undertake two essential tasks: “first, rethink the 

case from the beginning, without prejudice based on theories and points already 

raised; second, dare to focus on a few strong points and jettison all the others.” Id. 

at 17-18 (footnote omitted). “Lawyers are afraid of cutting down the number of 

issues presented on an appeal. They are afraid of ‘missing something.‘ This is a 

valid fear, but lawyers are trained—and paid—to make judgments . . . . An 

advocate does not enhance the chances of winning by throwing in marginal issues.” 

Tigar & Tigar, FEDERAL APPEALS at 444. Abraham Lincoln, no mean lawyer 

(both trial and appellate), perhaps said it best, albeit in the midst of a vastly 

different trial: “The dogmas of the quiet past, are inadequate to the stormy present. 

The occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise — with the occasion. As 
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although a trial lawyer might “be tempted to raise a multitude of 

issues on appeal, an experienced appellate attorney will select only 

the strongest arguments. The ‘kitchen sink’ approach only serves to 

clutter a brief and obscure meritorious issues. Less is more in the 

appellate context.”37 

 As detailed below, scholars conclude appellate specialists bring 

six other equally important skills to a case. They tend to be much 

better at: 

  (1) writing the type of briefs prized by 

appellate courts;  

 (2) presenting the type of oral argument prized 

by appellate courts;  

 (3) navigating around the often recondite 

procedural rules of these courts;   

 (4) minimizing the risk that sanctions will be 

imposed by the courts or that malpractice claims 

will be filed by disgruntled clients;  

 (5) handling appeals efficiently and cost-

effectively; and  

 (6) consulting on cases before and during trial 

both to improve the chance of success in the lower 

                                                                                                                                   
our case is new, so we must think anew, and act anew. We must disenthrall 

ourselves, and then we shall save our country.” Second Annual Message to Congress 

(Dec. 1, 1862), in 2 ABRAHAM LINCOLN: SPEECHES AND WRITINGS, 393, 415 

(Don E. Fehrenbacher, ed. 1974). Lastly, drafting the brief “requires a delicate 

balance. At all times, the appellate litigator must maintain credibility with the 

court by not mischaracterizing the record in the case or relevant precedent, while at 

the same time persuasively arguing the client‘s position.” Hungar & Jindal, The 

Appellate Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 533-34 (footnote omitted). 

37 Roberta G. Mandel, Appellate Practice: Understanding the Art of Appellate 

Advocacy: Why Trial Counsel Should Engage Experienced Appellate Counsel as a 

Matter of Professional Responsibility and Legal Strategy, 81 FLA. BAR J. 45, 46 

(2007). 
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court and to posture the case in the best possible 

way if one party or the other appeals. 

 First, burgeoning judicial caseloads require that briefs be 

written for maximum effectiveness, especially because, as noted 

above, written appellate briefs are increasingly becoming “the only 

shot counsel gets at the appellate court.”38 

 Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist and Justice Thurgood 

Marshall agreed on very few things, but both opined that good briefs 

are the difference between winning and losing an appeal. Justice 

Marshall was unequivocal: “it is the brief that does the final job, if for 

no other reason than that the opinions are often written several 

weeks and sometimes months after the argument. The arguments, 

great as they may have been, are forgotten. In the seclusion of his 

chambers, the judge has only his briefs and his law books. At that 

time your brief is your only spokesman.”39 Chief Justice Rehnquist 

agreed, noting that even the best oral advocacy is insufficient “to 

overcome . . . a poorly written brief.”40 

 And good appellate briefs are more likely to be written by 

people who specialize in writing appellate briefs and who recognize 

that these briefs are quite different from trial briefs because they are 

written for very different types of judges who employ very different 

standards. Consequently, although no rule ordains 

that a well-written brief will win . . . . the 

advantages of clearly stating your position, 

while skillfully narrowing the argument 

and selectively using supporting 

authorities, are compelling. Although the 

                                                 
38 Hon. John C. Godbold, Twenty Pages and Twenty Minutes—Effective 

Advocacy on Appeal, 30 SW. L.J. 801 (1976).  

39 Hon. Thurgood Marshall, The Federal Appeal, in COUNSEL ON APPEAL, 

139, 146 (A.A. Charpentier, ed., 1968). 

40 Hon. William H. Rehnquist, From Webster to Word Processing: The 

Ascendance of the Appellate Brief, 1 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS 1, 4 (1999). 
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effect of a well-written brief may be 

intangible, judges appreciate good writing; 

it makes their job easier and more 

enjoyable. Opponents are less likely to 

garble your position, either mistakenly or 

intentionally, and obscure the issue. The 

opinion writer is more likely to rely on your 

brief and adopt . . . some phrase or attitude 

that will improve your chances on retrial or 

enlarge your remedy.41  

 Specialists are particularly adept at rethinking the case from 

the beginning, without prejudice based on the theories and points 

raised at trial; they dare to focus on a few strong points and discard 

all the others.42 They also are exceptional at winnowing out the “two 

or three worthwhile issues” in each case,43 at drafting those 

“questions presented” in a way that leads the court to provide the 

answers they desire, and at writing a statement of facts that is 

necessarily neutral in form but persuasive in effect.44 

 Second, appellate specialists are typically better at handling 

oral argument in appellate courts. The fact-laden and occasionally 

dramatic style of argument that many trial lawyers use so effectively 

before lay juries and trial judges often is ineffective in appellate 

courts comprised of extremely skeptical appellate courts. Indeed, 

what works in front of juries may antagonize appellate judges.45 

 One scholar summarized the feeling of many judges: “Often the 

trial lawyers . . . think their silver tongues will reduce appellate 

                                                 
41 Lynn, APPELLATE LITIGATION at 4. 

42 See Hungar & Jindal, The Appellate Litigator, 29 REV. LITIG. at 533-34. 

43 Magnuson, Achieving Efficiencies, in APPELLATE PRACTICE at 3. 

44 Levy, HOW TO HANDLE AN APPEAL, at 133-34. 

45 Stern, APPELLATE PRACTICE at 72; Owens, New Counsel, in ABA 

PRACTICE MANUAL at 62.  
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judges to putty.”46 Appellate judges actually prefer the much more 

direct and “objective approach of the appellate advocate. . . . Their 

ability to answer effectively the questions propounded during oral 

argument often spells the difference between [victory and defeat].”47 

 Appellate lawyers are also more adept at handling arguments 

briskly, which is becoming increasingly important. “A trial lawyer 

may take days or even weeks to persuade a trial judge or jury; [today] 

an appellate lawyer has his time dribbled out to the minute.”48 

 Third, appellate specialists have an advantage over trial 

specialists because they are far “more familiar with the appellate 

rules and procedures.”49 Therefore, they are better able to take 

advantage of such useful arcana as the invited error doctrine, the 

intricacies of interlocutory review, and the collateral order doctrine, 

how to use a stay application to test whether to proceed with a motion 

for leave to appeal, and whether and how to take a cross-appeal.50 

 Fourth, appellate specialists can help you avoid sanctions and 

malpractice claims. Although appellate practice carries no special 

ethical obligations, the notably different skills and knowledge 

required to handle a complex or novel case on appeal raise questions 

about a non-specialist‘s ability to comply with the most elemental of 

professional rules: the duty to “provide competent representation to a 

client.” This requires “the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness, and 

preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.”51 

                                                 
46 Gerald F. Uelman, Brief Encounters: The New Demands of Appellate Practice, 

14 CALIF. LAWYER 56, 57 (1994).  

47 Stern, APPELLATE PRACTICE at 72 (quoting U.S. District Court Judge 

Oliver Gasch).  

48 Aldisert, WINNING ON APPEAL at 4-5 See Tigar & Tigar, FEDERAL 

APPEALS at 18. 

49 Stern, APPELLATE PRACTICE at 72 (quoting Judge Gasch). 

50 Lynn, APPELLATE LITIGATION at 147-57, 188-89. 

51 American Bar Association, MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL 

CONDUCT, Rule 1.1 (2010). Compare American Bar Association, MODEL CODE 
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 Appellate judges express growing impatience with the “great 

deal of incompetence” that they see,52 particularly “with sloppiness, 

mistakes, and flouting of appellate procedure rules.”53 As a result, 

appellate courts are becoming ever more willing to use sanctions to 

punish noncompliance with rules, undue delay, and frivolous 

appeals.54 Experts in attorney malpractice likewise warn that 

incompetent representation on appeal, such as failure even to consult 

with a specialist, may increase the odds of being sued by a 

disgruntled client for malpractice. 

 Fifth, hiring appellate specialists often is cost-effective, both 

because the specialists’ unique skills and greater efficiency increase 

your chances of winning on appeal—and therefore collecting your 

fee)—and because their participation frees you to do what trial 

specialists do better than anyone else: prepare and try lawsuits before 

juries. 

 Sixth and finally, appellate counsel also may be able to help 

the trial team with many other aspects of a case that is going to trial, 

whether it is assisting in motion practice, discovery disputes, 

privilege questions, drafting trial briefs, addressing a Daubert 

challenge, or preparing challenges to the constitutionality of tort 

“reform” statutes. Using separate appellate counsel at this stage may 

supply a fresh perspective and allow the trial team to focus on 

discovery and trial preparation.  

 Appellate specialists can also help with pretrial mediation and 

arbitration—preparing the written statements, evaluating the odds of 

appellate success when the case is being valued, and simply 

                                                                                                                                   
OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, DR 6-101(A) (1983) (“A lawyer shall not: 

(1) Handle a legal matter which he knows or should know that he is not competent 

to handle, without associating with him a lawyer who is competent to handle it. (2) 

Handle a legal matter without preparation adequate in the circumstances. . . . “). 

See generally Lynn, APPELLATE LITIGATION at 68-71.  

52 Lynn, APPELLATE LITIGATION at 69 (citation omitted).  

53 Id. at 9 (citation omitted).  

54 See generally id. at 14-17; Stern, APPELLATE PRACTICE.  
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demonstrating seriousness about pursuing all available legal options 

if the litigation continues.55 

 Indeed, the services appellate specialists provide in a 

particular case can vary with your needs and skills and with the 

economics of the case. At one end of the spectrum, appellate 

specialists can assume full responsibility for the appeal; at the other, 

their role can be confined to providing guidance on such matters as 

whether you (or your opponent) have appealable issues, what the 

odds are of success given the court and current trends, and which 

issues, arguments, and facts to push and which to abandon.56 

 Experienced trial lawyers are wise to retain appellate and 

other specialists during or even before the trial, particularly if the 

case “involves complicated matters or issues of first impression,” and 

can draft and argue dispositive motions as well as ensures that 

critical issues that have been properly raised and preserved for 

appellate review.57 

 Even if you are unwilling to let another attorney ghostwrite 

the brief or handle the oral argument (or if the relatively low stakes 

of the case make it uneconomical to do so), it is still often advisable to 

employ a second attorney to play devil‘s advocate with your 

arguments, to moot court your oral advocacy style, and to 

troubleshoot and edit your brief.58 

                                                 
55 Alex Wilson Albright and Susan Vance, Ten Practical Tips For Making Your 

Case Appealable (Or, How Not To Lose Your Appeal At Trial And When To Call In 

The Cavalry), 35 Litigation 41 (2009). 

56 Levy, HOW TO HANDLE AN APPEAL at 20-21; Lynn, APPELLATE 

LITIGATION §§ 58.1-8.3; Magnuson, Achieving Efficiencies, in APPELLATE 

PRACTICE at 2 (“Often the most economical appeal is the one never taken. . . . The 

decision to appeal should not be a reflex action, and an appellate lawyer is in a good 

position to make a dispassionate and rational recommendation on the merits of an 

appeal.”).  

57 Mandel, Appellate Practice, 81 FLA. BAR J. at 45. 

58 David A. Hyman, A Second Opinion on Second Opinions, 84 VA. L. REV. 

1439, 1450 (1998). 
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 One expert described this last skill as particularly crucial to 

your chances of success:  

Editing is probably the most neglected 

stage in the preparation of brief. No one 

would think of publishing an unedited law 

review article, book, or [news] story . . . but 

lawyers are surprisingly casual about filing 

unedited brief. . . . Editing should be 

regarded as an essential part of brief 

writing. . . . [T]he brief should be edited by 

someone other than the attorney who wrote 

it, preferably a lawyer who knows nothing 

about the case. This insures that the brief 

gets a fresh look during the edit.59 

Simply put, “being a good trial lawyer does not mean that you are 

also a qualified appellate advocate.”60 

 In the end, just as it’s often wise for an MVP quarterback to 

consult with his coach or hand off the ball to a running back in a high 

stakes game or when confronted by a new or baffling defense, and 

often wise for an orthopedist to avoid do-it-yourself brain surgery, it’s 

often wise for a trial lawyer to consult with an appellate or other 

specialist when confronted with a novel or complex question or when 

the stakes are high. 

                                                 
59 Bell, To Write a Brief in APPELLATE ADVOCACY SOURCE BOOK at 21-22. 

60 Aldisert, WINNING ON APPEAL at 4-5. 
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TYPICAL ACTIVITIES HANDLING AN APPEAL or ASSISTING TRIAL 

LAWYERS BEFORE AN APPEAL (OR EVEN A COMPLAINT) IS FILED 

 

October 9, 2014 

 

I. Prior to Filing the Complaint 

 

 A. Work with the trial team to evaluate whether to take the case in the 

first instance, i.e., identifying and evaluating insurmountable or problematic 

issues. 

  

 B. Working with the trial team to formulate legal strategy for ultimate 

victory, i.e., anticipating problematic procedural or evidentiary issues and plotting 

a strategy for their successful resolution. 

  

 C. Drafting the complaint and initial discovery requests. 

 

 D. Reviewing and challenging motions to dismiss and affirmative 

defenses in answers. 

 

 E. Drafting responses to motions for summary judgment and other 

dispositive motions, e.g., Daubert challenges to experts, motions challenging 

subject matter or personal jurisdiction. 

 

 F. Preparation of motions in limine and supporting briefs. 

 

 G. Responding to opponents’ motions in limine. 

 

 H. Assistance in preparation of joint pretrial orders. 

 

 I. Proposed jury instructions. 

  

II. During Trial 

 

 A. Rapid response to typical trial issues. 

 

 B. Voir dire/Jury selection/Batson. 

 

 C. What we can or cannot do or say in opening statements. 
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  1. Procedural issues, e.g., order of witnesses, use of demonstrative 

  aids, trial notebooks, in-court demonstrations, site views. 

   

  2. Evidentiary issues. 

 

  3. Sufficiency of expert qualifications (Rule 702, Daubert,  

  statutory expert witness requirements). 

 

  4. Hearsay and other trial objections. 

 

  5. Sufficiency of evidence. 

 

  6. Meet the elements? 

    

  7. Competency of evidence of damages. 

 

 D. Opposing motions for judgment as a matter of law at the close  

  of plaintiff’s case and at the close of all the evidence. 

 

 E. Opposing defendant’s proposed jury instructions. 

 

 F. Formulating the verdict forms. 

  

III. Post-Judgment –  Responding to Post-Judgment Motions 

 

 A. For JML 

 

 B. New Trial 

 

 C. Remittitur 

 

 D. Attacks on jurors 

 

 E. Collection 

 

 F. Other post-trial motions, e.g., for reconsideration of or relief from 

 judgment 

 

IV. Interlocutory Appeals and Extraordinary Writs 

 

 A. Ensure compliance with final order rule. 
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 B. Ensure compliance with interlocutory appeal rule. 

 

 C. Ensure compliance with extraordinary writ rules. 

 

 D. Strategic decisions regarding responses, if any. 

 

 E. Preliminary oppositions. 

 

 F. Answers and briefs on the merits. 

 

 G. Oral arguments. 

  

V. Appeals 

 

 A. Review case to ensure compliance with statutory requirements for 

 notices of appeal, docketing statement, supersedeas bonds, 

 compilation of the record, transcript order forms, etc. 

  

 B. Summary of the record on appeal, distilling winning issues and  

  arguments 

 

 C. Supervise preparation and submission of the record on appeal 

 

 D. Preparing and filing briefs on appeal. 

  

  1. Ensure formatting compliance. 

 

  2. Statement regarding oral argument. 

 

  3. Table of contents. 

 

  4. Statement of jurisdiction 

 

  5. Statement of the case. 

 

  6. Statement of the issues / Questions Presented. 

 

  7. Statement of the facts. 

 

  8. Statement of the standard of review. 

 

  9. Summary of the argument. 
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  10. Argument. 

 

  11. Conclusion/Request for relief. 

 

  12. Oral argument request. 

 

  13. Statement of compliance with word/page limitations 

 

 E. Enlisting and coordinating amicus briefs or responses to opponents’ 

  amici. 

 

 F. Oral argument. 

 

 G. Preparing or opposing petition for en banc review 

 

VI.  Considering and preparing for petition for non-discretionary 

  discretionary review, e.g., a petition for a writ of certiorari, to 

  the state’s highest court or to the Supreme Court of the  

  United States 

 

VII. Mediation/Arbitration on appeal 

 

 A. Assist in realistic evaluation of likelihood of success at trial, on 

 appeal, and ultimate valuation. 

 

 B. Identifiable trends re: courts’ view of issues such as: 

 

  1. Sufficiency of evidence of fraud. 

 

  2. Competence of evidence of damages. 

 

  3. Punitive damages. 

 

  4. Problematic trial issues like jurisdiction, statutes of  

  limitations, competence of expert witnesses, “good count/bad 

  count,” and the like. 
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“JUST A BRIEF WRITER”? 

WESTLAW LAWPRAC INDEX 

JUD--Judicial Management, Process & Selection 

Consider this: It is the trial of the most important case in your career, the case that you have been working on for years; and 
the most important witness on the other side has just finished direct testimony. The cross-examination is the moment you 
have been waiting for, the key, the pivotal part of the trial, the make-or-break point of the entire case. And so, of course, you 
hand over the cross-examination to the most junior, the most inexperienced, the least knowledgeable lawyer on the team. 
Sound crazy? Of course it does. Yet, this— unfortunately—is a fairly apt description of what goes on in law firms across the 
country when it comes to appeals. 
  
In the U.S. federal appellate system, the appellate brief is the functional equivalent of the cross-examination of the key 
witness in the key case. This is so, not only because the majority of appeals—in some circuits more than 70 percent—are 
decided without oral argument, but also because, even when there is oral argument, judges agree that the briefs are far more 
important to their decision-making process. In law firms across the country, however (and perhaps, in particular, in large law 
firms), lawyers without appellate experience are given primary responsibility for writing the appellate brief. Then, to 
compound the problem, the more senior lawyers on the case give the brief relatively short shrift, in some cases spending only 
an hour or two reading it over just to make sure it generally reads well and makes sense. 
  
This phenomenon exists despite the fact that, during the last two centuries, the appellate brief has become the preeminent 
feature of the appellate process. Indeed, briefs have now replaced oral argument as the main source of communication with 
the appellate court, mostly as a result of the increasing caseload of the appellate court and the attendant increased pressures 
and constraints on the time of appellate judges. Technological advances also have contributed to the role and power of the 
written word. A brief look at the history of the American appellate process, dating back to its English roots, demonstrates this 
shift in focus. 
  
The English legal system developed two branches of the legal profession, solicitors and barristers. Solicitors handled the 
client’s affairs outside the courtroom, and barristers were the courtroom advocates. Because only barristers could appear in 
court to represent litigants and make oral arguments on their behalf, the barristers’ job was viewed as more significant. The 
same was true in the English appellate courts, where proceedings were almost exclusively oral and continued for many hours. 
Indeed, the only written components of the English appellate system were the trial record and copies of the reports of cases 
cited by counsel. When oral argument came to a close, the judge would issue an oral opinion. 
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The oral traditions engrained in the English legal system had a major impact on the development of the American appellate 
system, but they did not retain as strong a hold in American courts. Because the roots of the English legal system were 
developed before the introduction of the printing press, typewriter, and copy machine, significant emphasis was of necessity 
placed on oral advocacy and oral opinions. Although technological advances did not produce a major change in the deeply 
embedded oral foundation of English legal proceedings, they had a profound effect on the American system. The changes in 
practice in the U.S. Supreme Court alone in the past century and a half illustrate the point. 
  
Before 1849 the Supreme Court did not limit the length of oral argument, and written briefs were not even mentioned in the 
Supreme Court’s rules. There are stories told of arguments continuing literally for days. For instance, the arguments of 
Daniel Webster, Luther Martin, and their colleagues in McCullough v. Maryland are reported to have lasted for six full days. 
In 1849 the Supreme Court imposed a two-hour limit on the time allotted for each attorney’s oral argument; in 1870 oral 
argument was cut to two hours per side. In 1911 this was reduced to 45 to 90 minutes per side, which in 1931 declined to 30 
to 60 minutes per side in most cases. Finally, in *51 1984, the time allotted for oral argument in the Supreme Court was 
reduced to its present state of 30 minutes per side. 
  
Conversely, the Supreme Court did not require written briefs at all until 1821. At that time, the briefs contained all the 
material pleadings, facts, and documents on which the parties relied, along with the points of law and facts intended to be 
presented at the argument. All this, and yet the briefs were limited to three to four pages in length. Then in 1884 the Supreme 
Court mandated for the first time that the briefs include legal arguments and points of law, as well as relevant authority. By 
the turn of the century, the new form of legal argument—written rather than oral—was taking hold. 
  
Although the Supreme Court still hears oral argument in virtually every case it disposes of on the merits, the situation is far 
different in the federal courts of appeals. Indeed, today federal appellate courts across the country rely so heavily on the 
written brief that most cases are decided without any oral argument at all. And even where oral argument is granted, it is 
typically limited to only 10 or 15 minutes per side. 
  

The Statistics Speak 

The statistics alone vividly illustrate the importance of the appellate brief. According to records kept by the Administrative 
Office of the United States Courts, for the 12-month period ending September 30, 2002, 67.1 percent of appeals that were 
terminated on the merits in the 12 circuit courts of appeals were decided on the basis of the briefs alone, without oral 
argument. This represented a significant decline in oral arguments from 1997, when 59.9 percent of the cases were decided 
on the briefs without oral argument. 
  
In 2002, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals granted oral argument in more cases than any other circuit, hearing argument in 
54.5 percent of the cases terminated on the merits. At the other end of the spectrum, the Fourth Circuit heard argument in 
only 18.1 percent of the cases terminated on the merits. The Third, Fifth, Tenth, and Eleventh Circuits heard oral argument in 
only 30 percent or fewer appeals. And even where the appellate court holds oral argument, the time allotted per side 
continues to diminish. As caseloads continue to increase, it is likely that these trends will continue. 
  
The statistics speak for themselves: Because the federal courts of appeals dispose of most appeals without oral argument, the 
appellate brief is of paramount importance. The brief represents the principal, and in most cases the only, opportunity for the 
appellate lawyer to make his or her case to the appellate court. Indeed, the brief often is the very vehicle by which the judges 
decide whether or not even to hear argument in the case. The brief, in short, is the defining point in the appellate process. 
  

The Judges Judge 

The virtually uniform comments of appellate judges confirm the statistics. Chief Justice William Rehnquist puts it succinctly: 
“[I]nside of a hundred years the written brief has largely taken the place that was once reserved for oral argument. For that 
reason, an ability to write clearly has become the most important prerequisite for an American appellate lawyer.” Indeed, 
according to the Chief Justice, “rarely is good oral advocacy sufficient to overcome the impression made by a poorly written 
brief.” William H. Rehnquist, “From Webster to Word-Processing,” 1 J. App. Prac. & Process 1, at 3, 4 (1999). See also, 
Jeffrey Cole, “An Interview with Steve Shapiro,” Vol. 23, No. 2 LITIGATION at 19 (Winter 1997). 
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Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg concurs: “As between briefing and argument, there is a near-universal agreement among federal 
appellate judges that the brief is more important—certainly it is more enduring. Oral argument is fleeting—here today, it may 
be forgotten tomorrow, after the court has heard perhaps six or seven subsequent arguments.” Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 
“Remarks on Appellate Advocacy,” 50 S.C. L. Rev. 567, 567-68 (1999). 
  
Appellate judges across the country echo these views. Judge Joel Dubina of the Eleventh Circuit emphasizes that the 
appellate brief is the single most important factor in the appellate process. Joel F. Dubina, “How to Litigate Successfully in 
the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit,” 29 Cumb. L. Rev. 1, 2 (1998/1999). Judge Aldisert of the Third 
Circuit opines that oral argument adds very little to the ultimate result of a contested case. Ruggero J. Aldisert, Winning on 
Appeal: Better Briefs and Oral Argument 294 (1996). 
  
Moreover, even when oral argument is granted, the brief still carries tremendous weight. For one thing, in the federal courts 
of appeals, where the decision whether to grant oral argument is entirely discretionary, see Federal Rule of Appellate 
Procedure 34, judges have only the briefs to go on in making this decision. So even on the threshold level of getting to the 
oral argument gate, as it were, the brief is key. And given that far more cases are affirmed than are reversed on 
appeal—particularly where the panel decides the case without oral argument—it is particularly incumbent on the appellant to 
write a brief that will capture the court’s interest enough to motivate the court to set the case down for oral argument. 
  
*52 More substantively, whether or not there is oral argument, the judges overwhelmingly agree that cases are decided 
primarily on the basis of the briefs. Indeed, in all her years on the bench, Justice Ginsburg rarely has seen victories “snatched 
at oral argument from a total defeat the judges had anticipated on the basis of the briefs.” Ginsburg, supra, at 570. Judge 
Aldisert believes that oral argument adds very little to the ultimate result of a contested case, and estimates that “[n]inety-five 
percent of appellate cases are won or lost on the basis of written briefs.” Ruggero J. Aldisert, “The Appellate Bar,” 11 Cap. 
U. L. Rev. 445, 456 (1982). 
  
Judge Dubina says that since he has been on the court of appeals, oral argument has changed his mind in no more than 10 
percent of the cases. Dubina, supra, at 8. According to Patricia M. Wald, former Chief Judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the D.C. Circuit, “oral argument seldom brings you 180 degrees around, but if your tilt is, say 51-49 percent, it can make a 
big difference.” Patricia M. Wald, “19 Tips from 19 Years on the Appellate Bench,” 1 J. App. Prac. & Process 7, 17 (1999). 
  
Judge Richard Arnold of the Eighth Circuit is more supportive of oral argument than are most of his counterparts in the 
federal system, noting that it provides a unique opportunity for the judges and the lawyers actually to engage in a discussion 
about the case. Yet, even Judge Arnold calculates that oral argument changed his mind in only 16.5 percent of the cases he 
heard during a 10-month period. Myron H. Bright and Richard S. Arnold, “Oral Argument? It May Be Crucial!” A.B.A. J., 
Sept. 1984, at 69. 
  
What is clear is that, regardless of whether oral argument is granted, it is the brief that makes the first impression on the 
court. And the brief also makes the last impression—when the judge turns to write an opinion after the oral argument, he or 
she likely turns back to the brief. 
  
Justice Thurgood Marshall made the point precisely: 

[I]t is the brief that does the final job, if for no other reason than that the opinions are often written several 
weeks and sometimes months after the argument. The arguments, great as they may have been, are forgotten. In 
the seclusion of his chambers, the judge has only his briefs and his law books. At that time your brief is your 
only spokesman. 

  
  
Thurgood Marshall, “The Federal Appeal,” in Counsel on Appeal 139, 146 (Arthur A. Charpentier ed. 1968). 
  

The Lawyers Practice 
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Against this background, what is the actual practice of lawyers in drafting the appellate brief, this most critical of documents, 
this most defining of points in the appellate process? Logically the drafting of the brief, like the cross-examination of the key 
witness, principally would be in the hands of the most capable writer, the most experienced appellate advocate, the person in 
the office or on the team who is most versed in effective written advocacy, particularly at the appellate level. But, 
unfortunately, often the opposite is true. 
  
In my experience, brief writing most often is relegated to the junior lawyers in the office. That’s what firms hire associates 
for, after all. Indeed, even the term “brief writer” itself often is viewed as pejorative and certainly is no role in which any 
self-respecting “real” lawyer would want to find himself or herself. 
  
So a troubling disconnect develops between reality and practice: Although experienced lawyers know (or should know) that 
the brief is the key to success on appeal, they do not act in accordance with that knowledge. With oral arguments becoming 
less and less significant and brief writing becoming more and more important to the outcome of appeals, it seems 
counter-intuitive that so many experienced lawyers are content to relegate the bulk of brief writing to their colleagues without 
appellate experience. 
  
Yet, the more-senior lawyers count on making their mark on the appeal at what is viewed as the “sexier” and more glamorous 
part of the appellate process— presenting the oral argument. Yes, this is the very same argument that in all likelihood never 
will occur; or if it does, may soon be forgotten; or if it occurs and is not forgotten, likely will make very little difference to 
the ultimate outcome of the case. Obviously, all those years of practice, all that carefully honed experience, all the successes 
in the limelight were not amassed to be “just a brief writer.” 
  
Another problem, particularly endemic to large cases handled by large law firms, is that all too often briefs are written by a 
group of lawyers, with various people taking responsibility for different parts of the briefs—and, not surprisingly, producing 
a confusing and disjointed product. The inclusion of many different viewpoints and writing styles in one brief results in often 
incoherent, heterogeneous styles within the brief. Even worse, the brief ends up with no unifying theme. At some point, a 
single person—optimally, the experienced and able appellate advocate—needs to take charge of the brief and turn all of his 
or her attention to it. That is the only way to produce a “seamless,” concise, coherent, thematic, focused—and, ultimately, 
persuasive— brief. 
  
The bottom line is that good, clear, persuasive writing takes skill, and it takes time—time with few distractions in order to 
provide the opportunity for sustained focus. That sustained devotion to one task often is difficult for busy trial lawyers who 
have many other matters to attend to in the course of a day. And even if a lawyer has the time, not everyone has the 
inclination to roll up his or her sleeves and do the hard thinking, analyzing, drafting, and synthesizing jobs that go into good 
appellate briefs. Who but the seasoned appellate lawyer would ponder over the choice and placement of every word, à la 
Mark Twain’s infamous observation, “The difference between the almost-right word and the right word is really a large 
matter—it’s the difference between the lightning bug and the lightning!” And who but the seasoned appellate lawyer would 
get the same kind of satisfaction and—dare we say—thrill from producing a tight and effective brief as a trial lawyer gets out 
of a crushing cross-examination. 
  
Further, even in the minority of cases where oral argument is granted, if the person arguing the appeal did not play a major 
role in writing the brief, the oral argument will be *53 adversely affected. The person who has orchestrated the brief can best 
orchestrate the oral argument; conversely, the person who was not deeply involved from the outset in crafting the brief will 
have a difficult time understanding how the parts of the case fit together, why some arguments should be emphasized and 
others not, why certain themes were accepted and others rejected. A lawyer brought in solely for the argument can “learn” the 
case, perhaps even memorize the brief and the record, but that can never take the place of having been the heart and soul 
behind the brief. 
  
Indeed, in cases when I have been the attorney presenting the oral argument, my extensive involvement in the brief-writing 
process has enabled me to understand the case and all its nuances on a level—and so to meet the court on a level—that I 
could not possibly approach had I not been so involved in crafting the brief. In fact, given the intensity of oral arguments, 
perhaps attributable both to the compressed time period for argument and the court’s heightened interest in the few cases that 
are selected for oral argument, I could not imagine arguing an appeal before a federal appellate court without having had a 
heavy hand in the briefing. 
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Chief Justice Rehnquist describes the problems that arise when a lawyer argues the appeal despite the fact that he did not 
participate in the drafting of the brief. According to the Chief Justice, 

The impression given [to the Court] is ... like that of a horse in a children’s play, the horse being the simulated 
skin of the animal draped over two children, one providing the front feet, and the other providing the back feet. 
It looks fine until it begins to move, and then it is clear that there are two separate beings involved, often 
pulling in different directions. 

Rehnquist, supra, at 5-6. 
  
  
  

The “Just a Brief Writer” Solution 

The “solution,” as it were, speaks for itself. Taking the advice of appellate judges throughout the country, lawyers (and their 
clients) should make sure that experienced appellate advocates are primarily responsible for crafting appellate briefs. With 
the brief being the headliner of the appellate process, the experienced appellate lawyer should become immersed in both the 
record and the case law and take a dominant role in the brief-writing process itself. This more active role will add experience 
and knowledge to the brief-writing process that is not available where a junior or less experienced appellate lawyer is writing 
the brief. Additionally, this more hands-on role will serve to increase the effectiveness of any oral argument that may be had 
and could be the deciding factor in the close case where the oral argument may actually make a difference. 
  
Perhaps somewhat counter-intuitively, the increased involvement of the appellate lawyer at the brief-writing stage likely also 
will reduce the overall cost of the appeal. Although clients may not initially appreciate the value in having more experienced 
lawyers with higher billing rates spending more time writing briefs, this approach actually results in efficiencies. When the 
experienced appellate lawyer takes the lead in drafting from the start, he or she may spend more time on the brief than if 
another lawyer did the initial drafting. The total time spent, however—and, so, the cost—ultimately will be less. In addition, 
if oral argument occurs, costs will be reduced because the lawyer presenting the argument will not have to learn the entire 
case from scratch in order to present the 10- or 15-minute argument. This approach eliminates the step in which the person 
with the real knowledge of the facts, the law, and the theme of the appeal—the one who wrote the brief—has to convey the 
chip containing all that information to the person presenting the oral argument. 
  
As to the challenge of devoting sustained attention to the brief, consider this: Trial lawyers spend days out of their offices 
taking or defending depositions or on trial, focusing exclusively on one matter for one client and inaccessible to other clients’ 
competing demands on their time. This concentrated attention to one project is what is necessary, what is expected, and what 
makes us the professionals that we are. So why not consider time spent writing an appellate brief the same way? 
  
Moreover, the shift in emphasis in the appellate process from oral advocacy to written advocacy—in large part to conserve 
judicial resources—has had the somewhat paradoxical effect of so inundating appellate judges with so much to read that 
succinct, crisp, well-written briefs are at a higher premium than ever before. Appellate briefs need to get the court’s attention 
in order to influence the panel’s decision whether to schedule oral argument at all. To do that, they must be focused, well 
organized, and easy to read. They must be, in a word, brief. They must have a coherent theme. They must be lively and 
captivating. The facts must be presented in such a way as to make the court want to decide your way; the law needs to be 
presented in such a way as to show the court the roadmap to get there. 
  
And of utmost importance, appellate briefs must state (but not overstate) the facts and the law in such a way as to persuade. 
They must avoid being so transparently aggressive or one-sided that they antagonize or risk credibility. They must refrain 
from the unfortunate tendency to attack or impugn the integrity or intelligence of opposing counsel or (if a brief for the 
appellant) of the trial court. They must anticipate and deal with the weaknesses of the case—every case has them; the most 
powerful brief meets those weaknesses head-on and shows the court the way around them. See Cole, supra. 
  
The list goes on and on. This article is not meant to supplement the excellent materials available on effective legal writing. 
The point here is simply that, given the intense weight that the appellate brief must carry today, it makes only basic sense to 
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put the best person available to the task. 
  
To end where we began: No one would expect anything less than that it is the senior trial lawyer who prepares for and then 
cross-examines the key witness in the key trial. Similarly, given the realities of how appeals are decided, we should come to 
expect that senior appellate lawyers spend significant time actually drafting appellate briefs. 
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PERSUADING QUICKLY: TIPS FOR WRITING AN EFFECTIVE 
APPELLATE BRIEF 

We write this article to guide the brief-writing advocate on how to make her brief more effective. Because we are a judge and 
her former law clerk, we think that we know what we’re talking about. 
  
The main goal when writing a brief is to persuade the judge that the advocate’s argument is the correct one to resolve the 
parties’ dispute. This persuasion must be done quickly because judges read mountains of briefs every year. For instance, each 
year an appellate judge on the Third Circuit will participate in six court sittings. For each sitting, the Third Circuit judge will 
have, at most, two months to study all the briefs.1 For the twelve-month period ending on September 30, 2009, almost 58,000 
appeals were filed in the thirteen federal courts of appeals.2 In the Third Circuit alone, 3750 appeals were filed,3 *444 adding 
up to about 300,000 pages of briefs.4 Indeed, Chief Judge Alex Kozinski of the Ninth Circuit estimates that he reads 3,500 
pages of briefs per month.5 Simply put, the appellate judge reads, writes, reads--and then repeats the cycle. 
  
The furious pace of absorbing law in distinct areas for each sitting makes the life of an appellate judge similar to that of a law 
student, but with final exams six times a year. Advocates must therefore provide a concise, coherent brief that respects the 
judge’s time constraints. They must appreciate the difference between their perspective and the judge’s perspective: 
Advocates spend months researching and writing a brief, reading it multiple times during the editing process; the judge, by 
contrast, may read the brief only once. Because advocates usually view the process from their perspective, their briefs tend to 
be much longer than necessary. The Chief Justice himself has commented that almost every brief that he has encountered 
could have been shorter.6 Chief Judge Kozinski made the point with asperity: “[W]hen judges see a lot of words they 
immediately think: LOSER, LOSER. You might as well write it in big bold letters on the cover of your brief.”7 If advocates 
understand that the brief will persuade quickly only if it is written for the judge’s perspective, they will more easily absorb 
our suggestions. 
  
*445 This article will, we hope, demonstrate how to write a brief that persuades quickly--and we hope that we can quickly 
persuade the reader of the merits of our point of view. In its first two sections, our article offers suggestions for achieving the 
goal. Section one gives tips on improving five parts of a brief: facts, standard of review, argument, summary of argument, 
and issues presented. Section two provides important brief-writing tips. Finally, section three presents legal principles that 
advocates should consider while preparing every brief. These principles do not relate to brief-writing, but they are, we 
submit, principles that may enhance a brief. 
  

I. Improving Specific Sections 

A. Facts 
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Many advocates dump facts haphazardly into the facts section, without a strategy. Those briefs are thus impotent from the 
start; they cannot persuade quickly because they have failed to even capture the judge’s attention. 
  
You, as an advocate, must provide only legally relevant facts and a strategic number of additional facts that add to the human 
interest of the story you tell in this section.8 The legally relevant facts are those that are necessary for application later, in the 
argument section, to the governing law. For example, in an appeal concerning whether a party complied with the statute of 
limitations, you should provide the date of injury and the date the action was filed. The facts that add to the human interest 
are those that forcefully capture the judge’s attention and remind her of the real lives affected by the parties’ legal 
controversy. 
  
You should provide those two types of facts while keeping in mind four specific goals: seize the story, summarize the story in 
the first paragraph, embrace the ugly, and be honest. 
  
1. Seize the Story. 
  
This is accomplished by skillfully presenting both types of *446 facts so that your client is perceived in a positive light; the 
client is the protagonist in the parties’ dispute. Being the protagonist alone, of course, will not win the case on appeal, but it is 
important. We suspect that many judges are more inclined to go the advocate’s way in a close case if her client is viewed as 
the “good guy.” You should persuade the judge that, if the court endorses your argument, the right party wins and justice is 
achieved. 
  
One way to seize the story is to start the facts section with a crisp one-liner that frames the entire dispute from the advocate’s 
perspective. The one-liner can easily begin with “This is a case about . . .” or “This case involves . . .”9 
  
Consider, for example, two hypothetical introductions from a case involving California’s Sexually Violent Predator Act 
(SVPA), which allows the California State Department of Mental Health to take custody for an indeterminate term of an 
individual adjudicated as a sexually violent predator.10 The confinement of a person detained under the SVPA must be 
reviewed at least once a year to determine whether further detention is warranted.11 Under the SVPA, detainees awaiting 
adjudication are civil detainees who must be offered detention separate from inmates.12 The case of John Doe arose after 
hospital officials transported him to the county jail to receive his bi-annual assessment. Doe contended that jail officials 
failed to offer separate housing and detained him with inmates. We suggest the following as examples of effective factual 
introductions for each side: 

For John Doe: This case involves a civil detainee, John Doe, who was confined at a county jail, like a criminal 
convict, while he was awaiting mental-health adjudication. 

  
  
*447 For Pope, Head Jail Official: This appeal considers whether a convicted sexual predator, whose confinement was 
evaluated consonant with governing law, can make a claim of improper confinement based on unverified affidavits. 
These introductions would shape the way in which the judge views the rest of the facts section, with each party’s opening 
funneling the facts and arguments to the legal issue that it found dispositive. 
  
  
Another way to seize the story is to tactfully include a vivid fact that will stick with the judge during the decisionmaking 
process. This tool works well in cases in which the advocate’s opponent is the more sympathetic party and the advocate 
strives only to close the sympathy disparity between the parties. Take, for example, a medical-malpractice case in which the 
decedent’s family claimed that the decedent’s death resulted from improper monitoring by the physician after 
weight-reduction surgery. It is difficult to seize the story outright in such a case because the harm that befell the victim is 
tragic. The defense’s theory was that the decedent willfully failed to follow medical advice--that he lacked will power and 
self-discipline--and so the tragic result flowed from the decedent’s failures, not from the doctor’s negligence. 
  
To draw attention to the decedent’s obesity, the defendant’s brief included this vivid fact: Because of his extreme obesity, the 
decedent was not physically capable of wiping himself after using the toilet. That description created a palpable image of the 
decedent as lacking in personal discipline, which worked to narrow the sympathy gap between the doctor and the decedent. 
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2. Summarize the Story First. 
  
Always recap the entire story quickly in the first paragraph and then move into a chronological presentation beginning in the 
second paragraph. This roadmap will provide the judge with context, signaling which facts will be legally relevant. Think of 
it as providing the same function as scanning the inside flap of a book jacket before beginning to read the book. 
  
Returning to the sexual predator, John Doe, after the one-sentence opening, Doe’s advocate should finish the paragraph *448 
with a summary, so that the first part of the presentation reads something like this: 

This case involves a civil detainee, John Doe, who was confined at a county jail, like a criminal convict, while 
he was awaiting mental-health adjudication. In January 2002, Doe was transferred from a hospital to the county 
jail for a determination of his mental health under the SVPA. Both the hospital and jail officials acted properly 
during the transfer. But from February 2002 until December 2002, jail officials forced Doe to be housed and 
treated with criminal convicts, in violation of the express language of the SVPA. During that time, he was 
treated just like a criminal convict: He was denied access to showers, exercise, telephone calls, religious 
services, and the library. He was released back to the mental hospital in December 2002. His 42 U.S.C. § 1983 
claim involves the legally improper treatment during those eleven months. 

Then, in the next paragraph, Doe’s advocate would start at the chronological beginning of the story. 
  
  
  
3. Embrace the Ugly. 
  
You, as an advocate, should not let your opponent expose a weak fact. Instead, you should acknowledge and explain the 
weak facts of your case. If you do not, your credibility (and that of your arguments) will suffer. If possible, you should 
explain why the unpleasant fact is not legally relevant. Acknowledgement is better than the alternative: letting the opponent 
exploit the mistake by describing it in the worst possible way and branding the advocate as deceptive to boot. 
  
The case of John Doe is again instructive. The advocate representing Doe must address the ugly: Doe was, after all, a 
sexually violent predator. After presenting this fact, however, the advocate should focus on the facts establishing the jail 
officials’ improper confinement of a civil detainee. By embracing the unpleasant fact, the advocate has explained it on her 
terms and obviated her opponent’s opportunity to vilify Doe. 
  
4. Be Honest. 
  
This mandate is a truism, yet lawyers (sadly) do not always follow it. Never-- we repeat, never--make inaccurate *449 
representations to a court. Your task in the brief is to persuade and you cannot do that if the judge does not believe you. The 
judge (or her crack law clerk) will discover the statement’s falsity in the record and then view your entire brief under a cloud 
of suspicion. 
  

B. Standard of Review 

This is the section that can most often be improved because the standard of review may constrain the judge to the point that 
the standard dictates the decision. For instance, under an abuse-of-discretion standard, it does not matter if the judge believes 
that an advocate’s argument is ultimately right. The advocate’s argument, instead, is a legal winner (or a loser) if the lower 
court simply did not get it wrong enough. By contrast, a judge is unconstrained under a de novo standard, under which the 
appellate judge does not have to defer to the lower court’s decision.13 
  
To improve the standard-of-review section, then, you must first understand that the standard of review controls the argument. 
If there is any room for leeway, you must argue for the standard that best supports your argument. Too many advocates set 
out a standard of review without thinking critically about what they are doing. Even worse, an advocate may uncritically 
accept her opponent’s characterization of it. Either course of action will undermine the advocate’s chances of success in the 
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appeal. 
  
Next, you must develop your arguments, in the argument section, within that standard. A favorable standard of review is like 
the home stadium in a football game: It does not mean that the advocate is going to win, but that she is advantaged. The 
advocate must argue within the review standard’s framework, be it abuse of discretion or de novo review. 
  
For example in In re W.R. Grace & Co.,14 the appellants contended that the bankruptcy court abused its discretion by not 
*450 allowing them to conduct discovery and present evidence on their status as “known creditors.”15 But in the Third 
Circuit, an abuse of discretion occurs only if “there has been an interference with a substantial right” or the ruling “result [s] 
in fundamental unfairness in the trial of the case.”16 That standard is almost insurmountable; an advocate who asserts an 
argument prescribed by an abuse-of-discretion review must persuade the judge that the lower court was not merely wrong, 
but egregiously wrong, and that its result caused fundamental unfairness. The appellants in W.R. Grace failed to show such 
an egregiously wrong ruling and fundamentally unfair result in the trial court, instead pressing the court to enter what they 
perceived to be the right decision as if it were free to do so even in the absence of the required showing. And they lost.17 
  
But the advocate representing the appellants in W.R. Grace could have introduced the argument in the following way: 

The bankruptcy court abused its discretion by limiting discovery. That is, its decision resulted in fundamental 
unfairness in the trial of the case. Admittedly, most discovery rulings do not constitute abuses of discretion, but 
the decision here violated that standard in three ways. 

This might have given the court an opening, a chance to decide the case using a standard that favored the appellants’ position. 
  
  
  

C. Argument--Legal Science 

Although the argument section of a brief comes after the issues presented and the summary of argument, the latter two 
sections cannot be written until the advocate is thoroughly familiar with the arguments she is making. The advocate must 
understand the issues that she will argue and the manner in which she will present them before she can competently describe 
the issues raised or summarize the argument. We therefore put this section before the sections on summary of *451 argument 
and issues presented. You should do the same in writing your brief--block out your arguments before you attempt to 
summarize them or to finalize the issues presented. 
  
A good argument section is a manual for the judge on how to decide the issue. The advocate should lay it out following the 
form that a judicial opinion will take; that is, the legal rule, an explanation of it, and then application. We will explain. 
  
Each argument heading should represent the holding you want from the court in order to resolve that issue. For example, the 
heading for an argument in which an advocate contends that the lower court did not have subject-matter jurisdiction might 
read: “The District Court erred in resolving the merits because it did not have subject-matter jurisdiction.” The advocate 
hopes that the judge will find this statement opportune and adopt it as the holding. This may seem straightforward, but many 
advocates fail to see it. 
  
After developing the argument heading, you should provide a brief one-paragraph roadmap of that argument before turning to 
the subarguments. The roadmap outlines how the judge can reason to reach the proposed holding. For example: 

I. The District Court erred in resolving the merits because it did not have subject-matter jurisdiction. 

  

The District Court relied on 28 U.S.C. § 1332 as its basis for subject-matter jurisdiction. That section confers 
jurisdiction if two requirements are met. First, the parties must be completely diverse. E.g., Carden v. Arkoma 
Assocs., 494 U.S. 185, 187 (1990). Second, the plaintiff must seek, as the amount in controversy, at least 
$75,000. E.g., Kircher v. Putnam Funds Trust, 547 U.S. 633, 643n. 10 (2006). Here, neither requirement was 
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satisfied. Accordingly, this Court should reverse; indeed, it can end its analysis after finding the first 
requirement unsatisfied. 

  
  
Next, each sub-argument should explain and apply the steps of reasoning necessary to reach the proposed holding. Back to 
our example, here is an effective introduction for the sub-argument: “The first requirement--complete diversity between the 
parties--does not exist.” Then, in the body of this *452 subsection, you must state the governing rule to measure complete 
diversity, provide an explanation of why that is the rule, and then apply it to the facts. 
  
This process is legal science--a direct linear progression from rule to explanation to application. So for each argument you 
should (1) clearly identify the argument, viz., the proposed holding, (2) state the steps of the argument in a roadmap, (3) 
clearly identify the sub-arguments, and (4) scientifically apply the rule to the relevant facts. Those are the elements of a 
legal-science argument; we will now explain the steps needed to produce it. 
  
First, you must spend as much time as possible researching and understanding the case law. No matter how time-consuming 
and challenging, this step is indispensible. You should analyze the cases with the intent to distill a rule, not to present a 
case-by-case rehash. An advocate who gives research short shrift should not proceed to step two. 
  
Second, distill the rule from the body of cases and state it clearly. If a rule is not evident from the cases, you should present 
an honest, clear extrapolation of what the rule seems to be and then an explanation of why the cases suggest that rule. Take, 
for example, the following issue: When does the stock-price test apply in securities cases involving § 10(b) of the 1933 
Securities Act? You may find that the courts in your state or circuit have not explicitly stated a rule. You must then 
synthesize the cases and offer your view of when the court applies the test. Naturally, the less clear the court has been with 
stating a rule, the more explanation the advocate must present. For example: 

The stock-price test applies only when a plaintiff alleges an efficient market. Though the Court has not 
explicitly stated a rule triggering the stock-price test, it has applied the stock-price test only when a plaintiff 
alleges an efficient market. There are three relevant cases. [Provide brief explanations of those cases.] The rule 
that those cases establishes is this: A plaintiff can plead an efficient market to gain application of the 
stock-price test, or she can stay silent or plead an inefficient market and get the default test. 

  
  
Third, apply that rule to your set of facts. Signpost your application section with “here” or “in this case” or something similar. 
For our example: 

*453 Here, plaintiffs explicitly stated in their complaint that the stock traded on an efficient market. [Cite 
Record.] They are thus entitled to the stock-price test. The District Court erred in holding otherwise. 

  
  
You can only scientifically apply the rule to the relevant facts if you have presented as clear a rule as possible along with its 
attendant explanation. If the three steps are done properly, you have taken the busy judge through the argument linearly, as if 
you were progressing through a scientific or mathematical formula. 
  
The Chief Justice believes, in fact, that a brief is likely to be effective only if a layperson--or a lawyer with no expertise in the 
area of law at issue in the case--can understand it after reading it only once.18 Sticking to the scientific approach allows the 
advocate to satisfy the Chief Justice’s advice because the advocate’s presentation starts with a clear rule distilled from cases, 
not a sprawling discussion of cases, and then moves to a brief explanation of the rule and culminates in a clear application of 
the rule to the facts. Furthermore, presenting the argument in this way allows the judge to evaluate the argument on the merits 
during her first read without wasting time figuring out what the argument is. 
  
We finish this section with a few tips that, though bedrock tenets, deserve comment because some briefs are lacking. First, 
never misstate the law. This is a cardinal sin. You will lose credibility. Second, lead with the best argument; this will get the 
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judge believing in your theory of the case quickly. Finally, limit the number of arguments. The advocate should eschew 
quantity in favor of presenting only the arguments that are viable. 
  

D. Summary of Argument 

Once the argument section is completed, the advocate can turn to the summary. The summary should be presented succinctly. 
If the judge can understand what the advocate is arguing from the summary of argument, the points presented in it will be 
reinforced when she reads the argument itself. The advocate cannot include every nuance of the argument in the *454 
summary, but it is important to include all important points and to acknowledge weaknesses if there are any. 
  
The summary aids the judge because, when she knows where the argument is going, she can follow its development. The 
summary section should furnish a sharp exposition of rule and application. It is a taut presentation of legal science and is 
similar to the roadmap within the argument section. For example, consider this summary of argument for the appeal 
involving the stock-price test: 

The District Court erred in precluding plaintiffs from using the stock-price test to measure materiality for their 
§10(b) claim. The Third Circuit has only applied the stock-price test when plaintiffs allege an efficient market. 
A plaintiff can thus plead an efficient market to gain application of the stock-price test, or she can stay silent or 
plead an inefficient market and get the default test. Here, plaintiffs explicitly stated in their complaint that the 
stock traded on an efficient market. 

  
  

E. Issues Presented 

The advocate should limit the number of issues. We do not suggest a magic number, but we believe that a limited set of 
issues presenting only viable arguments is best. Our suggestion here corresponds directly to our suggestion about limiting the 
number of arguments. To do so, you should, during your research, narrow the possible list of arguments in light of their 
viability and the relative favorability of their concomitant standards of review. 
  
Occasionally, an advocate will present ten or fifteen issues in her brief. This is an automatic warning flag that the advocate 
does not understand what the case is about or that she hopes to hide the weakness of the appeal under a flurry of words. 
  

II. Important Writing Tips 

A. Remember that Judges Are Generalists. 

Appellate judges are busy and are, for the most part, generalists. So if the advocate is a specialist, she should be *455 
cognizant of that and explain the overall function of the doctrines or the statutory scheme at issue before diving into the 
details. She should avoid forcing the judge to trudge through hefty treatises to understand basic background principles and 
jargon. 
  
For example, Judge Roth sat on a panel that analyzed an appellant’s claim under the Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act.19 The Act prescribes a complicated statutory scheme, offering substantive and procedural protections to individuals who 
qualify. The Act, moreover, and the cases interpreting it, use acronyms for several terms--e.g., Individualized Education Plan 
(IEP); Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE); and Evaluation Report (ER). Counsel for the parties were experts in this 
area of law and jumped straight into the specific provision in dispute without explaining the Act’s overall function. They also 
littered their briefs with those acronyms. This was understandable given that they are experts in the field. Because the judge 
(and her clerk) were not as familiar with this area of law, though, they had to spend considerable time familiarizing 
themselves with the relevant statutory provisions and the acronyms commonly used in the field. Counsel could thus have 
improved their briefs’ persuasiveness simply by explaining the relevant provisions of this statute and giving the court a guide 
to the acronyms. 
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B. Keep it Short. 

We hope, by now, it is clear: Judges read lots of briefs every month, so you should keep your sentences and paragraphs short. 
You should measure every sentence of your brief to determine whether it advances your goal of persuading quickly. If the 
sentence does not, excise it. Whatever does not help, hurts. 
  

C. Avoid Lengthy Quotes. 

The advocate should avoid the electronic-database crutch of copying and pasting clunky quote after quote into the brief to 
provide background law. Presenting analysis that way hinders *456 clarity and adds bulk, which slows reading. This relates 
to what we have said about researching and then synthesizing; the advocate should do the heavy lifting and provide the rule 
in a cogent way so that the judge can follow quickly. 
  
You should also avoid string citations with quotations. Although this tactic appears to be employed more and more 
frequently, a more persuasive argument will set out the legal precepts in a discussion of the relevant law and then apply them 
to the case at hand. To promote the flow of the argument, the citations, supporting the points being made, can very effectively 
be put in footnotes. 
  

D. Avoid Personal-Attack Arguments. 

Do not personally attack opposing counsel; attack only their arguments. Stay above the fray. Attacking opposing counsel will 
result in the judge questioning the advocate’s judgment and character, which distracts her focus from the brief. Moreover, if 
you are arguing that previous panel made an incorrect decision, you should refrain from labeling it as a “conservative” or 
“liberal” decision. 
  

E. Be Readable. 

Use understandable, clear language: Eschew legalese and Latin. Because you are aiming to make your argument persuasive 
after only one read by the judge, you should keep the language as readable as possible. 
  

F. Humanize the Client. 

If the client is a person, you should call him by name. If the client is a corporation, a city, or some other impersonal 
organization, you should not just call it X Company or the City of Y; you should, as much as possible, refer by name to the 
persons, managers, officers, or policemen involved in the action. Don’t let the judge consider a party to be an impersonal 
institution. A lawsuit is about people. If your client is considered to be a person--or a group of people--you should be able to 
generate more sympathy for him or for them. 
  

*457 G. Choose Your Language Carefully. 

Remember that the words you use to describe your client and the actions that brought about the lawsuit can influence the 
outcome. You should use the vocabulary that will portray your client in the best light and your opponent in the worst. 
Returning to John Doe, his attorney described his situation as that of a civil detainee confined like a criminal convict. The 
Head Jail Official described him as a sexual predator whose confinement was evaluated consonant with governing law. This 
choice of language leads the reader in the direction that each advocate wishes. 
  

H. Use Timelines and Charts. 
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Particularly when an appeal involves complicated facts or complex legal issues, charts and diagrams clarify the picture for the 
judge. A timeline is helpful to establish a sequence of events when that is important. A chart can summarize vital points when 
the material is voluminous. A diagram of relevant parts of two documents can demonstrate the difference (or similarity) of 
language that the advocate deems crucial to the case. Helping the judge understand intricate or convoluted facts or legal 
points will give the advocate a better chance of convincing the judge that the advocate’s position is the meritorious one. 
Indeed, judges are apt to think that the advocate is trying to hide something if the facts are difficult to understand. 
  

I. Do Not Let Your Opponent Lead You Astray. 

You should ask yourself the following questions as you review your opponent’s brief: Are the issues really as stated by the 
other side? Is my opponent hiding a weak point in a haystack or directing the court’s attention to a red herring? 
  
You can determine the answers to these questions only by reviewing the case so thoroughly that you will know when the 
other side is misrepresenting facts or misstating a precedent. The advocate who skips detailed preparation may regrettably be 
led astray. If your opponent is attempting to obfuscate, you must *458 refrain from personal attacks but proceed patiently to 
present the law accurately. 
  
For example, Judge Roth was recently on the panel in a case in which appellants’ counsel attempted to persuade the court that 
the elements required in one type of securities case were also required in an entirely different area, even though binding case 
law explicitly acknowledged the difference between the two types of claims. Specifically, appellants’ counsel argued that 
appellees had failed to adduce any evidence of reliance or causation and thus had failed to present a prima facie claim under 
section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933.20 Appellants’ briefs were well written and facially persuasive. Only upon careful 
review did it become evident that case law--both from the Supreme Court and from the Third Circuit--unambiguously 
impugned appellants’ argument.21 Section 11 claims do not require those elements. Appellees’ response exemplified the 
proper reaction. They were not led astray by appellants’ slick mischaracterization. Instead, they persuasively explained what 
the law actually was and how the court should apply it. Had they not carefully studied the claim at issue, they might have 
adopted appellants’ characterization. Furthermore, appellees refrained from personal attacks; they stuck to attacking 
appellants’ arguments. Appellants, of course, lost their appeal. At the same time, the lawyers who represented them lost 
credibility with the court. 
  

III. Legal Principles that the AdvocateShould Consider 

Taking advantage of every opportunity to include any of the following three principles will improve the substance of any 
brief. 
  

A. Waiver 

Many advocates would benefit from wielding this weapon *459 in appropriate situations, which occur more often than you 
may believe. A party can waive its argument on appeal in either of two ways. First, a party can waive an argument if it has 
not been raised in the court below.22 Second, a party can waive an argument by not arguing it in its opening brief.23 To raise 
an issue, a party must “present it with sufficient specificity to allow the court to pass on it.”24 A party typically raises an issue 
before the district court in its pleadings or papers, so be on the lookout as you review the other side’s papers for opportunities 
to argue waiver. 
  

B. Harmless Error 

This tool allows the advocate to concede error in the court below but argue that it was harmless. An error is harmless if it is 
“highly probable that [it] did not affect the outcome of the case.”25 If correcting the flaw in the lower court’s proceeding 
would not change the decision, the appellate court will affirm. Remember that this doctrine applies in both criminal and civil 
appeals.26 
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C. Judicial Estoppel 

This is the tool to use against a party arguing a different position on appeal. You can assert that your opponent is estopped 
from arguing that issue because a party cannot adopt *460 conflicting positions during different stages of the same 
proceeding.27 Similarly, you can argue, if relevant, that the other party is estopped from presenting an argument because it 
argued the converse in a different proceeding. For example, Roe cannot sue Wade, the Attorney General of Texas, seeking a 
declaratory judgment that the Texas criminal abortion statues are unconstitutional and then sue Smith, the attorney general of 
another state, asking for a ruling that will uphold the criminal abortion statues of that state. 
  

IV. Conclusion 

Writing an appellate brief can be a daunting experience. If you follow our suggestions, however, you will have a formula for 
persuading the judges quickly and thus increasing your chances of winning on appeal. 
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Here are some quick tips that should be familiar to you, though you may have forgotten one or two. 
  
Think before your write. Generate random ideas, look for groupings, sequence within the groups, sequence the groups, 
consider transitions, outline, and then write. See Bryan A. Garner, The Winning Brief 12-59 (3d ed. 2014). 
  
Write quickly, edit slowly. To capture your best ideas, turn off your internal editor. Don’t think about grammar; think about 
getting your ideas on paper. This also ensures that you speak with your authentic voice. After you’ve generated a first draft, 
then edit. See id. at 60-62. 
  
Use a powerful introduction to frame the case. When learning something new, we place it in categories already formed in 
our brains from having learned things in the past. That categorization is the function of the statement of the case, and the 
issues presented continues the process. 
  
For the legal argument, you need to continue this process by introducing your theme. See id. at 132-42. Because you can’t be 
sure what will be read first, place the introduction at the beginning of the summary of argument, but also preview it at the 
beginning of the statement of facts and the issues presented. 
  
Use bullets. Recent research discusses the differences between reading on paper and reading on-screen. Bullets help. E.g., 
Robert Dubose, Legal Writing for the Rewired Brain 75-76 (2010). 
  
Context comes last, but it goes first. When we think of something, we usually first think of the point: “The court held that 
Galahad owes $10,000 to Arthur.” Then we think of qualifications: “The court held that Galahad owes $10,000 to Arthur, 
provided Arthur proves Galahad knew he was helping Lancelot seduce Guinevere.” But for skillful writing, we need to place 
• the contextual material in an introductory clause for better comprehension, 
  
• the subject and verb closer together for reading ease, and 
  
• the emphatic material at the end. 
See George D. Gopen, The Sense of Structure 31-51 (2004). The edited version becomes: “If Arthur proves Galahad knew he 
was helping Lancelot seduce Guinevere, Arthur can recover $10,000 from Galahad.” 
  
  
  
Where to put citations? I won’t discuss solar eclipses. With on-screen reading, the debate is over--put citations in the 
textual sentence. The best place is at the end: “The court decided to stick it to him. See Wenceslaus v. Vlad the Impaler.” Or, 
as context might require: “In Wenceslaus v. Vlad the Impaler, the court decided to stick it to him.” But never: “The court in 
Wenceslaus v. Vlad the Impaler decided to stick it to him.” 
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Help the reader read. Prefer one-syllable words and short sentences. See Rudolf Flesch, The Art of Readable Writing 
139-42, 165 (1974 ed.). But legal writing needs some deep thoughts. So use the passive voice now and then to keep the topic 
the same. And it can ease the reader into the sentence. See Gopen, supra, at 153; William T. Strunk & Edward B. White, The 
Elements of Style 18 (4th ed. 1999). 
  
Choose precise words, preferring nouns and verbs. A precedent is “old.” Or is it “ancient?” Or “venerable?” “Archaic?” 
“Decrepit?” “Anachronistic?” Brief-writing seldom provides as much creative leeway as literature. See Roger D. Townsend, 
Tedious Bound: Must Briefs Be Boring? For The Defense, Sept. 2010, at 81. But briefs can sometimes be jazzed up by 
choosing descriptive nouns and verbs. You could say: “Exceeding the speed limit in a busy residential neighborhood, the 
defendant’s car collided with another vehicle.” But--assuming the record supports it--consider writing: “After racing past 
children on tricycles and toddlers playing with their pets, the Ferrari crashed into the single mother’s (fortunately empty) 
parked Sentra, crushing its rear seats.” See Strunk & White, supra, at 21-22, 71-72. 
  
Edit diction for civility. Gender neutrality can often be achieved by using plural nouns. But another issue is whether to use 
tough advocacy or soft. Soft is usually better. Did opposing counsel “misrepresent the record” or simply ““read it 
differently”? Did the judge “overlook,” “forget,” “disregard,” “fail,” or “refuse” to follow precedent? More politely--and 
perhaps more accurately-- say the court “distinguished precedent on an immaterial difference.” Did the court “ignore” your 
arguments, or just “give them less weight than they deserved”? 
  
Hyphenate phrasal adjectives. Hyphenation saves words and is good grammar. For example: “The common law can 
sometimes be very common.” But “the common-law decision was at odds with centuries of precedent.” See Bryan A. Garner, 
Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage 674-76 (3d ed. 2011). 
  
Place only only where it belongs. Roy Orbison and Joe Melson knew how to express what they meant. Many lawyers don’t. 
Notice the differences: 
• Only the lonely know how I feel (non-lonely people don’t know). 
  
• The lonely know only how I feel (they know nothing else). 
  
• The lonely know how only I feel (they don’t know how others feel). 
  
• The lonely know how I only feel (they know nothing else about me). 
  
  
Be concise. When reading briefs, attention starts to flag somewhere around pages 25-35. So keep your briefs as short as 
possible given the case. Subject to a rare (and usually weird) exception, if you can’t convince the court by page 20, you 
probably won’t prevail. See generally Hon. John C. Godbold, Twenty Pages and Twenty Minutes--Effective Advocacy on 
Appeal, 30 Sw. L.J. 801, 807-08 (1976). 
  

Footnotes 
 
a1 
 

Roger D. Townsend is a past president of the American Academy of Appellate Lawyers. He is a founding partner in the Houston 
office of Alexander Dubose Jefferson & Townsend LLP. Mr. Townsend is a member of the DRI Appellate Advocacy Committee. 
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µ_ Z.'f(A°X!) *i I. STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT 

Despit~me-lot~{equirement of the standard of review that all evidence and reasonable inferences be construed in 
the light most favorable to the verdict winner (Plaintiff/Appellee Kyle Morris), Defendants/Appellants Farmers Insurance 
Exchange ("Farmers"), 1 in their "Statement of Facts" misleadingly quote from and cite to their cross-examination of 
Plaintiff's witnesses and their direct examination of their own defense witnesses. Farmers cites testimony it elicited from 
witnesses twice as many times (i.e., 101 citations to defense evidence versus 51 citations to Plaintiff's evidence) in derogation 
of the standard ofreview. 

Despite the equally ancient principle that this Court reviews only for errors committed in the trial court, Farmers' *ii 
strategy on appeal is to reshape and mischaracterize what this case was (and is) about and how it was tried below so it can 
now try different issues on appeal. 

As an example of Farmers' misdirection on appeal, its Statement Regarding Oral Argument mischaracterizes the principal 
issue in this appeal as "whether a plaintiff may evade a written contract by asserting reliance on a pre-contractual oral 
promise not to exercise that contract's at-will clause in a particular circumstance." To the contrary, the Circuit Court of 
Mobile County (veteran circuit judge John E. Lockett) instructed the jury not that this was a promissory fraud case (as 
Farmers would have it), but rather that this was a case involving fraud in the inducement: 

The plaintiff says that the false statement is that the plaintiff's continuing association with his father and The Morris 
Insurance Agency was not a problem and the association did not violate any of the rules, procedures, or policies of Farmers. 

R9 l 6. This case is about whether Kyle Morris would ever have become a Farmers agent in the first place had Farmers 
truthfully answered when he repeatedly asked whether a continuing association with his father's insurance agency presented 
a problem with his accepting employment with Farmers. 

*iii Only by disregarding or distorting the evidence favorable to Plaintiff and mischaracterizing Plaintiff's fraudulent 
inducement claim as a promissory-fraud claim can Farmers (and their amici curiae) now suggest that Plaintiff's attorneys 
(and Judge Lockett) ignored or overlooked the reasonable reliance standard of Foremost Ins. Co. v. Parham, 693 So. 2d 409 
(Ala. 1997). Only by skipping past its error-preservation and waiver problems as though they do not exist (e.g., there is no 
written pre-verdict motion for JML and Farmers' oral JML motion failed to raise the damages issues it now asserts) can 
Farmers (and their amici) imply that this case should never have made it to a jury. 

Oral argument would bring this Court into sharp focus about error preservation, the correct view of the evidence, and the 
unchallenged principle that an insurance agent may still, in conformance with Patten v. Alfa Mut. Ins. Co., 670 So. 2d 854 
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(Ala. 1995) (the controlling decision repeatedly briefed and argued below, but never once mentioned in the Appellants' Brief 
or in the briefs of their amici), pursue a fraud-in-the-inducement claim against the insurer that hires him by misrepresenting 

the cond~em~1{~){~~duce him to accept the employment. 

~ ~( 6..) *ix III. STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

Plaintiff/ Appellee Kyle Morris ("Kyle" or "Mr. Morris") agrees that this Court has jurisdiction pursuant to § 12-2-7, Ala. 
Code 1975. ;'\ 
~ Z4'{tf¥~,,1 
~~ ~9("") *1 V.STATEMENTOFTHECASE 

Mr. Morris filed his Complaint in the Circuit Court of Mobile County on February 17, 2010. C56. He filed his Fifth 
Amended Complaint on June 20, 2012. C461. The eleven Farmers entities who were then the Defendants (and against whom 
the judgment was entered, C3722) answered on July 23, 2012. C510. See Appellants' Brief, p. 1, n. 2, referring to these 
eleven entities collectively as "Farmers."2 

Farmers filed Motions for Summary Judgment on August 1 and 2, 2012, C526 and C851. Mr. Morris filed his opposition on 
August 22, 2012. C3264. After oral argument, the motions were denied on December 11 , 2012. C3498. 

A jury trial commenced on February 4, 2013, and after five days resulted in a verdict on February 8, 2013, in the amount of 
$600,000 compensatory damages and $1,800,000 punitive damages. C3720. The circuit court entered judgment on the verdict 
on February 13, 2013. C3722. 

The record on appeal does not contain any written pre- *2 verdict motions by Farmers for judgment as a matter oflaw.J 

On February 27, 2013, Farmers sought an order staying execution on the judgment pending resolution of its post-judgment 
motions. C3723 . Mr. Morris opposed this motion. C3729. The circuit court required the posting of a bond in the amount of 
125% of the judgment as a condition of any further stay of execution. C3751. On March 8, 2013 , Farmers posted a $3 million 
supersedeas bond. C3757. 

Farmers filed a Renewed Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law or, in the Alternative, Motion for New Trial or for a 
Remittitur of the Verdicts on March 8, 2013. C3764. 

Mr. Morris submitted post-judgment discovery requests. C3739 . Despite Mr. Morris' s repeated efforts to obtain substantive 
responses so that he could fully apprise the circuit court of Farmers' fraudulent scheme during a de novo review of the jury's 
punitive damages verdict pursuant to § 6-11-23 , Ala. Code 1975, Farmers resisted providing meaningful answers, instead 
allowing the 90-day *3 Rule 59 .1, Ala. R . Civ. P., clock to expire. C3791-92, C3795-3806, C3810-36, C3857, C3858-64, and 
C3884-88. Thus, Farmers ' post-judgment motions for JML, new trial, and remittitur were denied by operation oflaw after 90 
days, i.e., on June 6, 2013 . Rule 59.1, Ala . R. Civ. P. 

Farmers filed its Notice of Appeal on June 14, 2013. C3903 . 

/~ 2.~t'~X~) 
,~ 2-~Cl:a) 

VI. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

1. Did Farmers preserve for appellate review the damages issues it now asserts on appeal? 

2. Did the circuit court err in permitting the jury to decide the reliance issue? 

3. Did the evidence support the jury's compensatory damages verdict? 

4. Has Farmers, after expressly disclaiming any adverse financial impact from the judgment as a basis for remittitur, 
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demonstrated that the jury's punitive damages verdict of three times compensatory damages, which falls squarely within the 
limits imposed by § 6-11-21 (a) , Ala. Code 1975, and State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co. v. Campbell , 538 U.S. 408 (2003), 
punishes Farmers too severely for its misconduct beyond the limits of due process? 

~ 2;~tJ *4VII.STATEMENTOFTHEFACTS 

The Court can get a proper overview of the case that was actually tried to the jury by reading the opening statement of 
Plaintiffs counsel, R126-164, which begins: 

When a company makes some representations to somebody to get them to do something that benefits that company, the 
representation should be true. When a company makes a representation to a person to get them to do something that benefits 
that company, that person has a right to expect that the representation is true. And when a company makes a representation to 
a person to get them to do something that benefits the company and that representation turns out not to be true, then that 
company is responsible for all the harm that the misrepresentation caused. 

R126-127. Equally helpful to a correct understanding of the case that was actually tried to the jury is Plaintiffs closing 
argument, R854-882 and 895-908. 

A. The Context - A Young Insurance Agent Beginning His Career 

Mr. Morris presented to the jury evidence of the importance of the first few years of an insurance agent's career and those 
years' critical impact on his future income, through the testimony of his father, Farrell Morris, a 38-year Mobile, Alabama, 
insurance-agency owner who testified as an expert in the field of insurance sales. R681 , 689. 

Farrell Morris testified about his "experience regarding *5 how young agents' books of business change over time." 
R682-83. He described how he has brought in "quite a few young agents over the years." R683:2-3. 

I would bring them in ... new, just starting out and give them a small salary or a draw. Then as they started selling policies, I 
would give them part of the commission. At some point... the salary would disappear and they would go to straight 
commission. 

R683 :3-8. Young agents' books of business (and income) grow over time through renewals and compounding: 

Starting out with nothing when you come to work. Initially you are selling policies and retaining most of these policies and 
renewing and selling new policies the next year. So, there is a constant growth, if you are doing what you should be doing. 

R683:12-16. They "get a percentage of what the premiums are," so, "[a]s the premiums grow, the commissions grow." 
R683 : 19-21. Retention of customers for good agents is typically 90% or greater. R683 :24-684:4. "We would expect to renew 
that amount of business each year and then add new business, write new policies on top of that also." R684:4-6. Customer 
loyalty is crucial - Farrell Morris still has customers "from the very first day I sold a policy, 38 years, that are still with me." 
R684:17-18. Typically a customer will stay with an agent 10 years, "maybe 20 years if you are doing the job you should be 
doing, ... good service, giving them good coverage, *6 a good policy, then most customers get familiar with their agent and 
like to stay with their agent." R684: 19-23 . 

Thus, the jury learned that the first few years of an insurance agent's career in building a book of business are crucial because 
those initial customers typically stay with the agent through most of his career and continue to renew their policies. This 
context explains why the fraud committed by Farmers was (and is) so odious. It also explains why Kyle asked about conflicts 
and ensured there was no problem remaining affiliated with his father's agency before accepting Farmers' offer of 
employment. This context also explains how the evidence of damages was properly presented. 

B. Plaintiff's Evidence Met All The Elements of a Fraud Cause of Action 

1. Farmers made a representation ... 
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In late 2006, Kyle Morris telephoned the Farmers district office to inquire about becoming a Farmers agent. His initial 
communications "probably went on for a couple of months." R586:2-3 . He testified: "[A]fter I made the initial contact, ... 
they pretty much pursued me after that point, .. . and basically every concern I had they cleared up to ultimately where I 
thought it was a pretty good situation for everybody, my customers, me, my father 's agency." R586:3-8 . 

*7 a .... Both Orally ... 

Kyle clearly and unequivocally and repeatedly asked about whether it was a problem for him to continue working with his 
'father's independent agency: 

Q. Did you specifically ask Farmers on multiple occasions before agreeing to become a Farmers agent if your association and 
continuing association with the Morris Insurance Agency was a problem in any way for Farmers? 

A. I asked them multiple times and always got the same answer. 

Q. And what was that answer? 

A. The answer was [it] is in no way a problem and is actually a benefit to you. That is the way I believed it to be. 

R586:9-l 7. Farmers District Office Manager Mike Dewey, and the two district office employees charged with recruiting and 
training new agents like Kyle, Steve Hunt and Heather Lowry, each confirmed that they told Kyle that his continuing 
association with his father ' s agency was not a problem. R215-17, 744, and 754 .4 Ms. Lowry confirmed that she told Kyle his 
*8 association with his father would be a benefit, and not a problem. R744:3-21. Mr. Hunt confirmed that Kyle asked him 
about continuing with his father while also being a Farmers agent, that he relayed the question up the Farmers chain of 
command to the District Manager Mike Dewey, and that he relayed Dewey's answer to Kyle: 

Q. Did Mike Dewey inform you of the content of any discussions he had with anyone at the state office? 

A. Mike Dewey said that the state office said that Kyle was OK. That they were fine with his relationship with his dad. That 
they were OK with him being a Farmers agent. 

Q. At that time as far as you knew, did Kyle's situation of working in his father 's independent insurance agency violate any 
of Farmer's rules, policies, or procedures? 

A. No. I was told it was OK by Farmers. 

R754:10-19. Cf R771 :14-20. Hunt testified: "I was told by Mike Dewey that he ran it up to Farmers and they said it was 
OK." R781:8-9. 

After Heather Lowry had met with Kyle on initial intake and referred him to Steve Hunt for follow-up , and before Mr. Hunt 
ever met with Kyle, Mr. Hunt was fully aware of Kyle 's association with the Morris Insurance Agency and asked his *9 
superior Mike Dewey whether that was OK. R770:5-9 . "Before I even met with him, I was told it was OK." R770:8-9. After 
Mr. Hunt finished testifying, the Court asked a couple of questions, "for clarification." R 781 :23-24. Regarding this exchange 
where Mr. Hunt said "Before you met with Kyle, you were told it was OK, the Court asked "what do you mean by 'it'?" 
R782:13-16. Mr. Hunt answered: 

That Farmers was OK with Kyle 's relationship as an independent agent with being in that office because there is no reason 
for us to spend a lot of time training somebody unless it is OK with Farmers. 

THE COURT: All right. Do you recall who told you it was OK? 

THE WITNESS: Mike Dewey. 
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R 782 : 17-24. 

Mike Dewey likewise confirmed that he inquired with Farmers State Executive Management Office in Birmingham and 
received the go-ahead: 

Q. Explain your involvement with the recruitment of Kyle Morris? 

A. Well, either Steve or Heather interviewed Kyle Morris, and they came to me and said we have somebody named Kyle 
Morris and here's the situation, can we proceed to recruit him. 

Q. What did they tell you, here's the situation? 

A. Something with the independent agency system, his father or his uncle or somebody. 

*10 Q. So Steve and Heather had met with Kyle. Kyle had some questions for them, or they had some questions about the 
situation which you defined as the relationship with ... his father ' s company, ... and they asked you ifit was a problem? 

A. They asked me if they could proceed with recruiting him. 

Q. And what did you tell them? 

A. I told them yes, after I called the state office and said here's what we 've got, can we go ahead or not. 

Q. Who did you talk to at the state office? 

A. It would either be - It must have been Jeff [Withoft, Farmers ' Division Marketing Manager in Birmingham, R784]. I'm 
going to say Jeff because Jeffs signature is on that pending file, and that would have been the first person I called. 

Q. What did the state office tell you? 

A. Yes. 

Q. You, before you tell Steve and Heather it's OK, you call somebody at the state office? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Who you believe was Jeff, but it may have been somebody else at the state office? 

A. Most likely Jeff. 

Q. More likely than not, it was Jeff? 

A. Correct. 

*11 Q. Jeff - you make the state office aware of the question that's been posed to you with regard to Kyle 's relationship with 
his father's agency? 

A. Yes. 

Q. They tell you that that is OK? 

A. Yes. 

Q. You, in tum, then tum around and tell Steve and Heather that that' s OK? 
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A. Yes. 

Q. And then they follow up with Kyle and the recruitment of him becoming an agent. 

A. Yes. 

R215:17-R217:23 . Mr. Dewey was "not aware of anything in place in writing that says you can't put somebody on that's 
already in the business or their dad's in the business," but nevertheless he "called the state office as [he] perceived maybe 
there was going to be a conflict here." R222:6-10. He did not want to train someone who would ultimately not go into the 
program, so he got prior approval from Farmers: 

So I called Farmers. Farmers gave me approval at the state office level, either Jeff [Withoft] or his superior, said it' s OK to 
recruit Kyle. We put Kyle in the program. 

R222:10-16. Mr. Dewey again confirmed that "Kyle was told he could go into the program even with the association of his 
*12 father." R236 :18-19. 

b .... And By Accepting Kyle's Written Application ... 

When Kyle applied to be a Farmers' agent, both his application and his resume identified his present association with the 
Morris Insurance Agency. Farmers' Alabama headquarters in Birmingham reviewed and approved these documents despite 
Kyle's affiliation with the Morris Insurance Agency, as explained by Alabama Division Marketing Manager Ed Stansel: 

Q. Okay. So ... in Kyle Morris's case, when he filled out an application with Farmers and he put information on that 
application, somebody with the Farmers office in Birmingham would have seen that information, looked over that 
information, and approved ... Kyle based on the information they had? 

A. That is correct. 

Q. And that would include both his previous employment history and his current employer, correct? 

A. That - that is correct. 

R263-64. 

Q .... I 've handed you the first page of the personal history form, and would that have been the application that would have 
been sent to Farmers Insurance Companies in 2007? 

A. Yes. Yes, it would. 

*13 Q. And you've noticed I've highlighted an area, and it states that Kyle Morris is currently employed for the Morris 
Insurance Agency as a producer, slash, office manager. And under the column it says, reason for leaving. It says, still 
employed. And he reports to Farrell Morris, who is his father and the owner of the Morris Insurance Agency. 

A. That is correct. 

Q. And that was on the application that Kyle Morris sent to Farmers back in 2007? 

A. It appears so, yes. 

Q. Alright. So at the time Kyle became a Farmers agent back in 2007, Farmers would have been completely aware of the fact 
that he was currently employed with the Morris Agency in Mobile, Alabama? 
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A. Should have been, yes. 

R265-66. Thus, Farmers' approval of Kyle's application constitutes yet another misrepresentation. 

2 .... Of a material fact... 

Without the assurances from Steve Hunt and Heather Lowry that there was no problem with him continuing to work in 
association with his father's independent agency, Kyle would never have become a Farmers agent. "I was never looking to 
disaffiliate myself with my father's agency. [T]hat is something I was going to do and ... stick with for the rest of *14 my 
life." R584:1 l-14. He made this clear to Heather Lowry when he first spoke with her on the phone: 

[I] let her know who I was, what I did ... what my affiliation with my father ' s agency was. Let her know in no way do I want 
to cut off that relationship .... [I]mmediately they began to tell me, ... oh, that is no problem and would actually be a benefit to 
me because as long as I write the policies that Farmers ... wanted to write ... , I would have all my father's agenc[y']s 
companies available to me to [write] any policies that they tum down or [did] not want to write for whatever reason. 

R85:6-21. 

Q. Would you under any circumstances have agreed to become a Farmers agent if Farmers would have told you the 
association with your father and the Morris Insurance Agency was a problem? 

A. Absolutely not. 

R586:22-R587: 1. 

3 .... That was false .. . 

a. The Evasive Attempt by Farmers Corporate Representative Keith Gockel to Avoid Admitting Falsity 

Plaintiff called to the stand Keith Gockel, the corporate representative for Farmers. R334:10-335:1. Mr. Gockel established 
the falsity of the representation made to Kyle: 

Q. Under Farmers Companies policies, was it a conflict of interest for Kyle to maintain his relationship with his father's 
company when he became a Farmers agent? 

A. Yes, it was. 

*15 Q. And that's from day one? 

A. Yes. 

Q. When I say day one, I mean from February 8, 2007, it was unacceptable from that point forward for him to maintain a 
relationship with his father's company? 

A. That is correct. 

R342:13-22. Mr. Gockel was evasive, and the jury could have taken that very evasiveness into account in determining that 
Farmers' misrepresentation was intentional, gross, malicious, and sufficiently culpable to support punitive damages: 

Q. And if he was told anything differently by anybody else, then that was false? 

A. I can ' t speak with certainty what someone told him. But I can tell you that our procedure, it was a conflict of interest. 

Q .... Assuming that this is what Mr. Dewey testified to, if Mr. Dewey did, in fact, tell Kyle Morris that it was acceptable for 
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him to go on to the program and keep the association with his father, that was false at the time it was told to Kyle? 

A. It was mistaken, certainly. 

Q. It was false? 

A. I don't know ifl would use that word, but he was mistaken ifhe thought that was the case. 

R342:23-343:2, R344:2-10. See also R344:17 ("[i]t is an *16 inaccurate statement"); R344:19 ("I don't know ifl can say it 
was false"); R363 :23-25 ("The district office was inaccurate in their statement that the relationship was fine. Was that false or 
did they make a mistake, you would have to ask them.") ; R364:8-9 (Refusing to agree that the statement was false, calling it 
"not accurate"); R364:22-365 :6 (refusing to agree that they made a misrepresentation of material fact to Mr. Morris) . He did, 
however, agree that "[i]t was a problem," and that if Kyle was told that it was not, "Kyle should not have been told that." 
R345:5-l l. 

b. The Candid Admission of Falsity by Farmers Division Manager Jeff Withoft 

The last testimony the jury heard was the following cross-examination of Mr. Withoft:5 

Q. If Kyle was told this, which has been all the testimony from him and everybody that he was actually told it was OK, and in 
reliance on that, he decided to become a Farmers agent, that was just a false statement told to Kyle Morris, wasn ' t it? 

A. Yes, it was. 

Q. No question about it, false. Whether it was intentionally, reckless, or innocent, it was a *17 false statement told to Kyle 
Morris prior to him agreeing to become a Farmers agent; do you agree with that? 

A. His having a relationship with his father's insurance does not meet the guidelines. So, it would be a false statement that it 
would be OK. 

Q. I show you Mr. Dewey's testimony. "Well, Kyle was told it was not a conflict of interest for him to be associated with his 
father, correct, when he signed up to become a Farmers agent, correct?" He said, "Those words would not have been the 
words most likely used, but Kyle was told he could go into the program even with the association with his father." Now, 
there is absolutely no question, there is not even a dispute, is there, that that is false? 

A. That is false. 

R803 : l 8-R804:15 . 

4 .... On which Kyle relied ... 

Kyle asked on multiple occasions and received the same answer each time, that his continued association with his father ' s 
independent agency was in no way a problem and was actually a benefit. R586:9- l 7. He gave uncontroverted testimony that 
he relied upon the misrepresentations: 

Q . .. . Did you rely on the representations made to you by Farmer's Insurance before agreeing to become a Farmers agent? 

A. I relied on what they told me. 

R586:18-21. He would not have agreed to become a Farmers agent under any circumstances if Farmers had told him that the 
*18 association with his father and the Morris Insurance Agency was a problem. "Absolutely not." R586:22-587: 1. 

Q. Would you have agreed, ever agreed to enter into this agreement or ever even gone to work for Farmers had the truth been 
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told to you about your father's agency? 

A. No. 

Q. In other words, had Farmers told you the truth, would you ever have given Farmers an opportunity for you to sell policies 
for them for two and a half years6 and terminate you for any reason whatsoever? 

A. I never would have went there. 

R588:12-20. "[I]f they would have just told me accurately from the beginning, then I never would have had a Farmers 
Agency." R609: 10-12. 

5 .... And his reliance was reasonable ... 

a. Kyle's Testimony 

Kyle testified that he reviewed the documents Farmers gave him before signing them, but saw nothing in them inconsistent 
with the representation that his association with his father was not a problem. 

Q .... Did you read these documents? 

A. Yes, I did. 

*19 Q. And you understood them the best you could, right? 

A. I did. 

Q. Was there anything in any of these agreements or any of the documents that were given to you that said your relationship 
with the Morris Insurance Agency was unacceptable? 

A. Nothing in there said anything to do with that being a conflict of interest. 

Q. Was there anything in the agreement that made you think the representations made to you by Farmers were false? 

A. Nothing. 

Q. We have seen the provision in the agreements that says your agency could be terminated with 90 days' notice. Did you 
read that provision as well? 

A. I saw that. 7 

R587:1 l-588 :1 l. 

After he accepted the employment (in reliance upon the misrepresentations) , he saw nothing in his online agent *20 training 
alerting him of any problem from his continued association with his father's agency: 

Q. During any of the training you saw, did you ever see any of the documents that you went through, anything about conflict 
of interest or your association with your father that you had been told was OK, being a conflict of interest? 

A. I have never seen anything that said anything about that. 
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R589: 17-23. No one involved in his training ever alerted him to any problem either, even though "[e]veryone knew about" 
his association with his father 's agency. R589:24-590:5. 

Q. All right. So there was no question that they knew the entire time you were with Farmers that you are in the Morris 
Insurance Agency and not in your own office? 

A. Yes, they had been to my office. It was no secret. 

R590 :18-21. 

It was a goal of Kyle's to get his own office. R590:22-23. He testified that the Farmers personnel "wanted me to have that to 
have ... road frontage with the Farmers sign on the road." R590 :23-591 :5. 

Q. Was there ever a discussion from anybody at any time with you that you needed to get a new office or they were 
encouraging you to get a new office because there was some problem with your association with the Morris Insurance 
Agency? 

*21 A. No. 

R591:9-14. Farmers knew that Kyle would not get an office at the very beginning of his agency, that he would do so "when 
[he] got [his] income up and could afford it and found the right place .... It was never like a deadline or hey, you have got to 
have an office."8 R66 l :2 1-662:4. 

The first time Kyle ever heard anyone from Farmers assert that there was a conflict of interest was when Ed Stansel (Jeff 
Withoft's replacement as Division Manager in Birmingham, R202-03) and Mike Dewey walked into his office on September 
16, 2009, handed him a letter, and told him he was being terminated. R602:24-603:7. "I asked them, you know, I don't 
understand why?" R603:7-8. "They told me .. . because my father was in the insurance business it was a conflict of interest 
and I was terminated." R603:17-19. He protested: 

Yeah. I just told them I didn't understand. You know, it's never been a problem. I was confused. They said something about 
an appeal board. So, I called and talked to them about that the next day. He [Stansel] basically told me it would be a waste of 
time. 

*22 R603:23-604:2, R656-57. 

Q. Did Steve Hunt in any way ever communicate to you that the reason he thought you should get a new office had anything 
to do with there being a conflict of interest with the Morris Insurance Agency? 

A. No. 

Q. Why did he want you to get a new office or not even he want you, why did you both of you all discuss getting a new 
office? 

A. He wanted the Farmers storefront. You know, I guess, we kind of agreed it would be beneficial for Farmers. 

Q. All right. It might help you to sell more Farmers policies? 

A. Yeah. 

R673:3-14. 

In other words, neither before accepting Farmers' offer to become its agent nor anytime during his agency before his 
termination did Kyle have any basis for ever learning the falsity of the misrepresentations. 
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b. The 2003 Farmers Internal Policy Is Not Notice As A Matter Of Law Of The Falsity of Farmers' 
Misrepresentations 

Farmers asserts that Kyle could not reasonably rely on its misrepresentations because a one-sentence, obscurely hidden and 
hard-to-find "policy" buried in its voluminous online documents contradicted them. This no-reliance defense *23 was 
rejected by the jurors for two obvious reasons: 1) Farmers ' own training personnel were shown not to be aware of the 
provision, thereby making the contention that Kyle should have known about it implausible; and 2) this policy was not 
available for Kyle to find until months after he had signed the employment agreement in reliance upon Farmers' repeated 
misrepresentations, so it could not be a basis for a want of reasonable reliance because Kyle could have known about it, if at 
all, only after he acted to his detriment in accepting the offer of employment. 

Plaintiffs Exhibit 100 was a copy of this document. It supports Mr. Withoft and Mr. Gockel's testimony that the statement 
made to Kyle was false, but it does not support Farmers' assertion that Kyle could not reasonably rely. 

c. Steve Hunt's Testimony Confirms That Kyle Could Not Reasonably Have Discovered the Falsity of the 
Misrepresentations 

Mr. Hunt demonstrated the unreasonableness of the suggestion that Kyle should have learned about the conflict from his 
agent training materials. Mr. Hunt went through extensive training because he trained others and was, in fact, Kyle's trainer. 
R771:21-772 :3. He completed the same reserve training program that Farmers now cites (Br. 13-15, 37-40) as *24 providing 
evidence from which Kyle supposedly could not have relied on the misrepresentations. R772:4-12. He recognized Defense 
Exhibit 172, a printout of the training he did at Farmers, including the "Constructing Your Business" assessment, 
R772:18-25, R773 :13-17. 

Defendants ' Exhibit 142 was the paperwork associated with the "Constructing Your Business" assessment. R773 :23-774:7. 
Mr. Hunt was asked to find the section on conflict of interest. R 77 4: 8-14. After a "(short pause)" he said: 

A. You are going to have to help me out. I mean, I am trying - it is hard, isn't it? I don't see -

Q. The reason you can't find it, I will represent to you, Mr. Hunt, is because the phrase conflict of interest is not in that 
document, OK? 

A.OK. 

Q. There is nothing in this document about maintaining an office in another agency, is there? 

A. I don' t see anything. 

Q. And there is nothing in this document about family members who own and operate competing insurance agencies, is there. 

A. I don't see anything. 

Q. You don't remember that from participating in that very training, do you? 

*25 A. No. 

R774:16-R775:5. 

Counsel for Mr. Morris then took Mr. Hunt through the multiple steps required to dig down into the online training modules 
to the obscure policy provision that Farmers now cites as supposedly negating reasonable reliance. R775-780. 

Q. As the person responsible for training all the reserve agents in the Mobile district office, can you tell me where in that 
document that Kyle should have looked to find that information? 
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A. I don 't see it. 

R775:23-776:2 . He was directed to flip to the page with 11-19 at the bottom. R776:3-5 . In the middle of the page, it refers a 
new agent to the Farmers Code of Business Ethics. R776:6-19 . That section then refers the agent to a whole different 
document, the Agent's Guide. R776:20-23. Within Farmers' computer system, an agent could open the Agent's Guide. 
R777:2-7. To do so, you "click on the Managing tab, ... [a]nd then you have to click on My Operations, .. . [a]nd then you can 
find the Agent's Guide." R777:6-13. 

Defense Exhibit 141 is an excerpt from the Agent's Guide, which is a lengthy document, over 200 pages. R777 :20-778:10. 
Defendants' Exhibit 141 is part of Section 3 out of 10 *26 sections. R778:13-20. Section 3 of 10 has 13 subsections. Mr. 
Hunt was asked ifhe could tell which of those 13 subsections had conflict of interest information. R779:2-6. He answered: "I 
am not sure. I wouldn't know if there was a conflict of interest section." R779:7-8. Asked if any one of those 13 categories 
seemed obvious as the one it would be in, he answered: "Maybe responsibility." R779: 10-11. 

Q. Well, it turns out that it is under the responsibility tab in the 7th of 13 categories listed there. Do you see that? 

A. Yes .... 

Q. This is the second page of Defense Exhibit 141. This is just one page ... from those 13 categories from Section 3 out of 10 
that was referred to on the 19th page of the Constructing Your Business module, OK. That is what we are looking at now. 

A.OK. 

Q. Do you see where it says, conflict of interest? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Then you have to go down to subsection 1. Do you see that? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And then you have to go all the way to the third paragraph; do you see that? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And only there, that's where Kyle should have *27 figured out that Farmers lied to him. Do you see that line? 

A. I do. 

Q. It says "An agent who offices with another agent is maintaining a conflict of interest." 

A. I see that. 

R779 :12-780:12. The jury was free to conclude that if Farmers ' own trainer did not know about this obscure, hidden, and 
hard-to-find policy provision, it would be unreasonable to expect his trainee (Kyle) to know about it. 

6 .... And caused him injury. 

Mr. Morris presented evidence of three types of damages: the expenses he incurred for Farmers business-related costs and 
equipment while working for Farmers; the commissions he lost by selling policies for Farmers rather than continuing to sell 
them at the Morris Insurance Agency; and mental anguish damages. See generally R872-880. Farmers does not challenge the 
business-expenses or mental-anguish damages, but only the lost-commission damages. Br. 41-52 . 
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a. Business Expenses 

Kyle presented substantial evidence of the business expenses he incurred to open and run his Farmers agency. R606-07; 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 155 (his agency' s Profit and Loss *28 Statements for 2007, 2008, and 2009); R473:20-474:4 (legal 
expenses to establish the Morris Agency, LLC); R474:9-476:23 (describing the expenses, totaling $152,775.00). Kyle would 
not have incurred those expenses had Farmers not induced him to accept the employment. R476:24-478:8; R606-07. 

b. Lost Commissions 

Plaintiff called during his case in chief Mark Pawlowski, Farmers' business valuation expert. R4569 (expertise); 
R458:25-459:4 (hired by the law firm representing Farmers in this case); C459 (Defendants' Expert Disclosures); Cl005 
(listing Pawlowski as "defendants' expert"). See also R447-51 (colloquy regarding whether Plaintiff could call Mr. 
Pawlowski as a witness during presentation of Plaintiffs evidence). 

From the beginning of 2007 when Kyle became associated with Farmers until the end of 2009 when Farmers terminated 
Kyle's agency, "the net premium written by Mr. Morris" on Farmers' policies increased from $138,993.71 in 2007 to 
$637,357.12 in 2009. R471 :3-12. Mr. Pawlowski testified that the "best evidence" of how productive Kyle Morris would 
have been ifhe had been selling insurance through his *29 father's agency10 "would be to look at what he did while he was at 
Farmers during the same time period selling the same type of policies." R506:9-24. 

He testified about what Kyle lost by accepting employment with Farmers: 

Q. So for example, if Kyle would not have become a Farmers agent and he would have continued to work for his father's 
agency, spent more time working for his father ' s agency, and sold the policies that were available to him through the various 
companies, available to him through his father's agency, he could have sold the same customers those policies as opposed to 
Farmers policies; would you agree with that? 

A. I agree with ... that, yes. 

Q. Would you agree then that Kyle gave up his ability to sell those customers those policies out of [his] dad 's company, 
Morris Insurance Agency, when he agreed to become a Farmers agent and [sell] Farmers policies? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Being associated with the Morris Insurance Agency ... and being a licensed insurance agent, Kyle had the ability to go out 
and sell customers whatever insurance policies were available to Kyle to sell those customers through the Morris Insurance 
Agency; is that *30 fair? 

A. That is fair to say, yes. 

R477:19-478 :23. 

i. "Substitution" As a Business Valuation Principle 

Mr. Pawlowski explained the business valuation principle called substitution, by which "if you want to find out what 
somebody is likely to do in one type of business or one situation, you can look at a very similar business and performance in 
that same area and then you can have some .. . predictability about how they are going to perform." R482:9-20. The "best 
evidence" we have of what Kyle would have done if he had stayed at the Morris Insurance Agency was what he did while he 
operated as a Farmers agent. R482: 1-18. For example, Kyle's average retention ratio at Farmers was 96.39%, R48 l :2-6, so he 
would have a similar retention level if he had sold those customers policies through his father's agency. R48 l :23-482/5; see 
also R487:7-16. 
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Kyle's book of business when he was terminated by Farmers consisted of "310 policies [held by] a couple hundred 
customers." R495:4-8. In 2009, roughly 70% of Kyle ' s income was from the renewal of the policies he had sold in 2007 and 
2008 and 30% of his income was from new business. R485 :6-15 . *31 At the end of2009, the book of business reflected a net 
written premium of $637,357.12. R471:9-12. These 310 policies he could have sold through his father ' s agency formed the 
basis of Kyle's "lost opportunity cost" damages. 

ii. Evidence of Lost Opportunity Costs 

Farmers Corporate Representative Keith Gockel admitted that "by coming to Farmers to sell policies for Farmers based on 
representations made to him he gave up the ability to sell those customers at another insurance company, through another 
insurance company." R437:13-18. Farmers ' expert Pawlowski described this as "lost opportunity costs." 11 R500:24-502:1 l. It 
is a basic principle of economics that if you are "going out and recovering old customers, you lose the opportunity, say, to be 
out chasing new business." R501:5-7. "So, if you have to go back and get old customers, you can't be selling *32 new 
customers." R501 :22-25. Thus, even assuming Kyle could have retrieved his customer list with names, telephone numbers, 
and other contact information, he would lose the opportunity to sell new business if he tried to resell policies to the customers 
to whom he sold policies while he was working at Farmers. 12 R501 :1-l l. 

Mr. Pawlowski conceded that an opportunity cost is a recognized cost, a real cost that has value. R504:14-20. By becoming a 
Farmers agent, Kyle lost the opportunity to sell policies elsewhere, which remains a lost opportunity cost if he were to try to 
go back and resell old customers new insurance policies with a different insurance carrier. R504:21-505:15 . Conversely, if 
Kyle had never become a Farmers agent, he would never have been terminated by Farmers 13 

, and he would never have 
incurred the opportunity costs that he would now incur in reselling those policies, even assuming that he could get his former 
customers back. *33 R505: 16-506:2. Accordirig to Mr. Pawlowski, the "best evidence" of these lost opportunity costs is the 
actual policies that Kyle sold while he was at Farmers. R506:7-24. 

iii. Evidence of the Value of These Lost Opportunity Costs 

Robert Hebert, Ph.D., former Auburn Economics Department chair and a world-renowned economist with a specialty in 
forensic economics, R510-20 (qualifications), testified as Plaintiffs expert witness on economic damages. R508-70. 14 

Dr. Hebert "tr[ied] to determine, as best we could with the information available, what would have happened .. . if Kyle had 
not left his position with the Morris Insurance Agency." R520:8-l 7. He calculated only Kyle 's lost commissions, not all of 
his damages. R520: 18-22. He relied mainly upon documents provided by Farmers, principally the Statement of Operations, 
as it "was particular[ly] helpful [by] listing ... policies in force by different category, retention ratios, so forth and so on." 
R521 :3-8. 

Dr. Hebert agreed that the best evidence of the commissions Kyle would have earned at the Morris Insurance Agency was 
Kyle 's actual earnings with Farmers. R52l:15-522: 1. He calculated the past loss from the date of *34 termination to the end 
of 2012 and future damages from that point forward. R522:6-25. He constructed two tables, Plaintiffs Exhibit 135A. 
R526 :21-24. The first table shows the present value of commissions that Kyle lost from January 2010 to the end of 2012. 
R527:2-5. The second table calculates commissions going forward from the beginning of2013 through 2037. R527 :6-10. 

Kyle made commissions of $77,028 .08 and $77,276.15 in 2008 and 2009, respectively. R524:2-R525:1. The latter figure 
reflects the 310 policies in force Kyle had at the end of 2009. R526:2-6. Dr. Hebert projected gross commissions for 2010 as 
the $77,276 commissions from 2009, "basically assuming that he ... would have done the same thing in [2010) in terms of 
commissions earned" as he did in 2009. R530:4-9 . 

Dr. Hebert used gross instead of net commissions to defer taking business expenses into account until a later step. 
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R530:10-21. He agreed that if Kyle's father took 50% of Kyle 's gross commissions for business expenses and would 
continue to do that going forward , "[t]hat makes it very straight forward . You just cut those numbers in half. You reduce 
them by 50% ... [to] account for what his contribution for business expenses would be." R530:22-53l:18 . 

*35 Dr. Hebert's calculations did not account for existing customers increasing the number of policies they had or increasing 
the amounts of coverage in force based on changed circumstances. R531:19-532 :7. He did, however, adjust the projected 
gross commissions for inflation each year. R532:8-533 :3. Using the consumer price index for insurance products, he 
calculated a weighted average of 2.33% per year inflation adjustment for the gross premiums. R533:4-535:5. Dr. Hebert also 
explained how he derived a weighted average retention ratio of98.75% of the policies that Kyle sold while with Farmers.15 

R535:7-R539:1 l. 

Using Kyle's experience at Farmers as the best indicator of policies he would have sold for the same three years at the Morris 
Insurance Agency, Dr. Hebert calculated renewal commissions on those policies by multiplying the gross premiums times the 
retention ratio. R539:13-540:18. The present value of the past lost commissions in 2010-2012 was $240,264.00. 
R540:20-542:14. Ifbusiness expenses would be 50% of those commissions, the net of expenses to Kyle would be half of this 
amount. R542:15-543 :4. Dr. Hebert discounted *36 the future commissions on the existing policies to present value using a 
2.81 % discount rate. R543: 13-547:19. He extended his table 25 years as a tool for the jury to use when determining the 
period for which to award damages based on the retention ratio and other evidence. R547:25-549: 17. "I picked 25 years. That 
would take him to age 58 and a very successful agent may well be looking to retire at that point, but I am not making any 
expert judgment about that... . [Y]ou don't have to accept the 25 years, but you can use the table as a guide." R548:14-20. 16 

The present value for 25 years of lost future commissions was $1,889,671.00. Plaintiffs Exhibit 135A (admitted into 
evidence without objection, R 702). 

Plaintiff asked for 15 years' worth (the midpoint of Farrell Morris's testimony that an agent could expect to keep a customer 
for 10-20 years, 17 R684) of future commissions off *37 of this table, using the 2028 figure of $1,234, 712, and dividing it in 
half to account for business expenses, a net amount of $617,356.00. R877:1-19. With the past lost commissions of 
$120,132.00 (half of the $240,264.00 in the first table of Plaintiffs Exhibit 135A), the damages Plaintiff requested for lost 
commissions totaled $737,488.00. R875:10-876:4, R877:20-22 . 

c. Mental Anguish 

Farmers does not challenge the mental anguish damages. Br. 41-52. Kyle presented substantial evidence of the mental 
anguish caused by Farmers' unexpected termination of his thriving young agency in September 2009, effective between 
Thanksgiving and Christmas 2009, including its prohibiting him from contact his customers to explain. R602-10. His father 
described how it was "a kick in the gut" to Kyle, how it was "devastating" to him, and how it dramatically affected his 
personality and behavior. R697-98 . 

~2-s-C~Y~ 
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*38 VIII. STATEMENT OF THE ST AND ARDS OF REVIEW 

A. Judgment As A Matter of Law 

1. Preservation 

"It is a procedural absolute that a [post trial motion for a JML], based on the "insufficiency of the evidence," is improper, if 
the party has not moved for a [ JML] on the same ground at the close of all the evidence." 

Williford v. Emerton, 935 So. 2d 1150, 1154 (Ala. 2004); Industrial Technologies, Inc. v. Jacobs Bank, 872 So. 2d 819, 825 
(Ala. 2003). "[A] [Rule 50(a)(2), Ala. R. Civ. P.] motion shall specify the judgment sought and the law and the facts on 
which the moving party is entitled to the judgment." CNH America, LLC v. Ligon Capital, LLC, [Ms. 1111204, Nov. 8, 2013, 
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*6] , 2013 WL 5966782, _ So.3d _ (Ala. 2013). 

2. Merits 

"When reviewing a ruling on a motion for a JML, this Court uses the same standard the trial court used initially in deciding 
whether to grant or deny the motion for a JML. ... Regarding questions of fact, the ultimate question is whether the 
non-movant has presented sufficient evidence to allow the case to be submitted to the jury for a factual resolution .... The 
non-movant must have presented substantial evidence in order to withstand a motion for a JML. .. A reviewing court must 
determine whether the party who bears the burden of proof has produced substantial evidence creating a factual dispute 
requiring resolution by the jury ... . In reviewing a ruling on a motion for a JML, this Court views the evidence in the light 
most favorable to the nonmovant and [draws] such reasonable inferences as the *39 jury would have been free to draw .... " 

GE Capital Aviation Services, Inc. v. PEMCO World Air Services, Inc., 92 So. 2d 749, 758-59 (Ala. 2012). 

B. New Trial 

Boudreaux v. Pettaway, 108 So. 3d 486 (Ala. 2012), states the standard of review on a motion for a new trial: 

"A motion for a new trial tests the weight and preponderance of the evidence ... A jury verdict is entitled to a presumption of 
correctness, and this Court will not reverse the denial of a motion for a new trial unless the evidence, seen in the light most 
favorable to the non-movant, shows that the jury verdict was plainly and palpably wrong." 

108 So. 3d at 487, n. I. 

Furthermore, a jury verdict is presumed to be correct... . In reviewing a jury verdict, an appellate court must consider the 
evidence in the light most favorable to the prevailing party, and it will set aside the verdict only if it is plainly and palpably 
wrong. 

Lafarge North America, Inc. v. Nord, 86 So. 3d 326, 332 (Ala. 2011). 

When considering the weight and preponderance of the evidence after a denial of a motion for a new trial, this Court must 
"decline to substitute [its] judgment for that of the jury in matters dealing with credibility of witnesses and weight of the 
evidence." Williford v. Emerton, 935 So. 2d at 1154; Marsh v. Green, 782 So. 2d 223 , 227 (Ala. 2000) . 

*40 C. Standard of Review As to Compensatory Damages Awards Alleged to be Excessive 

1. Issue Preservation 

The Court will not consider an alleged insufficiency of evidence to support a compensatory damages award where the 
defendant did not move for JML on the same ground at the close of all the evidence. Williford v. Emerton, 935 So. 2d at 
1154. 

2. Merits 

This Court does not interfere with a compensatory award absent a strict showing under the following standard: 

When a court is assessing whether compensatory damages are excessive, the focus is on the plaintiff. A court reviewing a 
verdict awarding compensatory damages must determine what amount a jury, in its discretion, may award, viewing the 
evidence from the plaintiffs perspective .. .. When there is no evidence before the court of any misconduct, bias, passion, 
prejudice, corruption, or improper motive on the part of the jury, or when there is no indication that the jury's verdict is not 
consistent with the truth and the facts, there is no statutory authority to invade the province of the jury in awarding 
compensatory damages. See Pill v. Centwy II, Inc., 631 So. 2d 235 (Ala. 1993)." 

New Plan Realty Trust v. Morgan, 792 So. 2d 351 , 363-64 (Ala. 2000); Prudential Ballard Realty Co. v. Weatherly, 792 So. 
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2d 1045, 1049 (Ala. 2000); Daniels v. East Alabama Paving, Inc., 740 So. 2d 1033, 1045 (Ala. 1999). 

*41 D. Punitive Damages Award Alleged to be Excessive 

This Court reviews an "award of punitive damages de novo, with no presumption of correctness." Boudreaux v. Pettaway, 
I 08 So. 3d at 504. 

E. Issue Preservation and Waiver 

"[A ]ppellate courts can only review the actions of trial courts for alleged error, properly preserved and properly presented for 
review." Bill Steber Chevrolet-Oldsmobile, Inc. v. Morgan, 429 So. 2d 1013, 1015 (Ala. 1983). "[T]o preserve an alleged 
error of law for appellate review, the [defendant] must bring the alleged error to the attention of the trial court and receive an 
adverse ruling." Grove Hill Homeowner 's Ass 'n, Inc. v. Rice, 43 So. 3d 609, 613 (Ala. Civ. App. 2010); Cottrell v. National 
Collegiate Athletic Ass 'n, 975 So. 2d 306, 349 (Ala. 2007) . Alleged errors that are merely harmless, Ala. R. App. P. 45, are to 
be disregarded. See Mock v. Allen, 783 So. 2d 828, 835 (Ala. 2000) . 

~ 2~r~xv IX. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

Farmers does not ask this Court to overrule18 Patten v. *42 Alfa Mut. Ins. Co. or Environmental Systems, Inc. v. Rexham 
Corp., 624 So. 2d 1329 (Ala. 1993), which, together with the cases cited therein, defeat Farmers' "reasonable reliance" 
arguments. This failing and Farmers' failure to preserve the damages issues it argues defeat Farmers' appeal. 

Even aside from those failings, all of Farmers' arguments are meritless because they rely upon misdirection. Its "no 
reasonable reliance as a matter of law" arguments depend upon (I) recasting Mr. Morris' fraud-in-the-inducement claim as a 
promissory-fraud claim and arguing that the 90-day termination clause contradicted the supposed promise that Mr. Morris 
would not be terminated due to his association with his father; (2) ignoring Patten, Environmental Systems, and the other 
cases holding that a merger clause does not bar a fraud-in-the-inducement claim; and (3) ignoring how hard it was to find the 
"conflict of interest" provision in its training materials while nevertheless arguing that that provision precluded reasonable 
reliance as a matter of law. Its arguments against the compensatory damages award rely on numerous misdirections, 
including its completely ungrounded assertion that Mr. Morris *43 was seeking compensatory damages based on 
commissions that he would have earned if he had continued to be a Farmers agent. Its punitive damages arguments rely on 
( 1) ignoring the evidence of its intentional fraud, including the evidence of its financial incentive for recruiting Kyle on any 
pretense and then its financial incentive for arbitrarily terminating him on a basis directly contrary to the misrepresentations it 
made while recruiting him, and (2) failing to acknowledge its stonewalling to prevent Mr. Morris from discovering 
post-judgment evidence to prove that the intentionality of the fraud was supported by the pertinent § 6-11-23, BMW of North 
America, Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S . 559 (1996), and Green Oil Co. v. Hornsby, 539 So. 2d 218 (Ala. 1989), factors including 
evidence of other similar incidents. 

The jury was presented with a case of a national insurance company recruiting an attractive young insurance agent, taking 
advantage of his outstanding production during his probationary period, and then, as soon as the period when it could place 
production quotas on him expired, terminating him on an accusation of a conflict of interest that was contrary to repeated 
express misrepresentations Farmers made to him when it recruited him. The evidence supported the jury *44 finding of 
intentional fraud that underlay its award of punitive damages. There was evidence that by terminating Mr. Morris and 
transferring his book of business to another agent, Farmers would pay a new agent a lesser commission and thereby make 
more corporate profit off of the work Kyle had done. At the end of closing argument, R904-05, counsel for Mr. Morris 
argued this motive for Farmers' intentional fraud, and the jury agreed in its verdict awarding punitive damages. That verdict 
is supported by the evidence and the reasonable inferences therefrom. 

The punitive damages award is further supported by the post-trial proceedings. In preparation for presenting "additional 
evidence," to show that "the defendant has been guilty of the same or similar acts in the past," as provided for in § 
6-l l-23(b ), Ala. Code 1975, Mr. Morris propounded discovery seeking production from Farmers of evidence of other claims 
against it by other agents. Farmers resisted this discovery, even after the circuit court ordered it to respond, and then made 
another misrepresentation that there had been no other similar claims, so counsel for Mr. Morris filed an affidavit reciting 
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that "[s]ince the jury's verdict in this matter on February 8, 2013, I have been contacted by former *45 Farmers' agents 
alleging that other similar misrepresentations were made to them by Farmers to induce them to become Farmers' agents." 
C3887. Farmers then allowed the 90-day period of Rule 59.1 , Ala. R. Civ. P., to expire rather than truthfully respond to the 
overdue discovery requests as ordered. 

X.ARGUMENT 

A. Farmers' Entire Appeal Suffers From Deficient Preservation and Presentation oflssues 

Every issue that Farmers attempts to raise is undermined and defeated by its failures to effectively preserve or present the 
issues for appellate review. 

1. Only One Narrow JML Issue Was Preserved For Appeal 

Farmers' appeal runs afoul of the "procedural absolute that a [post trial motion for a JML], based on the 'insufficiency of the 
evidence,' is improper, if the party has not moved for a [JML] on the same ground at the close of all the evidence." Williford 
v. Emerton, 935 So. 2d at 1154. 

No written pre-verdict motion for JML appears in the record. See C3719-20. '9 Farmers states: "The trial court denied 
Farmers' motions for judgment as a matter of law at the *46 close of Morris' case and at the close of all evidence. (C3722 
and R. 712-727, lines 2, 21 and 805-808, lines 19-1)." Br. p. 4. Page C3722, the judgment, does not indicate the filing of a 
pre-verdict JML motion. At line 2 of page 712 of the Reporter's Transcript, counsel for Farmers begins arguing a motion for 
JML. That argument continues through line 12 of page 717, with an intervening argument against Farmers' position by 
counsel for Mr. Morris at R715:19-716:18. A motion for JML "may be oral even though the better practice dictates a written 
motion for the sake of clarity and to prevent misunderstanding." Pettway v. Pepsi Cola Bottling Co., Inc. , 337 So. 2d 757, 
759 (Ala. 1976). However, Farmers argued only that there could not be reasonable reliance because it supposedly had 
demonstrated "as to where in the evidentiary materials could Plaintiff have ascertained the falsity of the alleged 
misrepresentations." R712:8-l l. Judge Lockett rejected this: "I will charge [the jury] that if they think a reasonably prudent 
person would have discovered these facts, exercised the ordinary care for his own interests, then he cannot recover." 
R717:24-718 :6.20 The other citation by *47 Farmers is to its oral renewal of its earlier motion for JML, R805:19-808:1 , 
arguing only that the reliance was not reasonable as a matter of law because the information in its online training program 
was accessible. R806:2-807:23. 

In short, the only JML issue preserved was whether Kyle's reliance was reasonable in light of his access to online training. 
Secondarily, Farmers argued that there was no evidence of intentional misrepresentation because the recruiting agents did not 
know what the state executives knew in making the misrepresentation, R805-06, but it does not renew that argument as a 
JML issue on appeal. 

2. Farmers' Arguments Against Compensatory Damages Are Not Directed To Any Ruling of the Circuit Court 

Farmers does not specify any allegedly erroneous ruling while asserting its meritless criticisms of the compensatory damages 
award. This Court is a court of error correction, not a court of roving justice. 
This Court will not place a trial court "'"in error on matters which the record reveals it neither ruled upon nor was presented 
the opportunity to rule upon."'" 

A. W ex rel. Hogeland v. Wood, 57 So. 3d 751 , 759 (Ala. 2010) . 
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*48 The party seeking to place the trial court in error must establish in the record an adequate predicate 
for our review. 

Zaden v. Elkus, 881 So. 2d 993 , 1008 (Ala. 2003) . " 'It is the duty of ... the appellant[] to demonstrate an error on the part of 
the trial court .... "' Arthur v. Bolen, 41 So. 3d 745, 750 (Ala. 2010). "'[W]hen the appellant fails to invite the appellate court's 
review of any issues raised from the court below, the trial court's judgment is due to be affirmed."' J.K. v. UMS-Wright 
Corp., 7 So. 3d 300, 305, n. 6 (Ala. 2008) . To secure a reversal, "the appellant has an affirmative duty of showing error upon 
the record." Tucker v. Nichols, 431 So. 2d 1263, 1264 (Ala. 1983). 

Farmers' argument against the compensatory damages does not differentiate among JML, new trial, and remittitur. The 
argument is not preserved as a JML argument, as shown in the preceding section. If it is a new trial argument, it fails to point 
to any ground of the post-judgment motion, which was also defective for the same lack of specificity, C3764-89, or to any 
erroneous evidentiary or jury-charge ruling. See Br. 48-52. If the compensatory damages argument is intended as a remittitur 
argument, it fails for lack of citation to an authority for remittitur of compensatory damages either in the *49 post-judgment 
motion or in Appellants' Brief. 

3. Farmers Waived Its Remittitur of Punitive Damages Arguments By Refusing To Comply With A Discovery Order 

On March 21 , 2013 , Plaintiff filed his Motion To Continue [the] March 29, 2013, Hearing on Defendants ' Post-Trial 
Motions, reciting the February 21, 2013, service on Defendants of Plaintiffs post-trial discovery requests (C3795-3806) and 
the lack of any response. C3 791-92. The circuit court granted the motion to continue, setting the post-trial motions for 
hearing on April 26, 2013. C3809 . 

On April 10, 2013 , Mr. Morris filed his "Motion to Compel and Motion to Continue Hearing on Defendants ' Post-Trial 
Motions," attaching as Exhibit A Farmers ' responses to the post-judgment discovery in which "Defendants altogether failed 
and refused to provide any meaningful or substantive responses to most of Plaintiff's post-judgment interrogatories. Instead, 
Defendants filed a litany of objections to Plaintiff's requests." C3810. The motion notes that Farmers "refused to respond to 
all of Plaintiff's discovery requests. In particular, Defendants refused to provide complete responses regarding other similar 
incidents. Exhibit C." C3810-1 l. The motion continues: 
4. In Defendants' March 8, 2013, post-trial *50 motion at page 24, they state: "There is no evidence that the representations 
here reflected any ongoing conduct by Farmers but at most are a one-off misunderstanding." Yet, Defendants now refuse to 
provide Plaintiff with discovery responses regarding whether the representations to Mr. Morris were in fact reflective of any 
ongoing wrongful conduct by Farmers. 

C381 l (emphasis in original). 

At the April 26, 2013 , hearing, Mr. Morris argued that he could not respond to the post-judgment motions until he received 
full responses to his discovery. That argument was not transcribed, but its result is reflected in the April 29, 2013, order 
granting in part Plaintiff's motion to compel and requiring that 

C3857. 

Farmers shall respond to Plaintiffs request for other similar incidents, i.e. , claims or lawsuits against 
Farmers by former agents where such agents claim misrepresentation of material facts by Farmers to 
induce them to become Farmers agents. Such claims shall be limited to the State of Alabama for the 
period of2002 through 2012. 
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On May 14, 2013 , Plaintiff filed his Motion to Enforce Court Order, reciting that Farmers had not complied with the April 
29th order. C3858-59. With his Supplement to Motion to Enforce Court Order, C3884-85, Plaintiff submitted an Affidavit of 
his counsel, J. Brian Duncan, Jr., stating: 

Since the jury's verdict in this matter of *51 February 8, 2013, I have been contacted by former Farmers' 
agents alleging that other similar misrepresentations were made to them by Farmers to induce them to 
become Farmers' agents. At least one of these former Farmers' agents alleges that he made a claim to 
Farmers regarding similar misrepresentations made to him in Alabama between 2002 and 2012. I elect 
not to identify this person at this time because Farmers has now again been caught red-handed in a 
misrepresentation. 

C3887-88. Farmers filed a response in opposition. C3889-9 l. That response ignored the April 29 order requiring Farmers to 
identify "other similar incidents, i.e. , claims or lawsuits against Farmers by former agents where such agents claim 
misrepresentation of material facts by Farmers to induce them to become Farmers' agents." C3857. Instead, Farmers asserted 
that it had responded to the initial interrogatory: "In the past 20 years, have Defendants voluntarily paid money to settle a 
claim or lawsuit alleging fraudulent representation made to potential agents for Defendants."' C3890, quoting the original 
discovery request; emphasis by Farmers. This exchange of briefing, supplement to motion, and responses (C3889-391 l) 
constituted the last filings before the 90-day period of Rule 59.1, Ala. R. Civ. P., expired on June 6, 2013. See C3912 (letter 
of transmittal of notice of appeal). 

In short, the refusal of Farmers to provide any meaningful good-faith responses to Mr. Morris's post-judgment *52 discovery 
seeking other similar incident evidence demonstrates a deliberate choice by Farmers not to proceed to a hearing on its 
post-judgment motions in the face of the circuit court's order that it produce such evidence prior to the hearing. 

Mr. Morris was statutorily entitled to this discovery to defend the jury's punitive damages verdict against Farmers' 
contention it was excessive: 

In all cases wherein a verdict for punitive damages is awarded, the trial court shall, upon motion of any 
party, either conduct hearings or receive additional evidence, or both, concerning the amount of punitive 
damages. Any relevant evidence, including but not limited to ... whether or not the defendant has been 
guilty of the same or similar acts in the past,. .. shall be admissible; however, such information shall not 
be subject to discovery, unless otherwise discoverable, until after a verdict for punitive damages has been 
rendered. 

§ 6-11-23 , Ala. Code 1975 (emphasis added). See also Green Oil Co. v. Hornsby, 539 So. 2d 218 (Ala. 1989): 
"(2) The degree ofreprehensibility of the defendant's conduct should be considered. The duration of this conduct, the degree 
of the defendant's awareness of any hazard which his conduct has caused or is likely to cause, and any concealment or 
'cover-up' of that hazard, and the existence and frequency of similar past conduct should all be relevant in determining the 
degree of this reprehensibility." 

Id. at 223 . 

Judge Lockett could reasonably have concluded that *53 Farmers waived its right to a post-judgment review of the punitive 
damages verdict, given its willful refusal to provide evidence that was relevant and material to Plaintiffs opposition to its 
remittitur motion and § 6-11-23 review. This Court should similarly conclude that Farmers waived its right to de novo review 
by refusing to provide, even after a court order, the discovery to which Mr. Morris was entitled. Surely Farmers is due no 
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reward for its conduct in these circumstances. 

B. The Circuit Court Correctly Denied Farmers' Renewed Motion for JML 

Fraud is statutorily defined: "Misrepresentations of a material fact made willfully to deceive, or recklessly without 
knowledge, and acted on by the opposite party, or if made by mistake and innocently and acted on by the opposite party, 
constitute legal fraud." Section 6-5-10 I , Ala. Code 197 5. Kyle presented largely uncontradicted evidence that Farmers and its 
agents made a false representation of a then-existing material fact, that he reasonably relied upon the misrepresentation, that 
he changed his position in reliance upon the misrepresentation, and that in consequence he suffered economic and 
non-economic damages. 

*S4 The circuit court twice21 charged the jury with language approved in the Alabama Pattern Jury Instructions. R916-23. On 
appeal, Farmers challenges only the sufficiency of the evidence of Kyle ' s reasonable reliance upon its misrepresentations. 

1. A Person Fraudulently Induced to Leave Employment May Sue for Fraud in the Inducement Even If the New 
Employment is At Will 

Farmers ignores the controlling opinions supporting Mr. Morris 's cause of action for fraud in the inducement. In Kidder v. 
AmSouth Bank, NA ., 639 So. 2d 1361 , 1363 (Ala. 1994), the Court "h[ e ]Id that Kidder may maintain an action alleging fraud 
in the inducement of her employment based upon alleged misrepresentations as to her working conditions." Kidder relied on 
Smith v. Reynolds Metals Co., 497 So. 2d 93 (Ala. 1986), in which "this Court held that an employee could sue for a 
fraudulent misrepresentation that occurred before her employment ... and that, in her reliance, she had turned down other 
employment and educational opportunities." Kidder, 639 So. 2d at 1362, discussing Smith. In both Smith and Kidder, the fact 
that the new employment was at will barred a *SS contract action alleging wrongful termination, but did not bar the fraud 
actions. 

Patten v. Alfa Mut. Ins. Co., 670 So. 2d 854 (Ala. 1995) similarly holds that a fraud action will lie where an insurer 
fraudulently induces a person to become an agent. Patten is discussed in detail below because it is on all fours, and the 
"reliance" defense rejected by the Court in Patten is the same as the reliance defense that Farmers makes here. 

In Shaddix v. United Ins. Co. Of America, 678 So. 2d 1097 (Ala. Civ. App. 1995), the Court of Civil Appeals followed 
Kidder and Smith in rejecting the defendant's interpretation of Alabama law as preventing an employee at will from 
maintaining a fraud action against his or her employer. 

Farmers does not ask this Court to overrule Kidder, Smith, Patten, or Shaddix, or any of the other opinions supporting the 
judgment. "[T]his Court will not overrule precedents unless asked to do so, especially when there has been no argument for 
such a result." Ex parte McKinney, 87 So. 2d 502, 512 (Ala. 2011) (Shaw, Justice, concurring specially). 

2. The JML As to Reasonable Reliance Was Correctly Denied 

Farmers and its amici likewise ignore this Court's *S6 dispositive holdings (cited repeatedly in the circuit court, C3265-66, 
C3285-86), that reliance may be reasonable in the face of merger and integration clauses. Patten v. Alfa Mut. Ins. Co., 670 
So. 2d at 857 (" 'A stipulation in the written contract that there are no verbal understandings not incorporated herein does not 
estop the party to set up fraud in verbal misrepresentations inducing the contract as a whole. The law does not countenance a 
contract against the consequences of fraud."') ; and Environmental Systems, Inc. v. Rexham Corp., 624 So. 2d 1379, 1383 
(Ala. 1993) ("Thus, the law in this state renders an integration, a merger, clause ineffective to bar parol evidence of fraud in 
the inducement or procurement of a contract.").22 

Patten is dispositive, holding that an insurance agent *S7 may pursue a fraud claim against his employer insurance company 
if the conditions of employment are misrepresented to induce the agent to accept employment. These and other pertinent 
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authorities23 are ignored on appeal by Farmers (and its amici) , even though Mr. Morris relied on them below as controlling, 
the circuit court shaped the trial in conformance with them, and they remain controlling for the outcome of this appeal. There 
was never any request by Farmers to overrule any of these, and it is too late to do so now. 

a. Kyle's Reliance Was Reasonable Notwithstanding The Existence of Farmers' "Conflict of Interest" Document 

i. The Initial Farmers Documents Did Not Contradict the Misrepresentation 

In Patten, Alfa recruited Patten to work in its Alexander City office. 670 So. 2d at 855 . 

With regard to the fraud claim, Patten contends that he was told he would have a $325,000 "book of 
Business" in Tallapoosa County, where he lived and had many friends and business contacts. Although 
Whiteside told him his book of business would be in Tallapoosa County, Patten claims Whiteside knew 
during the employment negotiations that Patten would *58 be expected to spend a portion of his time 
working in Coosa County, where he had no business contacts ... Patten claims that the misrepresentations 
made by Alfa and Whiteside about where he would be working induced him to take a position he would 
not otherwise have considered. 

670 So. 2d at 856. Not only is this fraud-in-the-inducement claim precisely parallel to Kyle Morris's claim, but also the 
defenses that the Patten Court rejected are just like Farmers' defenses here. 

Pertinent here, Alfa argued that reliance was defeated by a provision in the agent's agreement that "Alfa may restrict the 
territory I may solicit in and ... assignment of any particular territory to me is not to be construed as a permanent assignment." 
The Court held to the contrary: 

Because Patten offered substantial evidence tending to show that the initial conditions of employment 
were misrepresented to him and that he justifiably relied on the misrepresentations in deciding to accept 
employment with Alfa, not withstanding the contractual provision stating that Alfa would have the right 
to reassign him after he was hired, his claim alleging fraudulent inducement should have been submitted 
to the jury. 

670 So. 2d at 857 . 

Although this passage uses the phrase "justifiably relied," it does not tum on the distinction between justifiable and 
reasonable reliance; it simply uses the term that was the law at the time. Reliance is not reasonable when *59 the plaintiff 
"made a deliberate decision to ignore written contract terms," Foremost, 693 So. 2d at 421 , but neither Mr. Patten nor Kyle 
did anything of the sort. Kyle read Farmers' documents and understood them the best he could, but saw nothing contradicting 
what he had been told. R587-88. 

There was nothing - zero - in the employment agreement that could or should have alerted Kyle to investigate whether 
Farmers agents really truly meant what they said when they repeatedly told him there was no problem with his continuing his 
affiliation with his father's agency. The provision cited by Alfa in Patten did not contradict the misrepresentation of Mr. 
Patten's initial conditions of employment, and nothing in the documents that Kyle signed to become an agent contradicted 
Farmers ' false statements that it had no policy making it a conflict of interest when a Farmers agent "offices with an agent or 
broker of another insurance company." 
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ii. Farmers' Obscure Internal Policy Provision Did Not Prevent Kyle from Continuing to Reasonably Rely on the 
Misrepresentation When He Signed the Career Agent Agreement 

Farmers does not now contend that anything in the documents Kyle initially signed contradicted the misrepresentations that 
working with his father was not a problem. Instead, Farmers on appeal argues only that one *60 paragraph buried deep in 
online training materials provided to Kyle months after the false representations were made to him, and after he agreed to 
become a Farmers agent, establish as a matter of law that he could not reasonably have relied on the misrepresentations made 
to him before he accepted employment. 

"It is axiomatic that one may not undo a fraud by subsequent acts." Southern Life and Health Ins. Co. v. Turner, 571 So. 2d 
1015, 1020 (Ala. 1990), vacated on other grounds, 500 U.S . 901 , on remand, 586 So. 2d 854 (Ala. 1991 ). "Clearly, one 
cannot rectify a fraud by subsequent conduct. Once the fraud is perpetrated, a cause of action has accrued." National States 
Ins. Co. v. Jones, 393 So. 2d 1361, 1367 (Ala. 1980). Kyle relied on the misrepresentation when he became a Farmers agent 
in reliance upon it, as Mr. Patten did in Patten, and the existence of a document that he did not have access to at that time 
cannot undo the fraud. 

Farmers contends that Kyle had access to the "conflict of interest" provision and should have found it during his training as a 
reserve agent and thus, according to Farmers, could not have continued to rely on the misrepresentations when he signed the 
agreement to become a career agent in August 2007. Farmers asserts, Br. 15, that Kyle signed his *61 career agent agreement 
"two months after completing his training." Farmers then argues that, because of that training, he could not rely on the 
misrepresentation when he signed the career agent agreement or five months later when it became effective and he became a 
career agent in August 2007. Br. 37-40. This again is an instance of an argument in the Appellant's Brief untethered to any 
ruling below - there is no showing that this contention was raised or ruled upon in the circuit court. 

Even ifthe argument were preserved, it is meritless. Any contention ofreliance on the training materials (whether supposedly 
before or after Kyle changed his position and became a Farmers agent) was abundantly refuted at trial. 

First, Mr. Morris testified that he never saw the materials Farmers now points to. E.g., R589. Second, Mr. Hunt and Ms. 
Lowry, who completed the same training as Kyle, both testified that they had never seen this provision. R744-45 (Lowry), 
R771-80 (Hunt). Mike Dewey testified that he did not know such a provision existed. R222. Steve Hunt testified not only that 
he did not know about it but also that he had not found it when he had taken the very same training. R775. Mr. Hunt could 
not even find it in the materials when *62 asked to do so on the witness stand. R775-779. 

The evidence thus established that it was unreasonable to expect anyone to find the particular training materials Farmers cites 
as precluding, as a matter of law, reasonable reliance. The jury was shown a demonstrative aid that was consistent with 
Kyle's testimony (R632-40) and Steve Hunt's testimony (R771-80) about how hard it was to find the "conflict of interest" 
provision: 

*63 Plaintiffs closing argument summarizes just how obscure and difficult to find this particular provision actually is. 
R867-70. 

Under the circumstances, whether Kyle reasonably relied on Farmers' misrepresentation was patently a jury question. 
Farmers' legal argument that its "conflict of interest" provision buried deep within its training materials bars reasonable 
reliance as a matter of law is answered by Potter v. First Real Estate Co., Inc., 844 So. 2d 540 (Ala. 2002); and Ex parte 
Seabol, 782 So. 2d 212 (Ala. 2000). In Potter the Court held that the plaintiffs were not barred by an obscure provision in a 
survey that contradicted the misrepresentation that the property was not in a flood plain. In Seabol the Court held that the 
plaintiff, a realtor, was not barred by a provision in his mortgage from bringing a fraud action against his attorney and bank. 

Potter recites how it and Seabol differ from Foremost, focusing on the facts that the documents in Seabol and Potter "were 
'not as easily understood' as those in Foremost." Potter, 844 So. 2d at 54 7, quoting Seabol, 782 So. 2d at 216. After 
analyzing Foremost 's treatment of *64 Hickox v. Stover, 551 So. 2d 259 (Ala. 1989); and Hicks v. Globe Life & Acc. Ins. Co. , 
584 So. 2d 458 (Ala. 1991 ), Potter holds: 
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Viewing the Foremost Court 's description of the problem in Hicks as permitting a fraud case to go to the jury in all 
circumstances where all the plaintiff had to say was that he did not, in fact, know what the contract said, it is consistent with 
Foremost to recognize a jury question in a fraud case where the plaintiff's ignorance of the contents of a document is 
reasonable under the circumstances. 

Such a result conforms to earlier Alabama cases decided before the adoption of the justifiable-reliance standard .... 

844 So. 2d at 549 (emphasis added). 

The Farmers documents "were 'not as easily understood' as those in Foremost." Potter, 844 So. 2d at 547, quoting Seabol, 
782 So. 2d at 216. Steve Hunt - who worked for the state Farmers office in Birmingham when he testified, R752, and thus 
had incentive to testify favorably to Farmers - gave testimony favorable to Mr. Morris, establishing that even an experienced 
Farmers agent who trained other Farmers agents could not find the obscure provision Farmers now cites. Thus, if anything, 
the documents here are not as easily understood as those in Potter and Seabol. 

As to the "conflict of interest" provision, therefore, Mr. Morris presented substantial evidence, and the circuit court correctly 
denied JML. Mr. Morris presented "a jury *65 question in [his/ fraud case where the plaintiff's ignorance of the contents of a 
document is reasonable under the circumstances. " Potter, 844 So. 2d at 549 (emphasis added). 

b. The Merger Clause and the 90-day Termination Provision Have Even Less Effect on Fraud In the Inducement 

It makes no difference that Kyle's employment was "at will." An at-will employee can bring a fraud claim against his or her 
employer for misrepresentations that induce the employee to accept the employment. Kidder v. AmSouth Bank, supra; Smith 
v. Reynolds Metals Co., supra; Patten v. Alfa Mut. Ins. Co., supra; Borum v. Alabama Inter-Forest Corp., 719 So. 2d 851, 
853 (Ala. Civ. App. 1998); Shaddix v. United Ins. Co., 628 So. 2d at 1099-1100. In any event, the 90-day termination 
provision cited by Farmers has nothing to do with Kyle ' s cause of action. As Farmers through Mr. Gockel admitted, R342, 
Kyle's continuing association with his father 's agency was a conflict from the day he became a reserve agent, and this 
condition of initial employment is what Farmers misrepresented to Kyle. As in Patten, this misrepresentation is actionable, 
and the 90-day termination provision does not contradict it. 

The Court has likewise rejected Farmers' notion (Brf., p. 2) that a merger/integration clause defeats a claim for fraud. *66 
Patten at 857; see also Environmental Systems, Inc. v. Rexham C01p., 624 So. 2d at 1383 (also omitted by Farmers and its 
amici) (holding that "an integration clause" is "not applicable to exclude evidence relating to a fraud claim" ... '"To hold 
otherwise is to encourage deliberate fraud."'). In Environmental Systems, the Court stated: 
"This holding ensues from the rule that when an agreement has been induced by deliberate fraud, the written document 
reciting that agreement is void and is 'of no more binding efficacy ... than if it had no existence, or was a piece of waste 
paper.'" 

Id. at 1385 (citations omitted).24 *67 Ex Parte Lumpkin, 702 So. 2d 462, 467 (Ala. 1997) is especially pertinent as it is a 
post-Foremost opinion continuing to acknowledge that merger and integration clauses do not defeat fraudulent inducement 
claims. 

This Court has likewise rejected Farmers ' other contention (Br. 35-37) that a general disclaimer clause can defeat a claim for 
fraud. Only when the specific representation is expressly disclaimed in a contemporaneously executed document may a 
contracting party claim there is no reliance. See Environmental Systems at 1385, n.7 (citing cases). Here, there was zero 
mention in the contemporaneously *68 executed employment agreement that could have put Kyle on notice that he should 
question or not rely upon Farmers ' misrepresentations about his continued association with his father 's agency. 

These clauses in the agency agreements cannot preclude reasonable reliance as a matter of law. As shown in section A. I . of 
the Argument, above, Farmers did not preserve any other JML ground. The circuit court correctly denied the motion for 
judgment as a matter of law. 
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3. Gardner, A Promissory Fraud Case, Is Inapplicable 

Farmers places most of the weight of its argument on Gardner v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 822 So. 2d 1201 (Ala. Civ. 
App. 2001).25 Br. 31-32, 35-37. That case is entirely distinguishable, both because it is a promissory-fraud case and because it 
involves issues arising ten years after Ms. Gardner became an agent, not, as here, a putative conflict of interest that existed 
before Kyle became a Farmers agent. Gardner became an agent in 1986 and difficulties with her performance arose beginning 
in 1996. 822 So. 2d at 1203-04. After Alfa discovered serious problems in her agency in *69 1997, it terminated her agency 
in 1997 or 1998. Id. at 1205. Gardner's fraud claim was that "she was told by a State Fann representative that the Agent's 
Agreement would be terminated only for theft, that the statement was false, and that she had suffered damage as a result of 
the fraudulent misrepresentation." 

The Court of Civil Appeals rejected Gardner's fraud claim with the following analysis: 
Because the Agent's Agreement clearly provided that it was terminable at will and because it contained a merger clause 
superseding any prior written or oral agreements and providing that it could be amended only in writing, we conclude that 
Gardner could not have reasonably relied upon any agent's alleged statement telling her that she could be terminated only for 
theft. 

In addition, Gardner's claim alleging promissory fraud must also fail, because she presented no evidence tending to show that 
State Fann representatives, at the time they allegedly made the statement telling her that she would not be terminated except 
for theft, intended to deceive her. A present intent to deceive is an essential element of promissory fraud. 

822 So. 2d at 1209. Kyle has never alleged that Mr. Hunt or Ms. Lowry promised that he would not be terminated because of 
his association with his father 's agency, so Gardner is simply inapplicable. Furthermore, it is also inapplicable because it 
concerned issues that arose ten years after Ms. Gardner became *70 an agent, whereas here, the misrepresentation concerned 
a Farmers policy in existence at the time Kyle was considering whether to apply for a Farmers agency that conflicted with the 
known and disclosed fact of his association and his intention to continue associating with his father. 

C. The Circuit Court Correctly Denied the Motion for a New Trial, and Farmers Fails to Show Otherwise 

To the extent that Farmers argues for a new trial, it fails to specify where it preserved any sufficiently egregious trial error(s) 
that might warrant such extraordinary relief. It is Farmers' burden to demonstrate preserved error and to present this Court 
with the legal authorities entitling it to the relief sought. See the authorities cited in Parts VIII. B. and E. and X. A. 2. , above. 
Farmers fails to demonstrate any error, much less some properly preserved error of such gravity or weight that any relief 
might be due in light of Alabama's harmless error rule. Ala. R. App. P. 45 . 

1. Farmers Did Not Preserve an Issue Challenging The Compensatory Damages 

Farmers did not argue in its oral pre-verdict motions that Mr. Morris had failed to present substantial evidence of the 
damages he was seeking. R712-27, R805-08. At the close of Plaintiffs case, Farmers did re-argue a pre-trial motion *71 to 
strike Dr. Hebert's testimony on damages and to strike Plaintiffs evidence of damages. R703-12. The circuit court denied the 
motion, holding that "we have got a jury question on the issue." R71 l-12. 

To the extent this might be construed as a JML argument, it is waived by failure to renew it at the close of all the evidence. 
R805-07. To the extent it could be construed as a ground for a new trial or for a remittitur, the Appellant's Brief is deficient 
for failure to point to a ground in the post-judgment motion requesting a new trial on this ground and for failure to argue with 
specificity and citation to authority that the rejection of such a ground was reversible error. If the Court disagrees with this 
analysis and deems an appealable issue to be presented, the factual recitation above and the argument below show that 
Farmers is wrong and that there is no error. 
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2. Farmers' Arguments Are Wrong 

A plaintiff induced by a misrepresentation to leave employment to take at-will employment with the defendant "would be 
entitled to damages for all injuries proximately caused by the misrepresentation," Kidder v. AmSouth Bank, N.A ., 639 So. 2d 
at 1363. 

*72 Farmers makes arguments that simply do not correspond to the evidence, to Plaintiffs theory of the case, or to the jury 
instructions. First, it argues that Kyle sought damages 

premised solely on what Morris might have made from Farmers had he continued as a Farmers agent. On 
top of that, Hebert assumed, speculatively, that Morris would have remained a Farmers agent, with 
ongoing repeat business for two decades, despite the at-will Agent Agreement. 

Br. 41 (emphasis in original). To the contrary, as set forth in the Statement of Facts, Kyle sought damages for commissions 
he would have earned if he had not left his full-time employment at the Morris Insurance Agency. Farmers' expert, Mr. 
Pawlowski, testified without objection that the best evidence of the policies Kyle would have sold at the Morris Insurance 
Agency in 2007, 2008, and 2009 was the policies he sold working for Farmers, R906, and that the best evidence of the 
retention ratio on those policies was the retention ratio at Farmers, R482. Agreeing with and using this evidence from 
Farmers ' own expert, Dr. Hebert simply made economic calculations based on that "best evidence." 

Farmers actually cites Kidder as holding that the "damages for inducing [a] person to leave one employment for new 
employment is limited to loss resulting from giving up the former employment." Br. pp. 42-43 , summarizing Kidder. Kyle 
*73 agrees, and that is the evidence that he submitted to the jury, and that is how the jury was instructed, R930-32. 

Farmers makes a similarly peculiar argument when it asserts that, "In Reality, Morris Did Not Lose Income." Br. 44-48. 
Three points answer this argument: (I) Kyle did not seek damages for commissions earned in 2007, 2008, and 2009, treating 
the income he earned at Farmers in those years as offsetting the income he would have earned in those years at Morris 
Insurance Agency writing the equivalent policies. (2) Although Kyle earned some income from Morris Insurance Agency in 
those three years, 80% of this income (R694) was attributable to work he did before 2007 and only proves the point that good 
agents continue to earn commissions in later years on policies written in preceding years. (3) Kyle received a salary in 2010 
and 2011 because he took over management duties at Morris Insurance Agency until his father came back out of 
semi-retirement, R6 l 6- l 7, which would not have affected his renewal commissions if he had sold the 310 policies with net 
$637,000 premiums at Morris Insurance Agency instead of at Farmers. Farmers' argument that Kyle cannot recover damages 
because he made more in 2008 and 2009 than he did in 2005 and 2006, or because he made income in 2010 and *74 2011 , is 
incorrect and presents no error. 

Farmers makes a passing comment that "there was no evidence that another carrier would have paid Morris the same 
commission rates as Farmers." Br. 47. It cites no objection on this basis, because there was none. Over and above that 
sufficient answer, the argument is wrong because of the testimony, without contradiction or cross-examination, that the best 
evidence of what Kyle would have made at Morris Insurance Agency, under the business valuation principle of substitution, 
was what he did make at Farmers. Furthermore, Kyle testified that with insurers generally, "the agent gets a small percentage, 
maybe IO or 15 of the total annual premiums." R578 . Farmers did not offer evidence that Farmers paid higher commissions, 
or object to any lack of evidence of commission paid by the companies for which the Morris Insurance Agency wrote 
policies, or argue that the evidence was deficient in this respect, so Farmers cannot now attack the verdict and judgment on 
this belated new basis. 

Farmers next argues that "Morris' Expectation Damages Evidence Was Speculative And Improper." Br. 48-50. This 
argument depends upon cherry-picking the defense evidence, contrary to the standard of review. Only once, Br. 22, does *75 
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Farmers ' brief contain the phrase "retention ratio ," and it is just a passing description of Dr. Hebert's evidence. Nowhere 
does Farmers acknowledge Farrell Morris's testimony that an agent can expect to keep the same customers for 10 to 20 years 
or more. 

Farmers ' last attack on the compensatory damages, asserting that the compensatory damages award "Is Excessive And Must 
Be Reversed As It Necessarily Includes Projected Lost Net Commissions," Br. 51-52, simply repeats the errors of its earlier 
arguments. 

3. The Compensatory Award Is Supported By The Evidence 

'"Compensatory damages are designed to make the plaintiff whole by reimbursing him or her for the loss or harm suffered."' 
Slack v. Stream, 988 So. 2d 516, 533 (Ala. 2008). "General tort law permits recovery of all damages proximately caused by 
the wrongful acts of the defendant." Continental Eagle Corp. v. Mokrzycki, 611 So. 2d 313, 320 (Ala. 1992). The wrongdoer 
bears the risk of any uncertainty over damages caused by its misconduct. Smith v. Atkinson, 771 So. 2d 429, 436-37 (Ala. 
2000) . "To deny the injured party the right to recover any actual damages in such cases, because they are of a nature which 
cannot be thus certainly measured, would be to *76 enable parties to profit by, and speculate upon, their own wrongs." Id. at 
436 . Kyle proved his damages with sufficient specificity, see Part VIl.B .6., above, but if there was any uncertainty, Farmers 
cannot take advantage of it and profit by its own wrongs, especially when it failed to timely and properly preserve any such 
issue for appellate review. 

The circuit court instructed the jury consistently with this law and with the pattern jury instructions. R93 l-32. Farmers raises 
no issue as to these instructions. The jury properly followed them and properly awarded $600,000 in compensatory damages, 
well under the $1 ,000,000 requested and justified by the evidence. 

In arguing that the fraud damages are not the same as contract damages based on wrongful termination, counsel analogized 
the book of business that Kyle would have built at Morris Insurance Agency in 2007-2009 to an annuity that would produce 
an income stream: 
MR. DUNCAN: No, Your Honor, they wouldn' t [be the same] because the difference is on the breach of contract can be 
future expectancy damages, which we are not trying to get future expectancy damages. 

If we were here saying that Kyle Morris had he stayed at Farmers would have gotten future damages out in the future, then 
that would be our breach of contract claim, trying to get future damages, which we are not trying to recover. We are not 
trying to *77 say had he stayed at Farmers he would have sold more policies, had he done anything at Farmers he would have 
gotten future damages at Farmers. That would be the breach of contract claim. 

What we have said is clearly a claim under Alabama fraud law that you can - whatever you gave up in reliance on the fraud, 
you are entitled to recover, if you present substantial evidence. 

What we have is Kyle's book of business that he would have developed over his agency at the Morris Insurance Agency. He 
gave that up over at Farmers. 

So, what we have done is said the best evidence of what he gave up through their expert, a CPA and business valuation 
expert, is the book of business over at Farmers. I use the term substitute that, that is what he would have had he not ever left. 
So, it is all reliance damages. 

Now, on the reliance damages, that asset that he has built that book of business has a revenue [stream] just like an annuity 
would out into the future. So, he has given up that as well as the growth on that business. 

So, we have strictly stayed within the law of fraud throughout this case from day one that all we are trying to do is get what 
would Kyle have had had he not relied on the fraud, changed his position, and come over to Farmers. 

R708-09 (emphasis added) . Mr. Duncan so well demonstrated in this argument the correctness of Kyle 's claim, theory, and 
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evidence, and the inappositeness of Farmers' misdirected attacks, that it is hard to see how better to conclude our argument. 

In the end, Farmers has not met the strict standard for *78 interference with a compensatory award. New Plan Realty Trust, 
792 So. 2d at 363-64; Daniels v. East Alabama Paving, 740 So. 2d at 1145. Its challenge to the compensatory damages, 
whether viewed as a JML issue, a new trial issue, or a remittitur issue (it does not clearly say which it is arguing for), is due 
to be denied. 

D. The Punitive Damages Award is Not Excessive 

1. Farmers Committed A Highly Culpable Intentional Fraud 

Jeff Withoft, Farmers' division manager in Birmingham, "more likely than not" was the Farmers officer in the state office 
who made the initial false representation to be passed on to Michael Dewey. R2 l 6-2 l 7. If it was not Withoft, it was his 
superior, Randy Cooper, Farmers' state executive director. R222:13-16 ("either Jeff or his superior"), R797:10-12. Withoft 
knew at the time of Kyle's recruitment in 2007 that Farmers "had a written policy that made [Kyle's] continuing relationship 
with his father's insurance company, the Morris Insurance Agency, a conflict of interest and unacceptable to the companies." 
R798 :2-l 1. He had actual knowledge of that policy in 2007 "[a]s did the district manager and others responsible for 
recruiting, yes." R798:12-14. Moreover, Mr. Cooper was "aware that it would be a conflict of interest." *79 R799:18-800:1. 
One of these two men told Michael Dewey to hire Kyle, and Withoft approved Kyle's application. There was thus clear and 
convincing evidence that Mr. Withoft or Mr. Cooper, the highest Farmers executives in the State of Alabama, was the 
original source of intentional misrepresentations of a material fact to Kyle Morris26, misrepresentations made for the sake of 
recruiting Kyle as a Farmers agent. 

Mr. Withoft testified, however, that ''No one contacted me by telephone from the district office" regarding Kyle Morris 
becoming a reserve agent. R786:8-12. The jury was entitled from the other testimony to find that Mr. Withoft was wilfully 
swearing falsely to cover up his fraudulent misrepresentation. As in Target Media Partners Operating Co. LLC v. Specialty 
Marketing Corp., [Ms. 1091758, Sept. 6, 2013, 2013 WL 4767022, *20] So_So. 3d _,_(Ala. 2013), "the jury was 
free to, *80 and did, assign little or no credibility or weight to the testimony of' the defense witness who denied an intent to 
deceive. "The absence of an admission of an intent to deceive by one who harbors an intent to deceive cannot be the sine qua 
non of a viable [intentional]-fraud action." Id., WL at *20-*2 l, So_So. 3d at_. 
Circumstantial evidence can be used to establish an intent... to deceive. Indeed, because proof of an alleged tortfeasor' s 
thoughts is, by its nature, difficult, circumstantial evidence often is the only way to prove [intentional] fraud . 

... A defendant's intent to deceive can be established through circumstantial evidence that relates to events that occurred after 
the alleged misrepresentations were made .. .. 

Target Media, 2013 WL 4767022 at *20, So. 3d at (citations and internal punctuation omitted). 

2. All Statutory and Judicial Standards For Review of Punitive Awards Are Satisfied Here 

The jury' s verdict awarding $600,000.00 in compensatory damages and $1,800,000.00 in punitive damages complies with § 
6-11-21 (a) , Ala. Code 1975, where the legislature expressly provided that punitive damages are acceptable so long as they do 
not exceed a ratio of three times compensatory damages or $500,000.00, whichever is greater. 

*81 Moreover, the jury's verdict is completely consistent with the guideposts mandated by BMW of North America, Inc. v. 
Gore, 517 U.S . 559 (1996), and State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408 (2003) , as shown below. 

3. Farmers Disclaims Adverse Financial Impact 
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Farmers "disclaims reliance on its financial position as a reason for remitting the punitive damages award." Post-judgment 
motion, C3786, n. 16. See also Farmers' March 8, 2013, Responses to Plaintiff's Post-Trial Consolidated Discovery 
Requests, C3818, 1 9, ("Farmers has expressly disclaimed reliance on its financial position as a ground for remitting the 
amount of punitive damages awarded by the jury."); id. iJil 10-15, 18-21 (same). 

Indeed, Farmers posted a $3 million supersedeas bond, C3757, thereby further demonstrating its ability to pay the judgment 
in full without any evidence or contention of any adverse financial impact. Thus, this Court's task in conducting its de novo 
review is only to determine whether the jury's verdict punishes Farmers too severely for the misconduct found by the jury. 
Farmers bears the burden of proving excessiveness. McDowell v. Key, 557 So. 2d 1243, 1249 (Ala. 1990). It is not sufficient 
for Farmers simply to *82 allege excessiveness; it must prove it by submitting evidence that "will justify interference" with 
the jury's constitutionally-protected verdict. Fuller v. Preferred Risk Life Ins. Co., 577 So. 2d 878, 886 (Ala. 1991); 
Associates Financial Services Co. of Alabama, Inc. v. Barbour, 592 So. 2d 191 , 198-99 (Ala. 1991). 

4. The Due Process Factors Support Upholding The Award 

The Hammond v. City of Gadsden, 493 So. 2d 1374 (Ala. 1986)/Green Oil/BMW v. Gore analysis involves the balancing of 
two competing constitutional concerns: the constitutional protection afforded the jury's verdict on the one hand and 
defendants' right not to be deprived of property without due process on the other. However, to succeed on a motion for 
remittitur, a defendant must submit sufficient evidence to "justify interference," 577 So. 2d at 886, 592 So. 2d at 198-99, 
with the verdict. If the defendant does not do this, the Court may not interfere with the verdict. 

In this case, Farmers elected not to present any evidence that the jury's punitive damages verdict, if not remitted, will deprive 
it of property without due process of law, i.e. , that Farmers will be punished more severely than necessary to accomplish 
society' s goals of punishment and deterrence. *83 Accordingly, the jury's constitutionally protected verdict should be left 
intact. 

a. Reprehensibility of the Conduct 

This Court should be satisfied that the jury was presented with evidence from which it could - and obviously did - conclude, 
in keeping with the circuit court' s clear instructions on the law of fraud, that Farmers ' conduct was reprehensible indeed. 

Although Gore, Hammond, and Green Oil counsel that a court should examine reprehensibility in evaluating a punitive 
damages verdict for excessiveness, it cannot be ignored that reprehensibility is the factor which the jury principally considers 
in reaching its punitive damages verdict in the first instance. In other words, the size of the verdict reflects the jury's 
assessment of the enormity of the wrong.27 Hence, the jury's assessment of the reprehensibility of the *84 misconduct, as 
reflected by the size of its verdict, is constitutionally entitled the greatest deference. U.S. Const. Amend. VII; Ala. Const. 
1901 , Art. I, § 11. Any determinations about the reprehensibility of the conduct is a matter principally within the jury's 
province. 

In this case there is clear and convincing evidence of each of the requisite elements of fraud, including first and foremost an 
intentional misrepresentation by Farmers. Farmers' senior Division management made misrepresentations that were directly 
contrary to Farmers' then-existing written policies. Mr. Gockel and Mr. Withoft both testified that they knew Farmers' policy 
at the time Kyle was recruited. Mr. Withoft further testified that he would have expected Randy Cooper, Farmers ' head 
executive in Alabama, and Michael Dewey, its Mobile district manager, to both have known about the policy. 

Farmers asserts that a knowingly false statement did not occur since Hunt and Lowry testified that they did not know the 
statement was false when it was made by them on behalf of Farmers. Farmers overlooks controlling law. It is the knowledge 
of the corporation that is important: 
"The Alabama Supreme Court has declared in a number of fraud cases that a culpable intent by any of the *85 corporate 
agents involved in a transaction amounts to corporate fraud, regardless of the fact that other corporate agents, participating in 
the transaction or otherwise, had no such fraudulent intent. 
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'"It is axiomatic that a corporate employee ' s individual defense of lack of intent does not of itself end the inquiry with 
respect to the corporation's requisite intent to defraud. The corporation is acting as a legal entity and, if an individual 
corporate agent's conduct, though not fraudulent of itself, combines with the conduct of other corporate agents so as to 
amount to corporate fraud, the corporation may not escape liability simply by pointing to one innocent link in the chain.' 

"Leisure American Resorts, Inc. v. Knutilla, 547 So. 2d 424, 426 ([Ala.] 1989) (emphasis in original). 

"The Alabama Supreme Court has 'repeatedly held that a corporation cannot escape liability in fraud cases by showing that 
the agent through whom it acted was without knowledge of the true facts . The issue in those cases is whether the corporation 
had knowledge of the true facts .' Shelter Modular Corp. v. Cardinal Enterprises, Inc., 347 So. 2d 1334, 1338 (Ala. 1977). 

"Just because 'the corporation's left hand did not know what its right hand was doing,' the corporation is nonetheless liable 
because of the principles of traditional agency law. Leisure American, 547 So. 2d at 427, quoting and referencing in 
particular Bolton Ford of Mobile, Inc. v. Little, 344 So. 2d 1208 (Ala. 1977)." 

Townsend Ford, Inc. v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co., 656 So. 2d 360, 362 (Ala. 1995). 

*86 The jury was presented with credible evidence that Farmers knew the representation was false . That is all Alabama law 
requires. Additionally, the jury was able to judge the demeanor of Farmers' representatives as they testified and was free to 
conclude that any one of them was not telling the truth about their role and/or the extent of their knowledge when they made 
the misrepresentation to Kyle. 

There was clear and convincing evidence from which a jury could and did conclude that Farmers intentionally made a false 
representation to Kyle (an established insurance agent) to get Kyle ' s existing customers in a scheme whereby Farmers pushed 
him to maximize his production, and then terminated him one month after his production requirements ended so it could keep 
the book of business and all the corresponding renewed premiums: 

*87 Kyle ' s book of business was assigned a new agent, and the new agent received reduced commissions on this book of 
business, meaning that Farmers pocketed the difference. 

In post-judgment discovery, Plaintiff sought to prove that Kyle was only one victim among many, and that Farmers had 
figured out a highly profitable fraudulent scheme that was facilitated by its at-will employment agreements. Unfortunately, 
Farmers withheld substantive discovery responses and elected to let the clock expire on its post-judgment motions rather than 
comply with the circuit court' s order compelling appropriate responses to the other similar incidents discovery. 

b. Similar Criminal and Civil Sanctions 

Other civil frauds causing high compensatory damages support high punitive awards. CNH America, LLC v. Ligon Capital, 
LLC, _ So. 3d at _ , 2013 WL 5966782 at *17, $3.8 million compensatory and $7.6 million punitive; Target Media, 
$3 77 ,800 compensatory and $1 , 133,400 punitive (remanded for further review). This factor supports the award here. 

c. Impact on the Parties 

As noted, Farmers "disclaims reliance on its financial position as a reason for remitting the punitive damages *88 award." 
C3786, post-judgment motion, n. 16; C3818-26, Ii! 9-15, 18-21. This factor therefore emphatically supports a refusal to 
interfere with the jury award. 

d. Whether Defendants Profited From Their Activities 
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Farmers profited and continues to profit today from its fraudulent misrepresentations. Farmers wrested away over 200 of 
Kyle's customers and over $600,000 a year in annual premiums from these customers. Additionally, when Farmers 
terminated Kyle, it reassigned his customers to other agents who received smaller renewal commissions, and Farmers 
pocketed the difference. This factor supports the award, especially in light of Farmers' willful refusal to comply with the 
post-judgment discovery order which would have revealed a pattern of profiteering at the expense of new agents terminable 
at will. 

e. The Costs of Litigation 

Green Oil, 539 So. 2d at 223 , counsels that this Court must consider whether the punitive damages award sufficiently rewards 
the Plaintiffs counsel for assuming the risk of bringing the lawsuit and encourages other plaintiffs to bring wrongdoers to 
trial. Counsel for Mr. Morris were prepared to offer evidence of the costs of this litigation, if a hearing *89 had been held. 
Even without itemized evidence of the litigation expenses, their scale is evident from the length of the 25-volume record, 
which demonstrates numerous hard-fought pre-trial motions as well as the ongoing difficulty of taking the case to trial and 
final judgment. This Court should leave this properly supported fraud verdict intact to offset the deterrent effect of the 
extraordinary expenses and litigation risks of such cases, and to continue the noble societal purposes of bringing such 
wrongdoers to justice. This factor thus warrants leaving the judgment entered upon the jury's verdict fully intact. 

f. Mitigating Factors 

There are none. 

XI. CONCLUSION 

The judgment should be affirmed. 

Footnotes 

2 

The judgment, C3722, is against eleven Farmers entities: Farmers Group, Inc.; Farmers Insurance Exchange; Fire Insurance 
Exchange; Truck Insurance Exchange; Mid-Century Insurance Company; Farmers New World Life Insurance Company; Farmers 
Financial Solutions, LLC; Bristol West Insurance Company; Foremost Insurance Company Grand Rapids Michigan; Foremost 
Property & Casualty Insurance Company; and Foremost Signature Insurance Company. All eleven of these entities are appellants, 
C3903 and C3905 (supersedeas bond), but they make no distinction among themselves for sake of the appeal. See Br. p. I n. 2 and 
accompanying text, referring to them collectively as "Farmers." Mr. Morris does the same. 

Mr. Morris treats all Defendants/Appellants as one under the collective noun "Farmers" (treating the collective noun as 
grammatically singular in the American fashion ("the crowd goes wild" vs. British "the crowd are loving it") but typographically 
plural (Farmers' misrepresentation")). 

Farmers' Statement of the Case asserts, Br. p. 4, that "the trial court denied Farmers' motions for judgment as a matter oflaw at the 
close of Morris ' case and at the close of all evidence." However, Farmers cites only: "C.3722" (the judgment), "R.712-727," and 
"805-808" - obviously only oral, not written, JML motions. See Part A. I of the Argument, infra. 

Farmers asserted before and during trial that Mr. Dewey, Mr. Hunt, and Ms. Lowry were independent contractors, not its agents, 
servants, or employees. Mr. Morris presented overwhelming evidence of Farmers' control over its District Office and personnel, 
see e.g. Rl95:15-17 "a district manager do[es] [p]retty much anything Farmers tell us to do") and R195-99 (Dewey describing 
Farmers ' control of his office). Farmers abandoned its "independent contractor" defense on appeal. 

Farmers presented testimony from only three witnesses, Heather Lowry, Steve Hunt, and Jeff Withoft, R730-804, whose testimony 
confirmed and cemented the proof of the fraud that Plaintiff put on during his case in chief. 
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6 Kyle was actually a Farmers agent for 34 months, from February 8, 2007, until December 16, 2009. R59 l-92. 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

On cross examination, Farmers elicited testimony from Kyle that confused the for-cause provisions allowing immediate 
termination with the provision allowing 90-day termination without cause. R649-52. Farmers cites this testimony in its attempt to 
recast the case as a promissory fraud that Farmers would not terminate Kyle. Br. p. 16. However, this testimony was not part of 
Plaintiffs proof, and Plaintiff never alleged or sought to prove that Kyle was promised he would not be terminated for continuing 
his relationship with his father. 

In fact , Kyle was on the verge of opening his new office when he was terminated. R658 (" l had just bought a building over on 
Airport Boulevard"), R660 ("I actually got an office"). Even then, he was not going to disaffiliate with his father's agency but 
"would basically be working in and out of both offices." R591: 1-3 . 

The transcript misspells Mr. Pawlowski ' s name as "Palowski ." 

Kyle "was working full time for Farmers Insurance" from the first day he became a reserve agent, working "night and day" for 
Farmers. R596: 1-8. Thus, the Farmers sales are an accurate substitute for what he would have sold working full time with his 
father. 

Farmers misleadingly points to Mr. Pawlowski ' s passing comment that lost opportunity costs are "fuzzy." Br. 23 , c1tmg 
R504:6-12. This brief reference is Farmers' only attempt to rebut Mr. Pawlowski ' s pervasively damning testimony, which was so 
bad for Fanners that it did not ask him a single question at trial , despite having retained and disclosed him as its expert witness -
R507/8-9 ("reserve our examination"), R730-804 (defense case, Pawlowski not called). Plaintiffs world-renowned economics 
expert, Robert Hebert, Ph.D., refuted "fuzziness" by explaining that "lost opportunity cost" is a "bedrock" principle of economics. 
R551-53. 

Farrell Morris described a further impediment to reselling those policies - if you have spent three years telling prospects that the 
Farmers policy is a good policy, you lose credibility by coming back to them and trying to persuade them that a different policy is 
a better policy. R695-96. 

Farmers' corporate representative Gockel also testified that if Kyle had never gone to work for Farmers, Farmers "would have 
never been able to terminate him." R436: 19-23. 

The transcript misspells Dr. Hebert' s name as " Herbert." 

Although Mr. Pawlowski calculated a 96.39% a>'erage retention ratio, R481 , Dr. Hebert's weighted average takes into account that 
Kyle had a higher retention ratio in the kinds of insurance for which he sold more policies, R537-39 . 

Again, Farmers takes out of context Dr. Hebert 's comment on cross-examination that "how far you can go in the future" is 
"[p]roblematic [meaning that] we can't say anything conclusive about it." R557: 14-18, cited in Br. 49. Dr. Hebert properly 
explained how his table provided a tool for the jury to use during its deliberations. R547:25-549: 13. 

Adding the three years between termination and trial, the total of 18 years was within Farrell Morris's testimony that an agent can 
expect to keep a customer for 20 years. In any event, the jury gave Kyle only 60% of what he requested, or roughly 10 years ' worth 
ofrenewal commissions (and similarly reduced business expenses and mental anguish damages, or some combination of the three). 

It is now too late to do so. "Arguments made for the first time in a reply brief are not properly before this Court." Baldwin County 
Elec. Membership Corp. v. City of Fairhope, 999 So. 2d 448 , 462, n. 12 (Ala. 2008), citing The Dunes of GP, L.L.C. v. Bradford, 
966 So. 2d 924, 929 (Ala. 2007); and Byrd v. Lamar, 846 So. 2d 334, 341 (Ala. 2002). 

Moreover, the docket sheet shows no filing of any pre-verdict motion for JML. C45 (no entries between 2/4/13 and 2/8/ 13, and no 
motions on those dates). 

The remainder of the passage cited by Farmers, R718-27, is not argument for JML but a colloquy between Judge Lockett and 
Plaintiffs counsel about the intentionality of Farmers' misrepresentation. R718:9 (beginning "It is not necessarily in the motion 
here ... ") - 727:21. 

The jury asked to be recharged on the elements of fraud, R943-44, and this was done. R945-5 l . 

Mr. Morris relied largely on Patten and Environmental Systems in his summary judgment opposition, C3264-86, and the circuit 
court denied both the motion for summary judgment and a motion to reconsider or for Rule 5 certification of thi s very issue. 
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23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

C3499, C3501-04, C3538. Ironically, in a supplement to its motion to reconsider, C3507-37, Farmers cited and attached a copy of 
this Court's now-withdrawn December 21, 2012, opinion in Target Media Partners Operating Co., LLC v. Specialty Marketing 
Corp., Ms. I 091758, Dec. 21 , 2012, 2012 WL 6634443 (Ala. 2012) (not published in Southern 3d). Yet another nail in the coffin 
of Farmers' "reasonable reliance" argument is the opinion this Court issued on second application for rehearing in Target Media, 
[Ms. Sept. 6, 2013, 2013 WL 4767022] _So. 3d _(Ala. 2013), withdrawing the erroneous language that Farmers initially 
relied upon. 

Including, in addition to the authorities cited in footnote 24 below, the secondary authorities cited in Patten, 670 So. 2d at 857, and 
En vironmental Systems, 624 So. 2d at 1383 : 3 S. Williston on Contracts, §§ 811-811 A (3d ed. 1961 ); 3 A. Corbin, Corbin on 
Contracts, § 578, p. 405 n. 42 (3d ed. 1960 and 1991 supp.); Restatement of Contracts§ 573 (1932); 37 Am. Jur. 2d Fraud and 
Deceit § 453 ( 1968). 

This holding that a merger clause does not bar a fraud action is a time-honored principle. See, e.g., Downs v. Wallace, 622 So. 2d 
337, 342 (Ala. 1993) ("To hold otherwise is to encourage deliberate fraud. "); Dixon v. SouthTrust Bank of Dothan, N. A., 574 So. 
2d 706, 708 (Ala. 1990) ("Under Alabama law, an action alleging fraud in the inducement is an action in tort, and in such a case 
the parol evidence rule does not apply."); Ramsay Healthcare, Inc. v. Follmer, 560 So. 2d 746, 748 (Ala. 1990) ("the parol 
evidence rule applies to contract actions, not actions in tort. Paro! evidence is ordinarily admissible to show that a written 
agreement was procured by fraud."); Curry Motor Co., Inc. v. Hasty, 505 So. 2d 34 7, 351 (Ala. 1987) ("Paro! evidence of fraud is 
always admissible, even though there is a completely integrated writing."); Hall v. lntegon Life Ins. Co., 454 So. 2d 1338, 1343 
(Ala. 1984) ("Paro] evidence is always admissible to show that the written instrument was procured by fraud"); Parker v. McGaha, 
321 So. 2d 182, 185 (Ala. 1975) ("Evidence of fraud is always admissible, even though there is a completely integrated writing."); 
Nelson Realty Co. v. Darling Shop of Bim1ingham, Inc., 267 Ala. 30 I, I 0 I So. 2d 78, 83 ( 1957) ("Nor does a written contract estop 
the parties from showing fraud in the inducement .... The action is such cases is based upon the fraud in the procurement of the 
contract, and not upon the contract itself."); Alabama Power Co. v. Pierre, 236 Ala. 521 , 183 So. 665 , 669 ( 1938) (if "there was a 
'catch ' in [the contract] , and [the plaintiff was] deceived thereby, - thus constituting a fraud impairing its validity[,] [t]his may be 
shown by parol. 3 Williston On Contracts, Section 634; Bristow v. Jones, I Ala. 159; 22 Corpus Juris 1215"); Brenard Mfg. Co. v. 
Pearson, 213 Ala. 675 , I 06 So. 171 , 172 ( 1925) ( "The fact that the agreement was in writing did not preclude the admission of 
parol evidence of the fraud or misrepresentation alleged in the plea."); Alabama Machinery & Supply Co. v. Caffey, 213 Ala. 260, 
I 04 So. 509, 511 (1925) ("a stipulation in the written contract that there are no verbal understandings not incorporated therein does 
not estop the party to set up fraud in verbal misrepresentations inducing the contract.... The law does not countenance a contract 
against the consequences of fraud."); Thweatt v. McLeod, 56 Ala. 375 ( 1876); and Dixon v. Barclay, 22 Ala. 370 (1853) . 

Affirmed, Ex parte Gardner, 822 So. 2d 1211 (Ala. 2001) (not addressing the fraud issue). 

" In Alabama, it is not necessary to prove that the misrepresentation was made directly to the person who claims to be injured." Ex 
parte Daimler Chrysler Corp., 952 So. 2d I 082, I 090 (Ala. 2006). Farmers argues incorrectly, Br. 10 (Withoft's denial) and 55 
(Hunt and Lowry "ignorant"), that Withoft made no misrepresentation to Kyle, but the circumstances establish without doubt that 
Withoft intended for Kyle to rely on the misrepresentation by becoming a Farmers agent, and that the misrepresentation was 
repeatedly made to Kyle on behalf of Farmers, by its agents, servants, or employees Mr. Hunt and Ms. Lowry. 

In Cooper Industries v. Leatherman, 532 U.S . 424 (200 I), the Court acknowledged that the factors of "[t]he character of the 
defendant's conduct" and "[t]he defendant 's motive" "may have depended on specific findings of fact" as to which a reviewing 
court may not "disregard such jury findings." 532 U.S. at 439, n. 12. Thus, while adopting de novo review as to the amount of 
punitive damages, the Court acknowledged that the jury' s finding as to culpability is within the constitutional prohibition 
preventing a court from substituting itself for the jury as a finder of fact. 
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FARMERS INSURANCE EXCHANGE et al. 
v. 

Robert Kyle MORRIS 

1121091. 
| 

February 12, 2016. 

Synopsis 
Background: Former employee, who had been employed 
as a reserve-agent, brought action against former 
employer for fraudulent inducement. Following jury trial, 
the Circuit Court, Mobile County, No. CV–10–900355, 
John Ray Lockett, J., entered judgment in favor of former 
employee for $2.4 million. Former employer appealed. 
  

Holdings: The Supreme Court held that: 
  
[1] when an employee leaves one job for another based on 
a misrepresentation, the new employer cannot hide behind 
at-will employment; 
  
[2] presence of the merger/integration clause in the 
horizontal-marketing agreement did not preclude former 
employee from reasonably relying on former employer’s 
representations; 
  
[3] whether former employee could have reasonably relied 
upon former employer’s representations was a question 
for the jury; 
  
[4] record supported compensatory damages award; and 
  
[5] hearing was required regarding whether punitive 
damages award was excessive. 
  

Affirmed in part and remanded with instructions. 
  
Bryan, J., concurred in part and concurred in the result in 
part and filed opinion. 
  
Moore, C.J., dissented and filed opinion. 
  
Shaw, J., dissented and filed opinion, which Stuart and 
Bolin, JJ., joined. 

  
 
 

West Headnotes (18) 
 
 
[1] 
 

Appeal and Error 
Sufficiency of evidence 

Appeal and Error 
Sufficiency of evidence 

 
 The standard of review applicable to a motion 

for directed verdict or judgment notwithstanding 
the verdict, now referred to as a preverdict and a 
postverdict motion for a judgment as a matter of 
law, is identical to the standard used by the trial 
court in granting or denying the motions 
initially; thus, when reviewing the trial court’s 
ruling on either motion, a reviewing court 
determines whether there was sufficient 
evidence to produce a conflict warranting jury 
consideration. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[2] 
 

Appeal and Error 
Taking Case or Question from Jury; 

 Judgment as a Matter of Law 
 

 An appellate court must view any evidence most 
favorably to the nonmovant for preverdict and 
postverdict motions for a judgment as a matter 
of law. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[3] 
 

Appeal and Error 
Expert Evidence and Witnesses 

 
 Whether an expert should be permitted to testify 

is largely discretionary with the trial court, and 
that court’s judgment will not be disturbed 
absent an abuse of discretion; that standard is 
referred to as a trial court’s exceeding its 
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discretion. Rules of Evid., Rule 702. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[4] 
 

Fraud 
Elements of Actual Fraud 

 
 Fraud in the inducement consists of one party’s 

misrepresenting a material fact concerning the 
subject matter of the underlying transaction and 
the other party’s relying on the 
misrepresentation to his, her, or its detriment in 
executing a document or taking a course of 
action. 

4 Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[5] 
 

Fraud 
Elements of Actual Fraud 

 
 The elements of actionable fraud based upon 

misrepresentations are: (1) a duty to speak the 
truth; (2) a false representation of a material 
existing fact made intentionally, recklessly, or 
innocently; (3) action upon the false 
representation by the plaintiff; and (4) loss, 
harm, or damage proximately resulting from the 
false representation. 

2 Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[6] 
 

Fraud 
Relations and means of knowledge of parties 

 
 Under the reasonable-reliance standard 

applicable to fraudulent-inducement claims, a 
person cannot blindly rely on an agent’s oral 
representations to the exclusion of written 
disclosures in a contract. 

2 Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[7] 
 

Contracts 
Duration of Contract in General 

 
 Contracts for an indefinite period generally are 

terminable at will. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[8] 
 

Contracts 
Existing law as part of contract 

 
 Parties to a contract are charged with knowledge 

of the law governing their contract. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[9] 
 

Fraud 
Reliance on Representations and Inducement 

to Act 
 

 When an employee leaves one job for another 
based on a misrepresentation by the new 
employer regarding the new job that is not true 
at the time it is made, the new employer cannot 
hide behind the fact that Alabama law enforces 
or reads into the new employment contract an 
at-will clause to avoid the consequences of its 
fraud. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[10] 
 

Fraud 
Defenses 

 
 An integration clause does not render a party’s 

reliance on oral representations unjustifiable, or 
unreasonable, as a matter of law; to the contrary, 
although a written contract stipulates that there 
were no oral understandings not incorporated 
therein, such a stipulation does not foreclose a 
party, as a matter of law, from establishing his 
reliance on fraudulent representations that 
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induced him to enter the contract. 

1 Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[11] 
 

Contracts 
Effect of invalidity 

 
 When an agreement has been induced by 

deliberate fraud, the written document reciting 
that agreement is void and is of no more binding 
efficacy than if it had no existence, or were a 
piece of waste paper. 

1 Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[12] 
 

Fraud 
Defenses 

 
 Although a party who in fact relies upon 

fraudulent inducements in the face of an 
integration clause may be negligent in so doing, 
his negligence will not prohibit him as a matter 
of law from recovering for injuries intentionally 
inflicted upon him. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[13] 
 

Fraud 
Defenses 

 
 Presence of merger/integration clause in a 

horizontal-marketing agreement did not 
preclude former employee from reasonably 
relying on the representations made to him that 
his continuing affiliation with his father’s 
insurance agency would not be a problem, 
which caused him to leave his former 
employment. (Per curiam with four Justices 
concurring and one Justice concurring in the 
result.) 

Cases that cite this headnote 

 

 
 
[14] 
 

Fraud 
Reliance on representations and inducement 

to act 
 

 Whether former employee, who was employed 
as a reserve-agent, could have reasonably relied 
upon repeated oral representations made to him 
by former employer in direct response to his 
repeated inquiries regarding whether his 
continuing affiliation with his father’s insurance 
agency would not be a problem if he became a 
reserve-agent with former employer was a 
question for the jury in action against former 
employer for fraudulent inducement. (Per 
curiam with four Justices concurring and one 
Justice concurring in the result.) 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[15] 
 

Evidence 
Damages 

Fraud 
Amount awarded 

 
 Record supported award of $600,000 in 

compensatory damages to former employee, 
who was employed as reserve-agent, in 
fraudulent inducement action against former 
employer alleging that he was induced to leave 
his father’s insurance agency and become 
employed by former employer, where award 
was based on commissions that he could have 
earned if he had written policies through his 
father’s agency, rather than through former 
employer, and expert used the commissions and 
retention rate to determine amount of 
commissions he could have earned if he had 
remained with his father’s insurance agency. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[16] 
 

Appeal and Error 
Sufficiency and scope of motion 
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 Former employer failed to preserve for appeal, 

by failing to make the argument either in its oral 
or written motion for judgment as a matter of 
law at the close of all the evidence, argument 
that former employee’s claim for business 
expenses should not have been a damages 
component of judgment in favor of former 
employee in action against former employer for 
fraudulent inducement. 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[17] 
 

Appeal and Error 
Defects, objections, and amendments 

 
 Supreme Court would not consider argument for 

which appellant did not cite any authority. Rules 
App.Proc., Rule 28(a)(10). 

Cases that cite this headnote 
 

 
 
[18] 
 

Fraud 
Amount awarded 

 
 Trial court was required to conduct a 

Hammond/Green Oil hearing regarding whether 
the jury’s $1.8 million punitive damages award 
against former employer was excessive in 
former employee’s action for fraudulent 
inducement in light of $600,000 compensatory 
damages award. Code 1975, § 6–11–23(b). 

Cases that cite this headnote 
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*973 Bert S. Nettles and Brennan Ohme of Haskell 
Slaughter Young & Rediker, LLC, Birmingham, for 
appellants. 

David G. Wirtes, Jr., George M. Dent III, J. Brian 
Duncan, Jr., and Lucy E. Tufts of Cunningham Bounds, 

LLC, Mobile, for appellee. 

Matthew C. McDonald of Jones Walker, Mobile, for 
amicus curiae Alabama Civil Justice Reform Committee, 
in support of the appellants. 

Drayton Nabers, Jr., and Scott S. Brown of Maynard, 
Cooper & Gale, P.C., Birmingham, for amicus curiae 
Business Council of Alabama, in support of the 
appellants. 

Opinion 
 

PER CURIAM. 

 
The remaining defendants below, Farmers Insurance 
Exchange; Fire Insurance Exchange; Truck Insurance 
Exchange; Mid–Century Insurance Company; Farmers 
New World Life Insurance Company; Farmers Group, 
Inc.; Farmers Financial Solutions, LLC; Bristol West 
Insurance Company; Foremost Insurance Company Grand 
Rapids, Michigan; Foremost Property & Casualty 
Insurance Company; and Foremost Signature Insurance 
Company (all legally distinct insurance entities 
hereinafter collectively referred to as “Farmers”)1 appeal 
from a judgment in favor of the plaintiff, Robert Kyle 
Morris. 
  
 
 

*974 Facts and Procedural History 

In 2006, Morris, a licensed insurance agent, was working 
for his father’s independent insurance agency, the Morris 
Insurance Agency (“Morris Insurance”). At some point, 
Morris contacted one of the Farmers entities about 
becoming a Farmers agent. Morris first met with Heather 
Lowry,2 an employee of Michael A. Dewey Insurance 
Agency, Inc., which served as the district office for 
Farmers in Mobile and Baldwin Counties. Lowry testified 
that she showed Morris a presentation as an introduction 
to the opportunity to become a Farmers agent. She also 
testified that Morris told her that he worked for his 
father’s insurance agency, and she admitted that she told 
Morris that being familiar with the insurance industry as a 
whole could possibly benefit him if he became a Farmers 
agent. Additionally, Lowry testified that, when she met 
with Morris, she was not aware that Farmers had a written 
policy that made Morris’s relationship with his father’s 
insurance agency unacceptable; that she did not have any 
documents available to her that would have made her 
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aware that the relationship was unacceptable; that nothing 
in her training would have made her aware that a potential 
conflict of interest existed; and that the state office for 
Farmers did not ever tell her that she should not recruit 
Morris or that Morris was not a suitable candidate based 
on his relationship with his father’s agency. 
  
Lowry further testified that, after that initial meeting with 
Morris, she gave Morris’s information to Michael Dewey, 
the district manager for Farmers, and to Steven Hunt, who 
was another of Dewey’s employees. She testified that, in 
her discussion with Dewey, she would have mentioned 
the fact that Morris worked with his father’s independent 
agency. Finally, she testified that, from that point, Dewey 
and Hunt took over Morris’s recruiting. 
  
Hunt testified that he worked in Farmers’ district office 
and that he coached, managed, and helped train agents. 
He testified that, after Lowry met with Morris, Dewey 
wanted to meet with Morris and go over the reserve-agent 
package.3 Hunt testified that it was his understanding that 
Dewey said that it was okay to continue to recruit Morris. 
  
Dewey testified that Hunt and Lowry both asked him if 
Morris’s relationship with his father’s agency was 
acceptable. He also testified that he talked to someone at 
the state office for Farmers; that he made the Farmers’ 
state office aware of the proposed situation regarding 
Morris’s relationship with his father’s agency; and that 
the representative at Farmers’ state office told him that 
the arrangement was acceptable. Dewey testified that he 
then told Hunt and Lowry that the arrangement was 
acceptable and that Hunt and Lowry then followed up 
with recruiting Morris to become a Farmers agent. Lowry, 
Hunt, and Dewey all testified that, at that time, they did 
not know that Morris’s association with his father’s 
agency constituted a conflict of interest and they did not 
know that Farmers had a written policy that provided that 
Morris’s association with his father’s agency after Morris 
became *975 a Farmers agent constituted a conflict of 
interest. 
  
Morris testified that he initially became interested in 
working as a Farmers agent because Farmers had a policy 
whereby a Farmers agent could place insurance with a 
different company if a customer was not eligible for 
insurance issued by Farmers or if Farmers refused to 
underwrite a policy for the customer. He further testified 
that he had not been looking to disaffiliate himself from 
his father’s insurance agency and that he had told Lowry 
that he did not want to cut off the working relationship he 
had with his father. During direct examination of Morris, 
the following occurred: 

“[PLAINTIFF’S COUNSEL:] Did you specifically ask 

Farmers on multiple occasions before agreeing to 
become a Farmers agent if your association and 
continuing association with the Morris Insurance 
Agency was a problem in any way for Farmers? 

“[MORRIS:] I asked them multiple times and always 
got the same answer. 

“[PLAINTIFF’S COUNSEL:] And what was that 
answer? 

“[MORRIS:] The answer was [it] is in no way a 
problem and is actually a benefit to you. That is the 
way I believed it to be. 

“[PLAINTIFF’S COUNSEL:] All right. Did you rely 
on the representations made to you by Farmers ... 
before agreeing to become a Farmers agent? 

“[MORRIS:] I relied on what they told me. 

“[PLAINTIFF’S COUNSEL:] Would you under any 
circumstances have agreed to become a Farmers agent 
if Farmers would have told you the association with 
your father and the Morris Insurance Agency was a 
problem? 

“[MORRIS:] Absolutely not.” 
  
Morris also testified that, when he agreed to become a 
Farmers agent, he signed several different agreements; 
that nothing in any of those agreements or documents 
indicated that his relationship with his father’s agency 
constituted a conflict of interest; that the documents given 
to him did not say anything contrary to what he had been 
told by Dewey, Hunt, and Lowry; and that there was 
nothing in the agreements that made him think that the 
representations made to him by the agents of Farmers 
were false. 
  
Morris submitted a “Reserve Agent Program 
Application,” which was approved by Farmers’ state 
office. That application showed that Morris was then 
working for his father’s insurance agency. On January 15, 
2007, Morris executed a “Reserve Agent Appointment 
Agreement” (“the reserve-agent agreement”) and a 
“Horizontal Marketing Agent Relationship Agreement” 
(“the horizontal-marketing agreement”), both of which 
became effective on February 8, 2007. The reserve-agent 
agreement provided that it “may be terminated by either 
the Reserve Agent or the Companies on ninety (90) days 
written notice.” After successfully completing the 
reserve-agent requirements, Morris became an agent with 
Farmers. 
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On May 22, 2007, Morris executed the “Agent 
Appointment Agreement” (“the agent agreement”), which 
was effective August 1, 2007. The agent agreement 
provided that it “may be terminated by either [Morris] or 
[Farmers] on three (3) months’ written notice.” At this 
time, Morris maintained an office at his father’s insurance 
agency. Evidence was introduced indicating that Hunt had 
talked to Morris about the need for getting his own 
separate office. However, Hunt testified that he told 
Morris that Morris needed a separate office so he could 
put a Farmers sign out front and so that Morris and *976 
Farmers would have a presence in the community. He did 
not tell Morris that he needed to get a separate office 
because maintaining an office at his father’s agency 
constituted a conflict of interest. 
  
Edward Stansel is the division marketing manager for 
Farmers Insurance Inc.4 He testified that, based on various 
documents, which were introduced at trial, Farmers was 
aware of Morris’s association with his father’s insurance 
agency. On August 7, 2009, Stansel sent a memorandum 
to Keith Gockel, a senior marketing consultant for 
Farmers, requesting that the agent agreement be 
terminated and setting forth various issues he had with 
Morris. In the memorandum, Stansel pointed out that 
Morris’s father owned an independent insurance agency 
in Mobile and stated that he had proof that Morris had 
placed insurance that was eligible to be written through 
Farmers with his father’s agency. That allegation arose 
out of a situation where a customer of another Farmers 
agent canceled a Farmers policy and then obtained 
insurance through Morris’s father’s agency. The other 
Farmers agent complained to Farmers about the situation. 
Stansel admitted in his video deposition that was played 
at trial that he did not have any documentation to prove 
that Morris had caused the customer to cancel his Farmers 
policy and to place insurance with Morris’s father’s 
agency. Additionally, Stansel indicated that he had not 
interviewed anyone regarding the situation. Rather, 
Stansel testified that he believed that Morris had placed 
insurance that was eligible to be written through Farmers 
with his father’s agency. There was also an allegation that 
Morris’s telephone number appeared on a sign for 
Morris’s father’s insurance agency. 
  
Additionally, Stansel testified that, in the memorandum 
he had sent to Gockel in which he recommended the 
termination of Morris’s employment with Farmers, he had 
indicated that Farmers had had multiple issues with 
Morris in which agent counseling had taken place. Those 
issues included three instances in which Morris had not 
met minimum production standards; several instances 
when Morris had not appropriately applied cash he had 
collected to policies he had written; issues with Morris 

transferring policies from other agents without going 
through the proper procedure; an instance in which Morris 
provided a quote for insurance to a prospect of another 
Farmers agent; and an instance in which Morris had also 
written a policy that included wind coverage even though 
such coverage was against Farmers’ underwriting 
guidelines. Stansel’s memorandum also mentioned an 
incident in which Morris had written a policy for an entity 
known as “Private Collections.” Stansel indicated that 
Morris had represented that Private Collections was a gift 
shop and that Farmers’ commercial-underwriting division 
had approved the risk. However, the underwriting 
division later determined that Private Collections was 
actually a jewelry store, and the policy Morris had written 
was then set up for nonrenewal. 
  
Stansel also described another incident in which Morris 
had written a policy on a house in which the square 
footage was listed as 200 square feet less than the square 
footage shown on the Baldwin County Revenue 
Department Web site and the house was listed as one year 
newer than the year listed on the Baldwin County 
Revenue Department Web site. Stansel testified that 
Morris was wrong in that situation; that that was a serious 
offense; *977 that writing a policy for the house without 
the proper square footage and without the proper year of 
construction was a material misrepresentation; and that 
that was actually cause for an agent’s immediate 
termination. 
  
Further, in his memorandum, Stansel stated: 

“It is my recommendation, [after 
listing the exhibits], that we 
terminate the appointment of Kyle 
Morris based on the fact that 
business was stolen from another 
agent and placed with Morris 
Agency.” 

  
Subsequently, Gockel approved the termination of the 
agent agreement. Gockel testified that Morris’s 
employment with Farmers was terminated pursuant to the 
three-month-notice provision of the agent agreement. He 
further testified that Morris’s employment was terminated 
for a number of reasons and that conflict of interest was 
one of those reasons. Additionally, internal documents 
from Farmers presented as evidence at trial showed that 
Morris’s employment was terminated based on a conflict 
of interest. However, there was testimony indicating that 
conflict of interest was given as a reason because only one 
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ground for termination could be entered into the computer 
system. 
  
In September 2009, Stansel and Dewey went to Morris’s 
office and gave him written notice that the agent 
agreement would be terminated effective December 16, 
2009. Morris testified that, when he asked why his 
employment with Farmers was being terminated, they told 
him that there was a conflict of interest because his father 
was in the insurance business. Morris subsequently sued 
Farmers, arguing that Farmers had fraudulently induced 
him to become a Farmers agent.5 
  
The trial took place February 4–8, 2013. Farmers filed a 
motion for a judgment as a matter of law at the close of 
Morris’s evidence and again at the close of all the 
evidence. On February 8, 2013, the jury returned a verdict 
in favor of Morris. The jury awarded Morris $600,000 in 
compensatory damages and $1,800,000 in punitive 
damages. On that same day, the trial court entered a 
judgment on the jury’s verdict. 
  
On March 8, 2013, Farmers filed a “Renewed Motion for 
Judgment as a Matter of Law or, in the Alternative, 
Motion for New Trial or for a Remittitur in the Verdicts”; 
that motion was denied by operation of law. This appeal 
followed. 
  
 
 

Standard of Review 

[1] [2] [3] “ ‘ “The standard of review applicable to a 
motion for directed verdict or judgment 
notwithstanding the verdict [now referred to as a 
preverdict and a postverdict motion for a judgment as a 
matter of law] is identical to the standard used by the 
trial court in granting or denying the motions initially. 
Thus, when reviewing the trial court’s ruling on either 
motion, we determine whether there was sufficient 
evidence to produce a conflict warranting jury 
consideration. And, like the trial court, we must view 
any evidence most favorably to the nonmovant.” ’ 
Glenlakes Realty Co. v. Norwood, 721 So.2d 174, 177 
(Ala.1998) (quoting Bussey v. John Deere Co., 531 
So.2d 860, 863 (Ala.1988)).” 
Parker v. Williams, 977 So.2d 476, 480 (Ala.2007). 

“ ‘The standard of review applicable to whether an 
expert should be permitted *978 to testify is well 
settled. The matter is “largely discretionary with 

the trial court, and that court’s judgment will not 
be disturbed absent an abuse of discretion.” 
Hannah v. Gregg, Bland & Berry, Inc., 840 So.2d 
839, 850 (Ala.2002). We now refer to that 
standard as a trial court’s “exceeding its 
discretion.” See, e.g., Vesta Fire Ins. Corp. v. 
Milam & Co. Constr., Inc., 901 So.2d 84, 106 
(Ala.2004) (“Our review of the record supports the 
conclusion that the trial court did not exceed its 
discretion in finding that Jones was properly 
qualified as an expert under Rule 702[, Ala. R. 
Evid.,] and in considering his testimony.”). 
However, the standard itself has not changed.’ 

“Kyser v. Harrison, 908 So.2d 914, 918 (Ala.2005).” 

Robinson v. Baptist Health Sys., Inc., 24 So.3d 1119, 
1125 (Ala.Civ.App.2009). 

 
 

Discussion 

Farmers’ arguments on appeal can be divided into two 
categories: (1) liability on the fraud claim itself and (2) 
damages. As to the issue of liability, Farmers’ arguments 
on appeal concern the element of reliance. The issue 
presented is whether the trial court should have 
determined, as a matter of law, that Morris could not 
reasonably have relied on the oral representation made to 
him that sharing an office with his father did not create a 
problem and whether, therefore, the issue should have 
been submitted to the jury. The damages issue concerns 
the proper measure of damages if, in fact, the fraud 
claim—including the issue of reasonable reliance—was 
properly submitted to the jury. 
  
 
 

I. 

[4] [5] [6] Farmers argues that the judgment in favor of 
Morris must be reversed, as a matter of law, because, it 
says, Morris could not have reasonably relied on the 
representation that his association with his father’s 
insurance agency would not constitute a conflict of 
interest. 

“ ‘Fraud in the inducement consists of one party’s 
misrepresenting a material fact concerning the 
subject matter of the underlying transaction and the 
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other party’s relying on the misrepresentation to his, 
her, or its detriment in executing a document or 
taking a course of action.’ 

“Oakwood Mobile Homes, Inc. v. Barger, 773 So.2d 
454, 459 (Ala.2000).” 

Johnson Mobile Homes of Alabama, Inc. v. Hathcock, 
855 So.2d 1064, 1067 (Ala.2003) (emphasis omitted). 

“The elements of actionable fraud 
based upon misrepresentations are: 
1) a duty to speak the truth; 2) a 
false representation of a material 
existing fact made intentionally, 
recklessly, or innocently; 3) action 
upon the false representation by the 
plaintiff; and 4) loss, harm, or 
damage proximately resulting from 
the false representation.” 

Kidder v. AmSouth Bank, N.A., 639 So.2d 1361, 1362 
(Ala.1994). 

“This Court has stated that ‘fraudulent-inducement 
claim[s] [are] governed by the “reasonable-reliance” 
standard. Under that standard, a person cannot blindly 
rely on an agent’s oral representations to the exclusion 
of written disclosures in a contract.’ Harold Allen’s 
Mobile Home Factory Outlet, Inc. v. Early, 776 So.2d 
777, 783–84 (Ala.2000) (citations omitted).” 

Wright Therapy Equip., LLC v. Blue Cross & Blue Shield 
of Alabama, 991 So.2d 701, 706 (Ala.2008) (emphasis 
added). 
  
The “reasonable-reliance” standard for 
fraudulent-inducement claims repeated in  *979 Wright 
Therapy Equipment was declared by this Court in 
Foremost Insurance Co. v. Parham, 693 So.2d 409, 421 
(Ala.1997). The Foremost Court rejected the 
“justifiable-reliance” standard this Court had adopted in 
Hickox v. Stover, 551 So.2d 259 (Ala.1989), and 
reiterated in Hicks v. Globe Life & Accident Insurance 
Co., 584 So.2d 458 (Ala.1991). The problem with those 
earlier decisions was that they “permitt[ed] a fraud case to 
go to the jury in all circumstances where all the plaintiff 
had to say was that he did not, in fact, know what the 
contract said.” Potter v. First Real Estate Co., 844 So.2d 
540, 549 (Ala.2002). The Foremost Court itself explained 
the effect of its rejection of this approach and its return to 
the “reasonable-reliance” standard: 

“The concerns that have been expressed by at least four 
present members of this Court as to the impact the 
Hickox standard has had on the law of fraud were best 
expressed by Justice Almon in his dissent in Hicks: 

“ ‘The traditional standard of “reasonable reliance” 
provided a flexible concept adaptable to the 
circumstances of each case, including the relative 
sophistication and bargaining powers of the parties. 
The new standard of “justifiable reliance” gives to 
parties claiming fraud undue leeway to ignore 
written contract terms and allows in some cases the 
automatic creation of a jury issue by a plaintiff’s 
statement in contradiction of such written terms.’ 

“[Hicks v. Globe Life & Accident Ins. Co.,] 584 So.2d 
[458,] 469–70 [ (Ala.1991) ]. 

“After careful consideration, we conclude that the 
‘justifiable reliance’ standard adopted in Hickox, which 
eliminated the general duty on the part of a person to 
read the documents received in connection with a 
particular transaction (consumer or commercial), 
should be replaced with the ‘reasonable reliance’ 
standard most closely associated with Torres v. State 
Farm Fire & Casualty Co., 438 So.2d 757 (Ala.1983). 
The ‘reasonable reliance’ standard is, in our view, a 
more practicable standard that will allow the factfinder 
greater flexibility in determining the issue of reliance 
based on all of the circumstances surrounding a 
transaction, including the mental capacity, educational 
background, relative sophistication, and bargaining 
power of the parties. In addition, a return to the 
‘reasonable reliance’ standard will once again provide a 
mechanism, which was available before Hickox, 
whereby the trial court can enter a judgment as a matter 
of law in a fraud case where the undisputed evidence 
indicates that the party or parties claiming fraud in a 
particular transaction were fully capable of reading and 
understanding their documents, but nonetheless made a 
deliberate decision to ignore written contract terms.” 

693 So.2d at 421 (emphasis added). 
  
Farmers essentially argues that three aspects of Morris’s 
relationship with Farmers negate Morris’s fraud claim. 
The first two concern provisions of Morris’s written 
contracts with Farmers; the third concerns information 
made available to Morris outside those contracts. 
Consequently, Farmers’ first two arguments potentially 
implicate the Foremost reliance standard; the third 
argument does not. 
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A. 

Initially, Farmers contends that Morris could not have 
reasonably relied on the representations that sharing an 
office with his father would not constitute a conflict of 
interest because the reserve-agent agreement and the 
agent agreement provided that they were terminable at 
will by either *980 party with three months’ written 
notice. However, Morris asserts that “a person 
fraudulently induced to leave employment may sue for 
fraud in the inducement even if the new employment is at 
will.” 
  
The gravamen of Morris’s claim is that Farmers made 
representations that induced him to leave his existing, 
exclusive employment arrangement with his father’s 
insurance agency. In Kidder v. AmSouth Bank, N.A., 639 
So.2d 1361, 1363 (Ala.1994), a case involving similar 
fraud and employment-at-will issues, the plaintiff, Vicki 
Kidder, sued AmSouth Bank, N.A., alleging fraudulent 
inducement and breach of contract; the case was removed 
to a federal district court. The federal district court 
subsequently certified two questions to this Court 
regarding Kidder’s fraud-in-the-inducement claim. The 
first question was: 

“ ‘Can Ms. Kidder, who was 
employed as an at-will employee 
subject to discharge by AmSouth at 
any time, maintain a cause of 
action based on fraud in the 
inducement of her employment 
based upon alleged 
misrepresentations as to her 
working conditions?’ ” 

639 So.2d at 1361–62. In addressing that question, this 
Court stated: 

“It is well settled by our case law that ‘the showing of a 
loss of employment is legally inadequate to show the 
element of damage in a fraud claim by an at-will 
employee against his or her employer.’ See, Burrell v. 
Carraway Methodist Hospitals of Alabama, Inc., 607 
So.2d 193, 196 (Ala.1992); Salter [v. Alfa Ins. Co., 561 
So.2d 1050 (Ala.1990) ]. For example, in Salter, the 
plaintiff alleged that her employer represented that she 
did not have to be involved in investigating a particular 
insurance claim. The plaintiff alleged that she was then 
fired for failing to investigate the claim and that her 
termination caused her financial damage. The Court 
held that she suffered no legally recognized loss or 

damage as the result of any representation made by her 
employer because her contract was terminable by her 
employer at any time and for any, or for no reason. 

“In Burrell the plaintiff alleged that his employer 
fraudulently misrepresented to him that certain conduct 
was permissible and that he was nevertheless 
discharged for participating in that conduct. This Court 
held that, even if the plaintiff proved those allegations, 
he had suffered no legally recognized damage because 
he was subject to termination at any time. 607 So.2d at 
196.” 

639 So.2d at 1362. 
  
In contrast to Burrell v. Carraway Methodist Hospitals of 
Alabama, Inc., 607 So.2d 193 (Ala.1992), the gravamen 
of the claim in Kidder was that the allegedly fraudulent 
representation had induced the employee to leave her 
former job. This Court addressed Kidder’s claim as 
follows: 

“In a similar case, this Court held that an employee 
could sue for a fraudulent misrepresentation that 
occurred before her employment. [In] Smith v. 
Reynolds Metals Co., 497 So.2d 93 (Ala.1986), the 
plaintiff contended that the employer misrepresented to 
her that she was qualified for summer employment. 
The Court allowed the plaintiff to proceed on her claim 
that she had relied upon this misrepresentation and that, 
in her reliance, she had turned down other employment 
and educational opportunities. 

“AmSouth argues that Bates v. Jim Walter Resources, 
Inc., 418 So.2d 903 (Ala.1982), applies to this case and 
bars Kidder’s fraud claim. The plaintiff in Bates 
accepted a job offer by the defendant and quit her 
former job as a dental hygienist. Before she began her 
new job, the defendant had a hiring freeze and 
terminated the plaintiff’s employment. *981 The 
plaintiff sued, alleging breach of contract and claiming 
damages for the loss incurred by giving up her former 
job. The termination of the Bates plaintiff, an at will 
employee, occurred before her actual employment had 
begun; this Court held that the doctrine of at will 
employment barred her claim. 

“However, there is a difference between Bates and this 
case. The Bates plaintiff alleged a breach of contract 
claim against the employer. Kidder claims that she was 
fraudulently induced to accept AmSouth’s job offer. 
The breach of contract alleged in Bates did not arise 
until some time after the plaintiff had accepted the 
defendant employer’s offer. In this present case, 
however, the elements of fraud were met when Kidder 
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gave up her former employment, having agreed to work 
for AmSouth based on its alleged misrepresentations. 
Notably, in Smith v. Reynolds Metals Co., this Court 
held that the plaintiff, as an employee at will, had no 
breach of contract claim even though she was allowed 
to pursue a fraud claim. 

“We hold that Kidder may maintain an action alleging 
fraud in the inducement of her employment based upon 
alleged misrepresentations as to her working 
conditions.” 

639 So.2d at 1362–63. 
  
In this case, Morris has not sued Farmers alleging a 
breach of contract as to his relationship with Farmers. 
Rather, Morris has sued alleging that, among other things, 
Farmers fraudulently induced him to alter his prior 
business relationship with his father’s insurance agency 
and to instead begin placing insurance policies with 
Farmers. Morris argues that he was harmed because he 
lost the opportunity to sell policies and accumulate a 
“book of business” through his father’s insurance agency 
rather than through Farmers. Just as in Kidder, Morris’s 
status as an at-will employee for Farmers does not change 
the fact, as found by the jury, that Morris was fraudulently 
induced to leave his former employment. Morris’s claim 
is focused on that occurrence, not on whether his eventual 
termination by Farmers constituted a breach of the 
contract between him and Farmers. 
  
[7] [8] Farmers’ attempt to avoid liability by relying upon 
the at-will nature of Morris’s employment contracts finds 
no logical boundary at contracts lacking express at-will 
clauses. Even in the absence of such a clause, Alabama 
law provides that contracts for an indefinite period 
generally are terminable at will (see, e.g., Webb Wheel 
Prods., Inc. v. Hanvey, 922 So.2d 865, 870 (Ala.2005)) 
and that parties to a contract are charged with knowledge 
of the law governing their contract (Burrell v. Carraway, 
607 So.2d 193 (Ala.1992); Salter v. Alfa Ins. Co., 561 
So.2d 1050 (Ala.1990)). As a result, embracing Farmers’ 
position would require not only an overruling of Kidder 
and the cases it relies upon, it logically would mean that 
the at-will nature of Alabama employment contracts 
generally would eliminate from our jurisprudence any 
claims alleging fraud of the nature alleged here. 
  
[9] There is no difference between this case and Kidder in 
regard to the fact that the actions of the defendant 
necessary to support a cause of action based on fraud 
were completed before the new employment began.6 And 
in both cases the plaintiff “ ‘seeks damages only with 
respect to *982 what [he] gave up in taking the [new] 
job.’ ” 639 So.2d at 1362 (quoting trial court’s second 

certified question in Kidder). The holding in Kidder, 
which has not been overruled, applies here. When an 
employee leaves one job for another based on a 
misrepresentation by the new employer regarding the new 
job that is not true at the time it is made, the new 
employer cannot hide behind the fact that Alabama law 
enforces or reads into the new employment contract an 
“at-will” clause to avoid the consequences of its fraud.7 
Therefore, the fact that the agent agreement was 
terminable at will by either party would not, as a matter of 
law, prevent Morris from reasonably relying on the 
representations made to him. 
  
 
 

B. 

[10] [11] [12] [13] Farmers also argues that Morris could not 
have reasonably relied on the representations made by 
Lowry, Hunt, and Dewey because the 
horizontal-marketing agreement contained a “merger” or 
“integration” clause that provided, in pertinent part: 

“The Agreement contains the entire 
agreement between [Morris] and 
[Farmers] except for the 
aforementioned and applicable 
[reserve-agent agreement].... Each 
party to this Agreement 
acknowledges that no 
representations, inducements, 
promises or agreements orally or 
otherwise have been made by or 
behalf of any party except those 
covenants and agreements 
expressly noted above or embodied 
in this Agreement. As of the 
effective date of this Agreement, 
this Agreement fully supersedes 
any and all prior negotiations, 
agreements or understanding 
between the parties pertaining to 
the subject matter of this 
Agreement and there are no oral or 
written agreements, understandings 
representations or statements 
relating to the subject matter of this 
Agreement other than the 
aforementioned *983 and 
applicable [reserve-agent 
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agreement].” 

However, 

“this Court has never held that an integration clause ... 
renders a party’s reliance on oral representations 
unjustifiable, or unreasonable,3 as a matter of law. To 
the contrary, this Court has consistently held that 
although a written contract stipulates that there were no 
oral understandings not incorporated therein, such a 
stipulation does not foreclose a party, as a matter of 
law, from establishing his reliance on fraudulent 
representations that induced him to enter the contract. 
See Harris v. M & S Toyota, 575 So.2d 74 (Ala.1991); 
Stanard Tilton Milling Co. v. Mixon, 243 Ala. 309, 
312, 9 So.2d 911, 913 (1942); Standard Oil Co. v. 
Myers, 232 Ala. 662, 665, 169 So. 312, 314 (1936); 
Alabama Machinery & Supply Co. v. Caffey, 213 Ala. 
260, 262, 104 So. 509, 511 (1925); J.A. Fay & Egan 
Co. v. Independent Lumber Co., 178 Ala. 166, 168, 59 
So. 470, 471 (1912); see also Advanced Studios of 
Alabama, Inc. v. Advanced Hairpiece, Inc., 607 F.2d 
1138, 1139 (5th Cir.1979) (applying Alabama law). 
Accord, AgriStor Leasing v. Farrow, 826 F.2d 732, 736 
n. 6 (8th Cir.1987) (applying Iowa law); V.S.H. Realty, 
Inc. v. Texaco, Inc., 757 F.2d 411, 418 (1st Cir.1985) 
(applying Massachusetts law); King v. Horizon Corp., 
701 F.2d 1313, 1318 (10th Cir.1983) (applying 
Colorado law); Arnold v. National Aniline & Chemical 
Co., 20 F.2d 364, 369–70 (2d Cir.1927) (applying New 
York law); RepublicBank Dallas v. First Wisconsin 
National Bank, 636 F.Supp. 1470, 1473 
(E.D.Wis.1986) (applying Wisconsin law); Hall v. 
Crow, 240 Iowa 81, 34 N.W.2d 195, 199 (1948); Bates 
v. Southgate, 308 Mass. 170, 31 N.E.2d 551, 557–58 
(1941); Burns v. Vesto Co., 295 S.W.2d 576, 579 
(Mo.App.1956); Hector M. v. Commissioner of Social 
Services, 102 Misc.2d 676, 425 N.Y.S.2d 199, 205 
(N.Y.Fam.Ct.1980); Angerosa v. White Co., 248 A.D. 
425, 290 N.Y.S. 204, 213 (1936); McInnis & Co. v. 
Western Tractor & Equip. Co., 63 Wash.2d 652, 388 
P.2d 562, 565 (1964); Coson v. Roehl, 63 Wash.2d 
384, 387 P.2d 541, 544 (1963); Anderson v. Tri–State 
Home Improvement Co., 268 Wis. 455, 459–60, 67 
N.W.2d 853 (1955). This holding ensues from the rule 
that when an agreement has been induced by deliberate 
fraud, the written document reciting that agreement is 
void and is ‘of no more binding efficacy ... than if it 
had no existence, or were a piece of waste paper.’ 
Drinkard v. Embalmers Supply Co., 244 Ala. 619, 621, 
14 So.2d 585, 587 (1943); accord, Angerosa, 248 A.D. 
at ––––, 290 N.Y.S. at 213; Coson, 63 Wash.2d at 387, 
387 P.2d at 544. 

“The policy behind permitting a party to establish his 
reliance on another’s fraudulent inducements despite an 
integration clause in the written agreement has been 
well stated by the Massachusetts Supreme Court: 

“ ‘In the realm of fact it is entirely possible for a 
party knowingly to agree that no representations 
have been made to him, while at the same time 
believing and relying upon representations which in 
fact have been made and in fact are false but for 
which he would not have made the agreement. To 
deny this possibility is to ignore the frequent 
instances in everyday experience where parties 
accept, often without critical examination, and act 
upon agreements containing somewhere within their 
four corners exculpatory clauses in one form or 
another, but where they do so, nevertheless, in 
reliance upon the honesty of supposed friends, the 
plausible and disarming statements of *984 
salesmen, or the customary course of business. To 
refuse relief would result in a multitude of frauds and 
in thwarting the general policy of the law.’ 

“Bates, 308 Mass. at 182, 31 N.E.2d at 558, cited in 
V.S.H. Realty, Inc., 757 F.2d at 418; King, 701 F.2d at 
1318. Thus, although a party who in fact relies upon 
fraudulent inducements in the face of an integration 
clause may be negligent in so doing, his negligence will 
not prohibit him as a matter of law from recovering for 
injuries intentionally inflicted upon him. 
“ 3Before Hickox v. Stover, 551 So.2d 259 (Ala.1989), 
‘reasonable reliance’ was the standard in fraud 
actions.”8 

  

Downs v. Wallace, 622 So.2d 337, 341–42 (Ala.1993). 
Therefore, the presence of the merger/integration clause 
in the horizontal-marketing agreement would not, as a 
matter of law, preclude Morris from reasonably relying on 
the representations made to him. 
  
 
 

C. 

Finally, Farmers argues that Morris could not have 
reasonably relied on the representations made to him by 
Lowry, Hunt, and Dewey because, it says, the training 
materials Morris was supposed to have reviewed before 
becoming a full-time agent would have put him on notice 
that his continued association with his father’s insurance 
agency constituted a conflict of interest. Specifically, 
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Farmers argues that a statement in an online training 
manual—the “Farmers Code of Business Ethics and 
Professional Standards” (“the Farmers ethics 
manual”)—rendered null any representations made by 
Farmers representatives to Morris concerning whether he 
could continue his association with his father’s insurance 
agency after he became a Farmers agent. 
  
It is true that “where an alleged misrepresentation is 
explicitly addressed and negated in a written agreement 
signed by the parties, any reliance on a contrary oral 
assertion may be deemed unreasonable as a matter of 
law.” 37 Am.Jur.2d Fraud and Deceit § 255 
(2013)(emphasis added). Foremost put it this way: 

“[A] return to the ‘reasonable 
reliance’ standard will once again 
provide a mechanism ... whereby 
the trial court can enter a judgment 
as a matter of law in a fraud case 
where the undisputed evidence 
indicates that the party or parties 
claiming fraud in a particular 
transaction were fully capable of 
reading and understanding their 
documents, but nonetheless made a 
deliberate decision to ignore 
written contract terms.” 

693 So.2d at 421 (emphasis added). The Court reiterated 
the standard in Massey Automotive, Inc. v. Norris, 895 
So.2d 215, 218 (Ala.2004): 

“Under the reasonable-reliance 
standard, a judgment as a matter of 
law in favor of the defendant in a 
fraud case is appropriate where the 
party who claims fraud in the 
transaction was fully capable of 
reading and understanding the 
terms of the contract involved in 
the transaction, but instead blindly 
relied on the defendant’s oral 
representations to the exclusion of 
written disclosures in the contract 
to the contrary.” 

(Emphasis added.) 

  
Foremost refers to terms of a written contract that 
contradict oral representations; it does not address the 
question of under what circumstances reasonable reliance 
is precluded by statements in documents *985 other than 
the contract between the parties, such as an online training 
manual.9 See also Alabama Elec. Coop., Inc. v. Bailey’s 
Constr. Co., 950 So.2d 280 (Ala.2006) (holding that 
representations in a noncontractual document could not be 
reasonably relied upon by a plaintiff precisely because 
only the written contract could be relied upon). 
  
It was undisputed that the agent agreement did not include 
any provision regarding conflicts of interest. Even if it 
had contained some statement that should have provoked 
further inquiry by Morris regarding his association with 
his father’s insurance agency, Morris clearly and 
repeatedly made such inquiries regarding that association 
and repeatedly was told that Farmers had no policy 
against such an association. 
  
[14] The trial court framed the issue to the jury in this case 
consistently with the fact that the statement in the Farmers 
ethics manual regarding conflicts of interest was not part 
of the written contract between the parties. As Morris 
argues in his brief on appeal: 

“There was nothing—zero—in the employment 
agreement that could or should have alerted [Morris] to 
investigate whether Farmers’ [representatives] really 
truly meant what they said when they repeatedly told 
him there was no problem with his continuing his 
affiliation with his father’s agency.... [N]othing in the 
documents that [Morris] signed to become an agent 
contradicted Farmers’ false statement that it had no 
policy making it a conflict of interest when a Farmers 
agent ‘offices with an agent or broker of another 
insurance company.’ 

“... Farmers does not now contend that anything in the 
documents [Morris] initially signed contradicted the 
misrepresentation that working with his father was not 
a problem. Instead, Farmers on appeal argues only that 
one paragraph buried deep in online training materials 
provided to [Morris] months after the false 
representations were made to him, and after he agreed 
to become a Farmers agent, establish as a matter of law 
that he could not reasonably have relied on the 
misrepresentations made to him before he accepted 
employment.” 

  
It also should be noted that one of the contracts in this 
case contains a merger clause. In essence, Farmers is 
contending that Morris could not have reasonably relied 
upon the representations made to him because of a 
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statement regarding conflicts of interest contained in a 
document that was not part of a contract that expressly 
stated that it was a complete expression of the parties’ 
agreement. Perhaps it is a recognition of this contradiction 
that causes Farmers to stop short of arguing in its brief 
that the statement in the Farmers ethics manual constitutes 
an explicit contractual refutation of the oral 
representations, as would be required for Foremost to 
apply. In other words, Farmers does not argue that 
Foremost governs here. Instead, it contends that the 
statement in the Farmers ethics manual put Morris “on 
notice that he could not rely on the *986 claimed 
representation” and that “[h]e did not inquire about any 
contradiction.” 
  
Again, this argument is not a “Foremost 
reasonable-reliance argument.” It is simply an argument 
that a plaintiff could not reasonably rely on one 
extracontractual statement by an employer (or, in this 
case, several statements) in light of a separate, conflicting 
extracontractual statement by the same employer. More 
specifically, Farmers must persuade us that, as a matter of 
law, Morris could not reasonably have relied upon the 
particular, direct, repeated assurances he received from 
representatives of Farmers in response to his pointed 
inquiries when there was a conflicting statement to be 
found in the Farmers ethics manual that Morris was 
supposed to have read as part of his orientation. Given the 
particular facts of this case, we are not so persuaded. We 
cannot say that the trial court incorrectly concluded that 
the issue whether Morris could have reasonably relied 
upon the repeated oral representations made to him in 
direct response to his repeated inquiries, as opposed to the 
statement at issue in the Farmers ethics manual, was a 
factual question for the jury. 
  
Morris argues as follows as to the facts that supported the 
submission of the issue to the jury and the jury’s verdict: 

“First, Mr. Morris testified that he never saw the 
materials Farmers now points to. Second, Mr. Hunt and 
Ms. Lowry, who completed the same training as 
[Morris], both testified that they had never seen this 
provision. Mike Dewey testified that he did not know 
such a provision existed. Steve Hunt testified not only 
that he did not know about it but also that he had not 
found it when he had taken the very same training. Mr. 
Hunt could not even find it in the materials when asked 
to do so on the witness stand. 

“The evidence thus established that it was unreasonable 
to expect anyone to find the particular training 
materials Farmers cites as precluding, as a matter of 
law, reasonable reliance. The jury was shown a 
demonstrative aid that was consistent with [Morris’s] 

testimony and Steve Hunt’s testimony about how hard 
it was to find the ‘conflict of interest’ provision.” 

The demonstrative aid referenced described the following 
steps to which Morris had to go to even find the 
conflict-of-interest statement in the Farmers ethics 
manual: 

“ ‘1. Take the “Constructing Your Business” online 
module, which is one of dozens of online courses. 

“ ‘2. Go to page 19, under “Duties and 
Responsibilities,” and find the second paragraph. 

“ ‘3. Go to the company server and click on “Agency 
Dashboard,” “Managing,” “My Operations,” and 
“Agent Guide.” 

“ ‘4. Find Section 3 of 10 in the “Agent Guide.” 

“ ‘5. Find the 7th of 13 categories listed in the table of 
contents for that section alone. 

“ ‘6. Go to that category, titled “Responsibility,” and 
find subsection 1. 

“ ‘7. Look at the third paragraph. There it says: 
“Accordingly, an agent who offices with an agent or 
broker of another insurance company, will be 
considered as maintaining a conflict of interest.” ’ ” 

Morris’s argument continues: “Under the circumstances, 
whether [Morris] reasonably relied on Farmers’ 
misrepresentation was patently a jury question.” 
  
We agree with Morris. See also Potter v. First Real Estate 
Co., 844 So.2d 540 (Ala.2002) (holding that the plaintiffs 
were *987 not barred by a difficult-to-read provision in a 
survey that contradicted the oral representations upon 
which they had relied regarding whether the house they 
had purchased was located in a flood plain). 
  
Morris entered into an employment relationship with 
Farmers only after receiving multiple assurances that his 
affiliation with his father’s insurance agency was not a 
problem. Likewise, Farmers accepted Morris’s services 
with full knowledge of Morris’s situation. Morris did not 
blindly rely on oral representations and ignore the terms 
of his contracts. The only information contrary to what 
Morris had been told was buried in a 200–page manual 
among dozens of other documents provided for training 
modules, and even longtime Farmers employees were not 
aware of the existence of the statement. Under these 
circumstances, a jury could find that it was reasonable for 
Morris to rely upon the representations made by Farmers 
representatives and for him to be unaware of the single, 
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noncontractual statement to the contrary. Morris 
presented sufficient evidence of fraudulent inducement 
for the matter to be decided by the jury. Therefore, we 
cannot conclude that the trial court erred in denying 
Farmers’ postjudgment motion for a judgment as a matter 
of law. 
  
 
 

II. 

Having held that the judgment for Morris on the fraud 
claim is due to be affirmed, we consider Farmers’ 
arguments regarding the damages awards. Farmers argues 
that the jury’s compensatory-damages award was not 
supported by the evidence. Specifically, it contends that 
the calculation by Morris’s expert regarding Morris’s 
economic loss was based solely on what Morris would 
have earned had he continued as a Farmers agent and that 
Morris’s expert speculated as to the length of time Morris 
would have remained a Farmers agent, despite the fact 
that the agent agreement was terminable at will. Farmers 
is correct that Morris would not be entitled to damages 
based on a loss of income he would have received had the 
agent agreement not been terminated. However, Farmers 
has mischaracterized the evidence Morris presented 
regarding compensatory damages. 
  
Morris was “entitled to damages for all injuries 
proximately caused by” Farmers’ misrepresentation. 
Kidder, 639 So.2d at 1363. At trial, Morris argued that the 
measure of damages would be the opportunities he had 
lost by becoming a Farmers agent. Specifically, he 
asserted that, by becoming a Farmers agent, he lost the 
opportunity to write policies through his father’s 
insurance agency during the time the reserve-agent 
agreement and the agent agreement were in effect. 
  
Morris called as a witness Mark Palowski,10 a certified 
public accountant who had been hired by Farmers as a 
business-valuation expert. Palowski testified that Morris 
had incurred business expenses in becoming a Farmers 
agent. He also testified that, in his opinion, Morris’s 
customers were loyal to Morris, not Farmers; that those 
individuals purchased policies from Morris based on their 
relationship with Morris and not based on Morris’s 
relationship with Farmers; and that, if Morris had 
recommended other products from companies other than 
Farmers, the customers would have bought those 
products. He further agreed that, if Morris had remained 
with his father’s insurance *988 agency, he would have 
been able to sell policies to those same customers through 

his father’s insurance agency rather than through Farmers. 
He further testified that Morris gave up his ability to sell 
those policies out of his father’s agency when he agreed 
to become a Farmers agent. Palowski also testified that, in 
his opinion, the best evidence to determine what Morris 
would have sold if he had stayed at his father’s insurance 
agency was to look at what he sold with Farmers during 
that same period. He further testified that he believed that 
Morris would have had the same retention rate for 
policies at his father’s insurance agency as he had had at 
Farmers. 
  
Morris’s father testified that insurance agents normally 
retain policies between 10 to 20 years. He also testified 
that he had personally retained policies for even longer 
periods. 
  
[15] Morris’s expert, Dr. Robert Herbert, used the 
commissions Morris had earned at Farmers and Morris’s 
retention rate at Farmers as a measure for determining the 
amount of commissions Morris could have earned if he 
had remained with his father’s insurance agency instead 
of going to work for Farmers. He also calculated the 
amount Morris could have expected to earn on such 
policies in the future and compiled a chart showing the 
commissions Morris could have earned on policies sold 
through his father’s agency if he had retained those 
policies anywhere from 1 to 25 years. Thus, the evidence 
presented by Morris regarding his damages was based on 
commissions he could have earned if he had written 
policies through his father’s agency during the periods 
when the reserve-agent agreement and the agent 
agreement were in effect. Because the evidence Morris 
presented regarding his damages was not based on 
commissions he would have earned at Farmers if he had 
continued to work for Farmers, Farmers’ argument in this 
regard is without merit. 
  
Farmers also contends that the evidence did not show that 
Morris actually lost income because Morris’s income 
increased after he went to work for Farmers and because 
the amount of income he earned from his father’s 
insurance agency after leaving Farmers’ employment was 
actually greater than the amount of income he had earned 
from his father’s insurance agency before he went to work 
at Farmers. However, Morris presented evidence 
indicating that, if he had stayed at his father’s insurance 
agency, he could have sold policies in the same amount as 
the policies he sold while working at Farmers. He also 
presented evidence indicating that the projected net 
income on that amount of business would have been 
$76,310 in 2010 and $78,088 in 2011. However, it 
appears that Morris earned only $60,000 from his father’s 
insurance agency during 2010 and 2011. Therefore, 
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Farmers’ argument in this regard is without merit. 
  
[16] Farmers further contends that Morris’s claim for 
business expenses he had incurred by becoming a Farmers 
agent “should not have been a damage[s] component 
because they were more than offset by his Farmers 
commission income.” It also argues that Morris 
voluntarily undertook those expenses to become a 
Farmers agent. Farmers presented this argument in its 
postjudgment motion. However, it did not present this 
argument in either its oral or written motion for judgment 
as a matter of law at the close of all the evidence. 
Accordingly, it did not preserve this argument for 
appellate review. See Williford v. Emerton, 935 So.2d 
1150, 1154 (Ala.2004) (holding that “ ‘ “[i]t is a 
procedural absolute that a [posttrial motion for a JML 
[judgment as a matter of law]], based on the 
‘insufficiency of the *989 evidence,’ is improper, if the 
party has not moved for a [JML] on the same ground at 
the close of all the evidence.” Barnes v. Dale, 530 So.2d 
770, 776 (Ala.1988)’ ”). 
  
[17] Additionally, in its brief to this Court, Farmers did not 
cite any authority in support of its argument that the 
judgment should not have included an amount for 
business-operating expenses because Morris had 
voluntarily expended the money it took to become a 
Farmers agent and because the income Morris had 
received from Farmers exceeded the expenses he had 
incurred. Therefore, Farmers’ argument in this regard 
does not comply with Rule 28(a)(10), Ala. R.App. P. See 
Van Voorst v. Federal Express Corp., 16 So.3d 86 
(Ala.2008). Accordingly, we will not consider this 
argument. 
  
 
 

III. 

Finally, Farmers argues that this case should be remanded 
for a hearing regarding whether the $1,800,000 
punitive-damages award was excessive. In its 
postjudgment motion, Farmers argued that the 
punitive-damages award was excessive and asked for a 
remittitur of that award. It also requested a hearing on its 
postjudgment motion. The trial court did not conduct a 
hearing on the motion. Additionally, Farmers’ 
postjudgment motion was denied by operation of law, and 
the trial court did not make any findings regarding 
Farmers’ request for a remittitur of the punitive-damages 
award. This Court addressed a similar argument in Target 
Media Partners–Operating Co. v. Specialty Marketing 

Corp., 177 So.3d 843, 869–70 (Ala.2013), as follows: 
  
[18] “Section 6–11–23(b), Ala.Code 1975, states: 

“ ‘In all cases wherein a verdict for punitive damages 
is awarded, the trial court shall, upon the motion of 
any party, either conduct hearings or receive 
additional evidence, or both, concerning the amount 
of punitive damages.’ 

“In their postjudgment motion, Target Media and 
Leader requested a Hammond [ v. City of Gadsden, 
493 So.2d 1374 (Ala.1986) ]/Green Oil[ Co. v. 
Hornsby, 539 So.2d 218 (Ala.1989) ] hearing, but the 
trial court summarily denied their postjudgment motion 
without holding the requested hearing to consider 
Target Media and Leader’s argument that the 
punitive-damages awards were excessive. 

“This Court has clearly held that a defendant is entitled 
to a Hammond/Green Oil hearing if the defendant 
requests such a hearing. In Southeast Environmental 
Infrastructure[, L.L.C. v. Rivers, 12 So.3d 32 
(Ala.2008) ], this Court held: ‘In its postjudgment 
motion for a remittitur, SEI timely requested a hearing 
on that motion. Therefore, SEI was entitled to such a 
hearing, and the trial court erred in not conducting a 
hearing on SEI’s remittitur motion before it denied the 
motion.’ 12 So.3d at 50. In Lifestar Response of 
Alabama, Inc. v. Lemuel, 908 So.2d 207, 225 
(Ala.2004), this Court held that Lifestar would have 
been entitled to a Hammond/Green Oil hearing if it had 
properly requested one. Here, the trial court did not 
hold the hearing Target Media and Leader requested in 
their postjudgment motion; instead, it denied that 
motion without explanation. When Specialty Marketing 
asked the trial court to enter an order explaining the 
reasons it had denied the postjudgment motion and 
Target Media and Leader again requested a 
Hammond/Green Oil hearing, the trial court responded 
by scheduling the requested hearing, but the scheduled 
date was outside the time in which Target Media and 
Leader were required to *990 appeal from the 
judgment. Moreover, as we held in Section III.A. of 
this opinion, the trial court lost jurisdiction to hold such 
a hearing after it denied Target Media and Leader’s 
postjudgment motion. 

“ ‘This Court and the Legislature have established a 
constitutionally appropriate system for reviewing a 
contention that a punitive-damages award is 
excessive. See Hammond v. City of Gadsden, 493 
So.2d 1374 (Ala.1986), and Green Oil Co. v. 
Hornsby, 539 So.2d 218 (Ala.1989); and § 
6–11–23(b), Ala.Code 1975. Additionally, the 
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United States Supreme Court has established various 
“guideposts” and considerations for assessing 
whether punitive damages are excessive, in a series 
of cases including, most notably, BMW of North 
America, Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559, 116 S.Ct. 1589, 
134 L.Ed.2d 809 (1996).’ 

“Lifestar Response, 908 So.2d at 225. 

“In Williford v. Emerton, 935 So.2d 1150, 1156 
(Ala.2004), this Court explained the reasoning behind 
the requirement of a Hammond/Green Oil hearing, as 
well as the requirement that the trial court enter an 
order containing its findings as a result of that hearing. 

“ ‘[W]ithout a written statement of the reasons for 
that denial [of a defendant’s postjudgment motion 
challenging an award of punitive damages,] the 
requirements of Hammond have not been satisfied. 
As we explained in Love v. Johnson, 775 So.2d 127, 
127–28 (Ala.2000), such a written statement is 
necessary before this Court can conduct a proper 
review on appeal: 

“ ‘ “In Hammond [v. City of Gadsden, 493 So.2d 
1374 (Ala.1986) ], this Court required that a trial 
court ‘reflect in the record the reasons for 
interfering with a jury verdict, or refusing to do so, 
on the grounds of excessiveness of the damages.’ 
493 So.2d at 1379; see also ALFA Mut. Ins. Co. v. 
Brewton, 554 So.2d 953 (Ala.1989). In 
Hammond, this Court stated the reason for the 
requirement: 

“ ‘ “ ‘[T]he trial judge is better positioned to 
decide whether the verdict is ... flawed [as 
excessive]. He has the advantage of observing all 
of the parties to the trial—plaintiff and defendant 
and their respective attorneys, as well as the jury 
and its reaction to all of the others. There are 
many facets of a trial that can never be captured in 
a record, so that the appellate courts are at a 
special disadvantage when they are called upon to 
review [a] trial [court’s] action in this sensitive 
area....’ 

“ ‘ “493 So.2d at 1378–79.” 

“ ‘When a trial court fails to put in writing its 
reasons for denying a motion to review a 
punitive-damages award for excessiveness, this 
Court’s practice has been to remand the cause for the 
trial court to enter an order in compliance with 
Hammond. See, e.g., Love, 775 So.2d at 128; 
Spencer v. Lawson, 815 So.2d 502 (Ala.2001); 

Southern Pine Elec. Coop. v. Burch, 878 So.2d 1120 
(Ala.2003). We therefore remand this case to the trial 
court for the entry of an order that complies with the 
requirements of Hammond. On return to remand, the 
Willifords will have the opportunity to renew their 
argument that the punitive-damages award is outside 
the constitutional parameters set forth in Gore and 
Hammond/Green Oil Co. v. Hornsby, 539 So.2d 218 
(Ala.1989), should they still wish to do so.’ 

*991 “935 So.2d at 1156.” 

Accordingly, we remand this case to the trial court for 
that court to conduct a Hammond/Green Oil11 hearing 
regarding the jury’s punitive-damages award against 
Farmers. On return from that remand, Farmers can renew 
its argument that the punitive-damages award is 
excessive, if it chooses to do so. The trial court shall make 
a return to this Court within 90 days from the date this 
opinion is released. 
  
 
 

Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing, we affirm the denial of Farmers’ 
motion for a judgment as matter of law and/or for a new 
trial as to Morris’s fraudulent-inducement claim. We also 
affirm the denial of Farmers’ request for a remittitur of 
the compensatory-damages award. However, we remand 
this case for the trial court to conduct a Hammond/Green 
Oil hearing on the punitive-damages award and to make a 
return to this Court within 90 days from the date this 
opinion is released. 
  
AFFIRMED IN PART AND REMANDED WITH 
INSTRUCTIONS.* 
  

PARKER, MURDOCK, MAIN, and WISE, JJ., concur. 

BRYAN, J., concurs in part and concurs in the result in 
part. 

MOORE, C.J., and STUART, BOLIN, and SHAW, JJ., 
dissent. 
 
 

BRYAN, Justice (concurring in part and concurring in the 
result in part). 
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I concur in the result in Part I of the main opinion. I 
concur fully in Parts II and III. 
  
 
 

MOORE, Chief Justice (dissenting). 
 
I believe that the at-will language in the employment 
contract between Robert Kyle Morris and Farmers12 
defeats Morris’s fraud claim. “An at will employment 
contract is terminable by either party for a good reason, a 
bad reason, or no reason at all.” Hall v. Integon Life Ins. 
Co., 454 So.2d 1338, 1344 (Ala.1984). Although 
Alabama generally recognizes that an action based on 
alleged fraudulent inducement to enter employment is 
actionable even if the employment is at will, Kidder v. 
AmSouth Bank, N.A., 639 So.2d 1361 (Ala.1994), I agree 
with Justice Houston’s dissent in Kidder that “if the 
employee knows that [he] will be an at-will employee, ... 
[he] could not justifiably rely on any promise concerning 
the working conditions during [his] at-will employment.” 
639 So.2d at 1363. Because Morris was legally bound by 
the specific at-will language in the contract, he had no 
basis to rely on oral assurances from Farmers’ employees 
that continuing to work for his father’s insurance agency 
would not be a cause for separation from employment 
with Farmers. 
  

“[T]he trial court can enter a judgment as a matter of 
law in a fraud case where the undisputed evidence 
indicates that the party or parties claiming fraud in a 
particular transaction were fully capable of reading and 
understanding their documents, but nonetheless made a 
deliberate decision to ignore written contract terms.” 
Foremost Ins. Co. v. Parham, 693 So.2d 409, 421 
(Ala.1997). 

 

*992 SHAW, Justice (dissenting). 
 
I respectfully dissent. Alabama law provides that one 
cannot reasonably rely on misrepresentations when facts 
and circumstances call those misrepresentations into 
doubt. Those facts and circumstances need only be 
“reasonably apparent”; they do not have to be written 
representations found in an executed contract. 

“This Court has held ... that to close one’s eyes to facts 
and circumstances reasonably apparent to the ordinary 
person does not relieve one of the responsibility of 
what the facts would have revealed if the inquiry they 

inspired had been made. For example, an automobile 
dealer may not ignore factory damage to an automobile 
and thereby avoid joint liability with the manufacturer 
for fraud (Chrysler Corp. v. Schiffer, 736 So.2d 538 
(Ala.1999)); nor can a dealer, when purchasing a used 
car for resale, close its eyes to the true mileage and 
condition of a car and rely instead on an odometer 
reading that is patently incorrect in light of the obvious 
state of the car. See Hargrove v. Cantrell, 547 So.2d 
488 (Ala.1989). An architect cannot avoid liability by 
closing his or her eyes to ‘construction defects that 
even the most perfunctory monitoring would have 
prevented’ (Watson, Watson, Rutland/Architects, Inc. 
v. Montgomery County Board of Educ., 559 So.2d 168, 
173 (Ala.1990)); and ‘[a] purchaser simply cannot 
“[close] his eyes where ordinary diligence requires him 
to see,” and expect to recover in a fraudulent 
misrepresentation action.’ Hughes v. Cloud, 504 So.2d 
734, 735 (Ala.1987).” 

Redman v. Federal Home Loan Mortg. Corp., 765 So.2d 
630, 634–35 (Ala.1999). See also AmerUs Life Ins. Co. v. 
Smith, 5 So.3d 1200, 1215–16 (Ala.2008) (“In light of the 
language of the documents surrounding the insureds’ 
purchase of the life-insurance policies at issue in this case 
and the conflict between [the agent’s] alleged 
misrepresentations and the documents presented to [the 
plaintiff], it cannot be said that [the plaintiff] reasonably 
relied on [the agent’s] representations.”), and Baker v. 
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 907 So.2d 419, 423 
(Ala.2005) (holding that, because “language contained in 
the documents surrounding this transaction” called into 
question the alleged misrepresentation, the plaintiff had 
“not produced substantial evidence indicating ... his 
reliance, if any, on [the] alleged misrepresentation”). 
  
As the above authorities show, the facts and 
circumstances that may call a misrepresentation into 
doubt do not have to be in a written contract. The decision 
in Foremost Insurance Co. v. Parham, 693 So.2d 409 
(Ala.1997), discusses statements found in a written 
contract because, in that case, that is where those 
statements were found.13 I see no need to limit the “facts 
and circumstances” that can call into question one’s 
reliance on a misrepresentation to written representations 
found only in an executed contract. This, I believe, 
reflects a significant step back to the “justifiable-reliance” 
standard rejected almost 19 years ago and partially 
overrules Foremost sub silentio. 
  
Here, some local Farmers14 agents told Robert Kyle 
Morris that his business arrangement with his father did 
not present an ethical problem. However, as part of the 
employment process, Farmers gave Morris, a new agent, a 
manual he was *993 required to read. The “Code of 
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Business Ethics and Professional Standards” portion of 
the manual, which dealt with business ethics, clearly 
stated that Morris’s arrangement with his father created a 
conflict of interest.15 In fact, the illustrations in the manual 
provided: “Accordingly, an agent who offices with an 
agent or broker of another insurance company, will be 
considered as maintaining a conflict of interest.” Morris 
acknowledged to Farmers that he had reviewed this 
material. 
  
This is not a situation involving a minor point or 
seemingly inconsequential detail susceptible to being 
overlooked. If so, then at least an argument could be made 
that a jury question existed. Under the facts of this case, 
however, Morris’s arrangement with his father was 
clearly a concern to him, as evidenced by the numerous 
times he inquired about its propriety. He was not merely 
curious as to whether his arrangement with his father was 
permitted; instead, as both the main opinion and Morris 
stress, he repeatedly questioned the matter: “[Morris] 
clearly and unequivocally and repeatedly asked about 
whether it was a problem for him to continue working 
with his father’s independent agency.” Morris’s brief, at 
7. The manual addressed the exact issue Morris was 
specifically concerned about. It seems inconceivable that 
he read the one part of the manual that directly addressed 
the issue that he was adamantly concerned about but that 
he would not, as a reasonable person, comprehend that it 
called into question the oral representations he received 
and then bring that provision of the manual to the 
attention of the local agents. Given Morris’s specific 
concern, and his vigorously professed interest in resolving 
that concern, I do not believe that a reasonable jury could 

properly conclude that the information that actually 
addressed Morris’s concern did not provide a reasonable 
basis for him to suspect that the representations he had 
received might be wrong. Of course, the manual does not 
“nullify” the agents’ misrepresentations, as the main 
opinion characterizes Farmers’ argument. Instead, it calls 
into question any reasonable reliance on those 
misrepresentations. I submit that, when an insurance 
agent is told by local representatives of his company that 
a business arrangement is ethical, he cannot “close his 
eyes” to an ethics manual from the corporate office that 
defines what is ethical and shows the opposite. 
  
Here, the local Farmers agents told Morris that his 
business relationship with his father presented no ethical 
problem. Farmers itself told Morris that the relationship 
did present an ethical problem. The main opinion holds 
that what Farmers said about its own policy would not 
reasonably alert Morris that what the local agents said 
might be wrong, and, thus, that Farmers is liable for fraud. 
This holding turns Foremost on its head; therefore, I must 
respectfully dissent. 
  

STUART and BOLIN, JJ., concur. 

All Citations 

228 So.3d 971, 41 IER Cases 225 
 

Footnotes 
 
1 
 

In the record, the parties often refer to “Farmers,” with no indication as to which entity they are referring or whether they are 
referring to all the entities. 
 

2 
 

At the time of trial, Lowry had married and changed her name to “Heather Martin.” However, we will refer to her as “Lowry.” 
 

3 
 

Evidence was presented indicating that a reserve agent is an agent who is undergoing sales, marketing, and prospecting training 
with Farmers; that the reserve-agent agreement is a 12–month agreement that allows the reserve agent to see if he or she would 
be suited for a career as a Farmers agent; and that the reserve-agent agreement also gives Farmers an opportunity to evaluate 
the potential agent. 
 

4 
 

Stansel testified that Farmers Insurance Inc. is a management company that manages the Farmers insurance exchanges and the 
employees who work for the exchanges. 
 

5 
 

Morris also named Farmers Insurance Group, Hunt, Lowry, Dewey, and Michael A. Dewey Insurance Agency, Inc., as defendants. 
The claims against them were dismissed without prejudice. 
 

6 
 

Of course, until such time as the employee loses his or her new job, the fraud may not be manifest and the measure of the 
employee’s injury as a result of having left his or her former job may not be fully and fairly discernible. 
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7 
 

The situation might be different if the extra-contractual assurance received by Morris was promissory as to the specific issue of 
the longevity of Morris’s employment, at least where it could not be proven that the employer had no present intent to perform 
it. 

“[W]hen the employer hiring fraud is not promissory in nature and instead involves the 
misrepresentation of current or historical fact, there is no direct clash with the employment-at-will 
doctrine. As the cases demonstrate, allegations of employer fraud are extremely diverse and include 
nonpromissory allegations concerning the existence of a job, nature of the job duties, general terms and 
conditions of employment, financial strength and economic stability of the firm, and other misleading 
assertions concerning the economic status of the firm. In all of these widely diverse cases of 
nonpromissory fraud, the employer makes no promises concerning the future employment relationship 
during the prehire negotiations. The employer allegedly misrepresents current or past fact but makes no 
promise that relates to the longevity of future employment. In these types of cases, there is no resulting 
factual clash with the employment-at-will doctrine because that doctrine is forward looking and orders 
the future relationship between the employer and employee, not the behavior leading up to 
employment.” 

Richard P. Perna, Deceitful Employers: Intentional Misrepresentation in Hiring and the Employment–at–Will Doctrine, 54 U. Kan. 
L.Rev. 587, 630–33 (2006) (footnotes omitted and emphasis added). Compare Gardner v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 822 
So.2d 1201 (Ala.Civ.App.2001). In Gardner, a former sales agent for State Farm alleged that at the time she executed an 
agreement to become a sales agent she was promised by a State Farm representative that her employment would be terminated 
in the future only if she cheated or misappropriated company funds. Her employment agreement, however, specifically stated 
that her employment was terminable at will. The Court of Civil Appeals concluded that, in this circumstance, Gardner could not 
have reasonably relied upon a promise of future employment when considered in light of what the contract itself specifically said 
about the same matter. 
 

8 
 

As previously noted, however, in Foremost, supra, this Court rejected the justifiable-reliance standard set forth in Hickox and 
reinstated the reasonable-reliance standard. 
 

9 
 

It is true that some of the universal-life-insurance cases decided by this Court, such as AmerUS Life Insurance Co. v. Smith, 5 
So.3d 1200 (Ala.2008), and Baker v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 907 So.2d 419 (Ala.2005), appear to have involved a mixture 
of contractual documents and noncontractual disclosures or schedules that contradicted the oral representations at issue. It does 
not appear, however, that the Court was directly presented in those cases with an argument that the noncontractual documents 
should not be considered on the reliance issue because those documents were not contractual in nature and were therefore not 
binding on the parties. 
 

10 
 

Morris’s brief states that this witness’s name is correctly spelled “Pawlowski” and that it is incorrectly spelled in the transcript. 
 

11 
 

Hammond v. City of Gadsden, 493 So.2d 1374 (Ala.1986), and Green Oil Co. v. Hornsby, 539 So.2d 218 (Ala.1989). 
 

* 
 

Note from the reporter of decisions: On December 16, 2016, on return to remand, the Alabama Supreme Court affirmed, without 
opinion. On February 24, 2017, that court denied rehearing, without opinion. 
 

12 
 

“Farmers” has the same collective meaning here as it does in the main opinion. 
 

13 
 

Foremost criticized the “justifiable-reliance” standard as “eliminat[ing] the general duty on the part of a person to read the 
documents received in connection with a particular transaction (consumer or commercial).” 693 So.2d at 421 (emphasis added). 
 

14 
 

I use “Farmers” in the collective sense identified in the main opinion. 
 

15 
 

It is argued that this portion was “buried” in the document. However, Morris was required to read the document, and he told 
Farmers that he did so. 
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